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AEROELASTIC, MODAL AND FLUTTER ANALYSES OF UNSTALLrD AXIAL FLOW TURS014ACHINES
18.1	 INTRODUCTION
The .r otors and stators of axial flow compressors and,
 turbines are subjected
to centrifugal, thermal and airloads that depend on the geometry and the operat-
ing parameters. Steady aeroelastic and unsteady response of these "cyclically
symmetric" structures, in turn, influence the applied thermal and airloads.
These inter-active loads and responses arise fundamentally from the elasticity
^-	 of the structure and determine the performance and stability characteristics
,-	 of the "flexible" turbomachine.
Theoretical developments of Ref rences 1-3, have been applied to determine
the thermal and airloads on the rotor / stator blade of an axial flow turbomachine.
The computer code of Reference 1 has been adapted for NASTRAN in the functional
module ALG to generate the steady state aerodynamic pressure and temperature
loads. Computer codes of linearized, two-dimensional, harmonic cascade theories
for subsonic and supersonic flows ( References 2 and 3, respectively) have been
utilized in the functional module AMG to estimate the harmonic airloads on the
blade in a strip-theory manner. No trarsonic flow theory has been included
presently, and the airloads on and near the transonic cylinder (or cone) are
estimated by linear interpolation from subsonic and supersonic adjacent strip
results.
These steady and harmonic aerodynamic theories, in conjunction with the
existing structural analyses capabilities in NASTRAN have been implemented in
the form 'of two new rigid formats to perform.
( 1 ) Static aerothermoelastic "design/analysis", including differential
stiffness effects, of an axial flow compressor rotor/stator
(DISP Approach RF 16), and
(2) Cyclic modal, unstalled flutter and subcritical roots analyses




AEROELASTIC AND DYNAMIC ANALYSYS OF TURBOMACHINES
The rigid formats are designed such that the rotor (or stator) of a
single-stage, or of each sta;;: of a multi-stage compresTpr or turbine is
analyzed as an isolated structure.
Rigid formats have been designed in a modular fashion so that additional














AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS OF TURBOMACHINES
1.
18.2
	 STATIC AEROTHERMOELASTiC "DESIGII/ANALYSIS" OF AXIAL
FLOW COMPRESSORS WiTH DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS
At an operating point under steady-state conditions, the bladed-disc
of the compressor is subjected to centrifugal, thermal and aerodynamic
loads that result in deformation of Vie elastic structure. For a fined
flow rate and rotational speed, the deformation implies a change in the
operating point pressure ratio.
The process of arriving at an "as manufactured" blade shape to produce
a desired, design operating point pressure ratio at a given flow rate and
speed is herein termed the "design" problem. The subsequent process of
analyzing the performance of the "ds manufactured" geometry at off-design
conditions including the effects of flexibility is herein termed the
"analysis" problem.
The current NASTRAN Static Analysis with Differential Stiffness rigid
format has been modified to include the effects of non-aerodynamic (centri-
fugal, etc.) and aerodynamic (pressure and temperature) loads. The following
remarks apply to the simplified problem flow and the algorithm shown in
Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
1. The geometry of the compressor bladed-disc sector, its material pro-
perties and the applied constraints are used to generate and partition
the elastic stiffness matrix. Non - aerodyanmic load vectors are formed
and an operating point flow rate, speed, loss parameters, etc. are selected.
2. Based on the undeformed blade geometry and the operating point
aerodynamic parameters, the functional module ALG generates the aerodynamic
load vector.
3. Total loads are defined as a combination of aerodynamic and non-
aerodynamic loads.
4. A linear solution for independent displacements is obtained based





AEROELASTiC AND DYNAMIC ANALYSES OF TURBOMACHINES
5. Omitted and constrained displacements are recovered,and stresses,
reactions, etc., are obtained.
6. A differential stiffness matrix is derived as a function of the
grid point displacements.
7. A total stiffness matrix is now defined as a sum (or difference)
of the elastic and geometric (differential) stiffness matrices for the
"analysis" (or "design") problem.
8. The linear displacements obtained earlier are used to revise the
blade geometry and a revised aerodynamic load vector is obtained,
9. Again, the aerodynamic and non-aerodynamic load vectors are
combined to define the total load vector.
10. A non-linear solution for independent displacements is obtained based
on the total stiffness and the total loads.
11. Dependent displacements are obtained and data such as stresses,
reactions, etc., are recovered.
12. Convergence of the solution is based on the parameter c defined by
C _ I ^ bu g^ 1P g12 - p92)	 < co
I`	 Lu9f (pg2)
Upon convergence, the final displacements, loads, the deformed blade
geometry, etc., are output. Otherwise, further iterations are performed.
A decision to update the differential stiffness matrix requires a shift
to the outer loop. Only the load vector is revised in the inner loop iterations.
12.1 The final pass, upon convergence, thrcugh the functional module
ALG yields the "flexible" operating point pressure ra.tio (among other





AEROELASTiC ANALYSIS OF TURBOMACHINES
The "design" mode of the rigid format is exercised only at thz design
operating point of the compressor. It is a two-step procedure in that
having "designed" the blade shape, i.e., the "as manufactured" shape, it
should be "analyzed" at the same operating point to confirm the design point
pressure ratio. The "analysis" mode of the rigid format is a one-stop
procedure. The "designed" blade is "analyzed" at selected operating points
over the compressor map, one at a time, to generate the "flexible" performance
characteristics of the compressor. The differential stiffness matrix
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1. Compressor bladed-disc sector geometry, constraints,
stiffness matrix non-aerodynamic loads a operating
point (flow rate, speed, loss porameters, etc.).
Pressure
	










2,	 Aerodynamic pressure and temperature loads,
(P 9 A ) on undeformed blade, ALG
3. (Total loads (P 9 ) (Aerodynamic
and non-aerodynamic)
4. Independent displacements (uy)
(linear solution)
5. (Dependent displacements, stresses, etc.
(linear solution)
Figure 1. Simplified Problem Flow for Static Aerothermoelastic
"Design/Analysis" Rigid Fnrmat for Axial Flow Compressors
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!O
Differential stiffness matritt[K _
Total loads (P g2 ) (Aerodynamic
and Pon-aerodynamic)



















Total stiffness matrix [KW
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Aerodynamic pressure and temperature







.II L Adjustment to [K9 9]e 	 DSCNK	 No change in [K9g]
y	 necessary
Oes
Il^ 	 Figure 1. Simplified Problem Flow for Static Aerothermoelasti
"Design/Analysis" Rigid Format for Axial FlowCompre





























AEROELASTIC AND DYNAMIC ANALYSES OF TURBO
O
12.1	 Final displacements fu 9 ), deformed
blade geometry, stress, etc. +




Point b on the map
Figure 1. Simplified Problem Flow for Static Aerothermoelestic
"Design /Analysis" Rigid Fo-mat for Axial Flow Compressors
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AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS OF TURBONASNINES
1. Enter, after the application of constraints and partitioning
to the stiffness matrix and the generation and transformation
of the non-aerodynamic load vectors (centrifugal, etc i )o with
NA
Kaa° Pg , Gm , G o , etc.
2. {P 9A ) ®— CD	 ----- Undeformed blade geometry e
Aerodynamic Load Generator	 operating popnt (flow rata,
(pressure and temperature)	 speed, loss parameters, etc.)
aJJ
3. [P9} 	 {p9NA} +{PgA)
{p } constrain (p }
$	 9partition 
4. fug} 	 [Kaa7-1 [pd
(
S.	 fug} Cecover	 fug)
[Gm], [G o]. etc.
6.	 [K99j	 9e^ nerate [K99 (fu g M
i
[ P 9 ) _ (p NA )
	
-------i A 1	 OUTER LOOP begins
{ P 9} }	 (Pg}	 `J
[K d 	 constrain [Kd
as	 partition	 99
7,	 [Kgg ] - [Kaa I + [Kaa ] '	 (+) for "analysi d mode of the rigid format
(-) for "design" mode of-the rigid format
f p go } _ (P gl ) + [o}
{uA )	 fug}
Figure 2. Simplified Solution Algorithm for Static Aerothermoelostic
"Design/Analysis" Rigid Format for Aria) Flow Fompressors including
Differential Stiffness Effects.	 (continued)
18.2-7 (9130178)
IP
r!^1 ^^yM^^, EE pp ^^ss^ L:1
^Rliau.'^!^ If'fS.:..^ n.
POOR
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)Inner Loop begins
8. {P9 A ) m	 ALG	 Deformed blade geometry, revised with
(u 9 A ), + operating point.
9. {P92 ) 
_ {P91 ) + IP9A)
iPp} constrain ipg2)
partition
10. {up} _ [Ktz]-1	 (Pp)
11. (u9)	 recover	 fu Y}
[ Gm ], [ G O ], etc.
{u 9 A 1 = {u9)^
r
fu9	 9}= {u} - {u 
b
9)
^.'	 [dK99] ,generate [dK 99
 ({u91)]
(PgII) = [ dK99 ] tu
b 
 + (P90}
{P gl2 ) = (P 911 ) + (pgA)
12. Convergence checks	 {Pg2}, (p912 ), fu 9}
Differential Stiffness Checks
I.	 E f E0.
Emit with
a.	 {u 9 ), stresses, etc.
i	 r
Figure 2. Simplified Solution Algorithm for Static'Aerothermoelastit
"Design/Analysis" Rigid Format for Axial Flow Compressors including
Differential Stiffness Effects.
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b. Final deformed blade geometry
	
ALG
	 (p9A) 4 operating
e operating point (flow rate, 	 pressure ratio and
speed, loss parameters, etc.).
	
other flow paremetefs.
OR 2. c > c o and adjustment to K9 9 not necessary.
Shift to the beginning of Inner Loop with
a.	 (Pg1) - ipgI1)
OR 3. c > c Q and adjustment to K99 necessary.
Shift to the beginning of Outer Loop with
b
a.	 fu g )	 fug)
SA N
b. 







Figure 2. Simplified Solution Algorithm for Static Aerothermoelastic








18.3	 CYCLIC MODAL AND FLUTTER ANALYSES OF AXIAL
FLOW TURBOMACHINES
The problem of determining the complete, unstalled
flutter boundaries of a cyclically symmetric compressor or
turbine bladed disc involves each member set of the series of
harmonic families of its modes, and the effects of permissible
interblade phase angle, over an adequate set of operating
points (flow rates, speeds, pressure ratios, implied Mach
numbers, etc.) of the performance map. In view of the large
number of variables influencing the definition of the flutter
boundaries, a thorough parametric study requires systematic
effective solution procedure.
A capability, therefore, has been introduced in NASTRAN
Q which, with repeated exercises over the range of variables
involved, will enable determination of the flutter boundaries.
The existing features of NASTRAN for Normal Modes Analysis using
Cyclic Symmetry (Section 3.16, User's Manual) and Modal Flutter
Analysis (Section 3.20, User's Manual) have been suitably
combined for the cyclic modal, flutter and subcritical roots
analyses in a new Rigid Format 9, Approach AER(8. Provision is
also made to include the differential stiffness effects by
using the total stiffness matrix saved from the Static Aero-
thermoelastic Analysis (see Section 18.2).
if
r	
^aj In a compressor or turbine, an operating point
((
	 implies an equilibrium of flow properties such as density,
1	 velocity, Mach number, flow angle, etc., that vary across the
blade span. Blade properties such as the blade angle,stagger
angle, chord, etc., also, in general, change from the blade
root to the tip. The resulting spanwise variation in the local
reduced frequency and the relative Mach number must be accounted
for in estimating the chordwise generalized aerodynamic forces
per unit span at each streamline. Integration of these forces
over the blade span yields the blade generalized aerodynamic
force matrix. Since the relative Mach number varies along the
blade span, two two-dimensional, linearized, harmonic cascade
theories (Refs. 2 and 3) one each for subsonic and supersonic
flow have been implemented in a strip theory manner along the
blade span. The chordwise aerodynamic matrices for streamlines
with transonic inflow are derived by linear interpolation between
those on adjacent (subsonic and supersonic) streamlines.
f
The generation of the generalized air force matrices
	 i
is an expensive operation and should be judiciously controlled. 	 ,
1	
In the present development, the aerodynamic matrices are computed
R	 r




interpolated for others. Additionally, the chordwise generalized
air force matrices are first computed for " aerodynamic modes "
(heave, pitch, etc.). The matrices for chgrdwise structural
modes are then determined from bilinear transformations along
J	 each streamline prior to the spanwise integration to obtain
s
the complete blade generalized aerodynamic matrix. This permits
i g.] - a-
a change in the structural mode shapes of the same or a different
harmonic number to be included in the flutter analysis without
having to recompute the modal aerodynamic matrices for aerodynamic
r
li11 E	 modes.
The following remarks apply to the simplified problem
flow shown in Figure 1.	 In this figure, a compressor bladed
disc performance map is shown, although the analysis is equally
applicable to both compressors and turbines.
1. The geometry and the material properties of
the bladed disc sector are defined along with the applicable
constraints. An operating point is selected near fhe eupepted
location of the flutter boundary. The solution procedure examines
if this operating point is a flutter point.
2. Flutter parameters such as densities, interblade
phase angles and reduced frequencies are selected.
3. The chosen operating point implies a certain
spanwise variation of blade and flow properties.
4. A harmonic number is selected for the cyclic modal
analysis. Grid point mass and stiffness matrices are generated.
The stiffness matrix saved from a previous Static Aerothermo-
elastic Analysis can be used instead, and would include the













5.	 Constraints and partitioning yield the analysis
set mass and stiffness matrices. I
i
6. Forward cyclic transformation results in the solu-
tion set mass and stiffness matrices for the cyclic eigenvalue
(	 problem.	 i
t.	 R
7. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors in the solution set
I
are obtained.
8. Symmetric components eigenvectors are derived by
a backward c y clic transformation.
9. Symmetric components eigenvectors are augmented
by recovering the dependent components, and are prepared for
output if desired.
10. For a non-zero harmonic number, the symmetric
component eigenvectors are partitioned to separate the cosine
and sine components.




analysis the modal mass matrix is computed.
12,13. Direct input mass, stiffness and damping matrices,
if necessary, and the constraints thereon define these matric
for further analysis.
14. The augmented eigenvectors, including any extra
(or scalar) points introduced for dynamic analysis are formes














15. The streamline generalized aerodynamic matrices
for chordwise aerodynamic modes are generated. The variation
of the relative Mach number from streamline to streamline
dictates the use of either of the subsonic and supersonic
harmonic cascade theories. Such matrices for the streamlines
with transonic inflow are interpolated. No transonic flow
theory has been currently included.
16. The structural modes are introduced via bilinear
transformations along each streamline to define the chordwise
generalized air force matrices.
17. The blade generalized aerodynamic matrix is derived




18 —20. The analysis loops through the user-selected
combinations of density, interblade phase angle and reduced
frequency,
	
s' !	 21.	 Based on the (o,k) combination, the appropriate
blade aerodynamic matrix is chosen for the flutter equation,
 Linear or surface interpolation, at user's option, is used if{
Cnecessary,
22. The generalized mass, stiffness and damping matrices
of Step 14 and the generalized air force matrix of Step 21 are





23, The solution to the flutter equations is
1
	
sought in the form of complex eigenvalues and eigenvecto
l: 24. The velocity-damping and velocity-frequency
curves output for each (p,v,k) group are interpreted to
identify flutter points.
25. Based on the relative stiffnesses of the bl
the hub of the bladed disc sector, a series of harmonic numbers
are investigated tefore arriving at the flutter boundaries.
Presently, the solution rigid format is designed to ,accept
one harmonic number at a time.
The cyclic modal flutter analysis discussed herein
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1. 1'I, 1	 Introduction
fThe NASTRAN aeroelastic and flutter capabilit y has
	
p-	 been extended to solve a class of problems associate; with axial
	
j	 flow turbomachines. The capabilities included area
1.	 Steady state aerothermoelastic analysis of
compressors to determine:
t
(a) The change in geometry between the design
rpoint operating shape and the "as manufactured" shape of the
r	 flexible blade to ensure the required performance (pressure





(b) The performance at off-design operating
rconditions for a given "as manufactured" blade shape. (This is
I	 termed the "analysis" problem.)
	
(f '	 (c) Displacements, stresses, reactions, plots,
etc., at selected operating points over the compressor map.
(d) A differential stiffness matrix due to
	
L	
centrifugal and aerodynamic pressure and thermal loads for use
in subsequent modal analysis.
	
.im	 2,	 Modal, unstalled flutter and subcritical roots






The rotor/stator of a  single-stage,or each stage
of a multi-stage compressor or turbine is analyzed as an
isolated structure. Two new Rigid Formats (Displacement
RF 16 and Aero RF 9) have been developed, one each for the
aeroelastic steady state and the oscillatory state problems
(see Sections 3.2.2., 3. a3, 3. 24). The rotational cyclic
symmetry (see Section 1.12) inherent in these structures about
the axis of rotation has been taken into account in designing
the capability, so that only a representative one-blade sector
need be idealized.
The steady aerothermoelastic analysis is based on
the theory described in Volume I of Reference 1. The computer
code of the same reference (Volume II), with minor changes,
has been adapted for NASTRAN in the functional module ALG.
The current NASTRAN Static Analysis with Differential Stiffness
Rigid Format has been accordingly modified to include the effect
of centrifugal, aerodynamic pressure and temperature loads.
The existing features of NASTRAN for Normal Modes
Analysis using Cyclic Symmetry (Section 3.16) and Modal Flutter
Analysis (Section 3.20) have been suitably combined for the
modal flutter and subcritical roots analysis of the axial flow
turbomachinery rotor/stator.
These developments are compatible with the general
structural capability in NASTRAN. The structural part of the
problem is modeled as described in Section 1 of the User's
Manual. This section deals with the aerodynamic data pertaining
to the bladed disc sector. The associated aerodynamic modeling




Section 1.14,,3 describes the steady aerothermo-
elastic "design/analysis" formulations.
Section 1.14.5 presents the modal, flutter and
suboritical roots	 analyses.
Sample problems and their solutions are presented




The aerodynamic model is based on a grid generated
by the intersection of a series of streamlines and "computing
stations" (similar to potential lines) as shown in Figure 1.
This arrangement also facilitates the subsequent use of two-
dimensional, unsteady, subsonic and supersonic infinite cascade
theories (see Section IF of the Theoretical Manual) in the
flutter problem. They are used in a strip-theory manner on
the various streamlines spanning the blade.
The aerodynamic loads are assumed significant only
on the bladed portion of a bladed disc and no other part of
the structure need be modeled aerodynamically. The data required
to generate the aerodynamic model for the steady state aeroelastic
analyses are specified on DTI bulk data cards, and are deserib@d
in Section 1.14.3.1 of the User's Manual. Blade s,,treamline
data for flutter and subcritical roots analyses are specifies)
on STREAMLi bulk data cards.
The streamlines are defined by the intersection of
the blade mean surface and a set of coaxial cylindrical (or
conical) surfaces. The axis of the cylinders (cones) coincides
with the axis of rotation of the turbomachine. The "computing
stations" lie on the blade mean surface and divide it from
the leading edge to the trailing edge. The choice of the number
and location of the streamlines and the "computing stations" is
dictated by the expected variation of the relative flow
properties across the blade span, and the complexity of the
mode shapes exhibited by this part of the structure. Hoy
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- — -1 —1— i - — - — - 	 7-- - 	 X0	 Axis of rotation
Figure 1 Bladed-disc Aerodynamic Grid And The
Basic Coordinate System
the tip) and three "computing stations" (including the blade
leading edge and the trailing edge) must be specified.
The distribution of the aerodynamic parameters over
the blade is, in general, different from that of the structural
parameters such as stress, strain, etc. Accordingly, the
aerodynamic model and the structural model of the blade, in
general, may differ. The difference currently permitted in
the two models is as seen in Figure 1 wherein the aerodynamic
grid is shown to be a part of the structural grid.
The x-axis of the BASIC coordinate system (Figure 1)is chosen
to coincide with the axis of rotation and is oriented in the
direction of the flow. The location of the origin is arbitrary.
The z-plane (BASIC) lies normal to the "mean" meridional plane
passing through the blade, with the z-axis (BASIC) directed
towards the blade. The aerodynamic grid can be specified in
any coordinate system (CP). The aerodynamic model data mainly
related to the bladed disc problems are specified on the DTI,
STREAMLI and STREAML2 bulk data cards.
4
' c 	 l.iy .3	 Steady Aerothermoelastic "Design/Analysis"
i
An operating point on a compressor map defines a
distribution of centrifugal force and aerodynamic pressure and
'r
	
	 temperature loads on the bladed -disc of the axial flow turbo-
machine. The equilibrium, deformed shape of the elastic
structure is reached at the end of a series of quasi-equilibrium




stiffness change as a function of the deformation. The operating
point pressure ratio (given the flow rate and the rpm), in effect,
also changes during this process.
..; j
	
Two different problems can thus be stated%
1. Given the desired design operating point and
the "rigid" geometry, to determine the "as manufactured" geometry
("design" problem) that would produce the design conditions and
2. Given the "as manufactured" geometry, to deter-
mine the performance of the flexible blade at off -design operating
points ( " analysis" problem).
Rigid format Displacement 16 has been developed to
solve these "design/analysis" problems. The value of the
PARAMeter SIGN (= +1) selects the analysis or the design mode
of the rigid format. Deformation of the structure as a result
of the applied centrifugal and aerodynamic loads is used to
revise the blade geometry each time through the differential
stiffness loop of the rigid format. Because of the non-linear
relationship between the blade geometry and the resulting
o?erating point pressure ratio, provision is made to control
the fraction of the displacements used to redefine the blade











"design" problem. The fractions of the displacements used to
is
redefine the blade geometry are specified via the FXCOOR I FYCOOR
(.
	
	 and FZCOOR parameters. The application of the aerodynamic
pressure and thermal loads is controlled respectively by the
I '	 parameters APRESS and ATE24P. These parameters also enable the




	 The functional module ALG is used in the rigid format
before, within and after the differential stiffness loops (see
Section V62) to generate the aerodynamic loads. Printed output
from this module during these three stages can respectively be
Y'
'r	 controlled through the use of the parameters IPRTCI, IPRTCL and
6 ^-0
._	 IPRTCF. This enables observation of the variation in the
^^- aerodynamic loads as a function of the blade geometry.
^ f GRID, CTRIA2 and PTRIA2 bulk data cards for the
final blade shape can be punched out using the parameter PGEOM.
At the end of a "design" run, these define the "as manufactured"
'p
	
	 blade shape which can subsequently be "analyzed" at selected
operating points over the compressor map. In an"analysis'
Qk	 run at any operating point, theiotal stiffness (elastic andp ^ i
geometric) of the bladed-disc structure can be saved via the
 parameter KTOUT for use in subsequent modal, modal flutter
and subcritical roots analyses.
The subsections 1.11.3.1 and 1.1°0.3.2 describe
the aerodynamic Direct Table Input and the output data for
Fj	









1.N .3.1 Aerodynamic DTI Data
The input data consist of an initial indication
of the number of entries that are to be made to each of the
two program sections (analytic meanline blade section and
aerodynamic section) 9 and chen a data-set for each entry to
each section. The data that are required for the interfacing
of the output from the analytic meanline blade section to
the aerodynamic section are included in the data-set for the
analytic meanline section. Because partial input to the aero9
dynamic section is generated by execution of the analytic mean-
line section, the input for the aerodynamic section to be
supplied directly by the user varies. This is indicated in
the charts below by giving the variable name LOGS for the
file from which any data are taken that are not always
supplied directly.
LOGS is the file from which input is taken that is
generated by the analytic meanline section. When the analytic
meanline section has been directed to produce data for the




becomes an internally generated scratchfile, Otherwise, LOGS
is attached to the standard input unit and the user supplies
the data.
The following input data items must be input using
^I
NASTRAN Direct Table Input (DTI) bulk data cards. A descript
of the DTI card is in the NASTRAN User's Manualo,
The table data block name must be %LGDB. The trailer value




	 counting the header record. This is the same as the maximum
I value of IREC used in the table. The trailer values for T2
through T6 are all zero. Each of the following input cards





Trailing zeroes need not be input. Data types, i.e., alpha-
numeric (BCD),real and integer, must correspond to those
specified for each data item. Data item names that hegin with
the letters I,J,K,L ,M, and N are to be input as integers while
all others are input as real numbers. Titles are input as
alphanumeric (BCD) with the restriction that only alphabetic
letters occupy the first character in each field of the DTI
card. Titles may use up to nine DTI fields.
.-1
i












NRAD NDPTS NDATR NSWITC NLE NTE
XKSHPE SPEED
NOUT1 NOUT2 NOUT3 - Refers to leading
edge station
NR NTERP NMACH NLOSS NLl	 Occurs
for each
NL2 NEVAL NCURVE NLITER NDEL
	 station
within
NOUT1 NOUT2 NOUT3 NBLAD
	 blade or
at trailing









RDTE DELTAD AC3OCcurs NDATR times
The following data-set is input to the aerodynamic
section and the last record in this set is indipated
with a double asterisk.
TITLES
CP GASR G EJ
NSTNS NSTRMS NMAX NFORCE NSL NCASE
(cont.) NSPLIT NSET1 NSET2 NREAD NPUNCH NPLOT
(cont.) 14PAGE NTRANS NMIX MANY NSTPLT NEQN NLE NTE NSIGN
NWHICH - Occurs MANY times on the same card
G EJ SCLFAC TOLNCE VISK SHAPE
















NDATA NTERP NDIMEN MACH
	 Inlet
condition
DATAC DATA1 DATA2 DATA3 - Occurs
	 specification
NDATA times
(LOGS)	 NDATA NTERP NDIMEN MACH NWORK
(cont.) NLOSS NU NL2 NEVAL NCURVE NLITER
(cont.)	 NDEL NOUT1 NOUT2 NOUT3 NBLADE
(LOGS)	 SPEED-If NDATA >0
(LOGS)	 DATAC DATA1 DATA2 DATA3 DATA4 Occurs
NDATA
(cont.)	 DATAS	 times
(LOGS)	 DATA6 DATA7 DATA8 DATA9








WBLOCK BBLOCK BDIST -Occurs NSTNS times
NDIF 
NSETJ







DM WFRAC -Occurs NM times 000 times
DELF ( 1) DELP(2) .... DELP ( NSTRMS) - ii NSPLIT = 1 C(0/6460)
or NREAD = 1
R X XL II JJ - Occurs NSTF11S times for NSTNS stations





IS	 Data Item Defintions;








scaling factor" (SCLFAC) is incorporated into the input so that
some commonly used but inconsistent unit sytems may be used.
This is principally intended to allow the use of inches for
physical dimensions and yet retain feet for velocities. The
basic dimensions used in the data are length (L), time (T), and
force (F). Angles are expressed in degrees (A), and temperatures on
an absolute temperature scale (D). Heat capacities ( 'H) are also
I.
required. Some possible unit systems are given below, tagehter with










Feet	 Seconds	 Pounds Deg. Rankine BTU 1.0
L`.	 Inches	 Seconds	 Pounds Deg. Rankine BTU 12.0
Meters	 Seconds	 Kilograms Deg. Kelvin CHU 1,0
IS	 Note that some data names are used in more than one ?
(	 section; care should betaken to consult the correct sub-division
f
below for defintions. i
I;	 a.	 Initial Directives
'	 TITLEI	 This is a title card for the run.
NAVAL	 Set NAVAL = 1
NAERO	 Set NAERO = 1 I
b.	 Analytic Meanline Blade Section
I'	 For a more detailed discussion of the input to
this section through item XB, see Reference and For
L	 this section, the dimensioned input is either in degree (A)







	 A title card for the analytic meanline
section of the program.
NLINES The number of stream surfaces which are
defined, and on which blade sections
will be designed.	 Must satisfy
2 5 NLINES 5 21.
NSTDIS The number of computing stations at which
the stream surface radii are specified.
Must satisfy 3:5 NSTNS 5 10.
NZ The number of constant-z planes on which
manufacturing (Cartesian) coordinates
for the blade are required. 	 Must satisfy
35 NZ 515.
NSPEC The number of radially disposed points at
which the parameters of the blade sections
are specified.	 Must satisfy 15 NSPEC <_21.
NPOINT The number of points that will be generated
to specify the pressure and suction surfaces
of each blade section.	 Must satisfy
25 NPOINT <_ 80.
	 Generally, no less than 30
should be used.
NBLADE The number of blades in the blade row.
ISTAK If ISTAK - 0, the blade will be stacked at
the leading edge.



























If ISTAK = 2, the blade will be stacked at,
or offset from, the section centroid.
Set IPUMcH = 0
If ISECN = 0, the blade will be constructed
using the polynomial camber line and the
standard (i.e., double -cubic) thickness
distribution.
If ISECN = 1, the exponential camber
line and the standard thickness distribution
will be used.
If ISECN = 2, the circular arc camber line
a
and the double-circular-arc thickness
distribution will be used.
If ISECN = 3, the multiple-circular-arc
meanline and the standard thickness
distribution will be used.
If IFCORD = 0, the meridional projection
of the stream surface blade section chords
are specified.
If IFCORD = 1, the stream surface blade
section chords are specified.
Set IFPLOT = 0
The input data is always listed by the
program. Details of the stream surface
and manufacturing sections are printed
as prescribed by IPRINT.
1.,y-1v
If IPRINT = 0, details of the stream
I: surface and manufacturing sections are
printed.
If MINT = 1, details of stream surface
sections are printed.
If YPRINT - 2, details of manufacturing
I. sections are printed.
l
If YPRINT = 3, details of neither stream
'
'
surface nor manufacturing sections are
r	 ^.
printed.	 (The interface data for use with
the aerodynamic section of the program is
is still displayed.)
ISPLIT Set ISPLIT = 0
a, INAST Output DataSet INAST = 0.	 See the Out P
G
description (Section	 ) for further
a
details.
IRLE The computing station number at the blade
ql.
leading edge.
IRTE The computing station number at the blade
trailing edge.
r
NSIGN Indicator used to sign blade pressure
I..: forces according to program sign conven-
tions.	 For com rp essor rotors, if the
machine rotates clockwise when viewed
II(J
from the front, set NSIGN to 1; other-
;'i	 I t wise, set NSIGN to -1. 	 For compressor
stators, the two values given for NSIGN














ZINNER,	 The NZ manufacturing sections are equi-
ZOUTER
spaced between a equals ZINNER and ZOUTER.
SCALE	 Set scale = 0.0.
STACKX	 This is the axial coordinate of the stacking
axis for the blade, relative to the same
origin as used for the station locations,
XSTA.
Set PLTSZE = 0.0.
The number of points provided to specify
the shape of a computing station.
If KPTS = 1, the computing station is
upright and linear.
If KPTS = 2, the computing station is
linear and either upright or inclined.
If KPTS > 2, a spline curve is fit through
the points provided to specify the shape
of the station.
If IFANGS = 0, the calculations of the
quantities required for aerodynamic
analysis will be omitted at a particular
computing station.
If IFANGS = 1, these calculations w:
be performed at that station.
XSTA	 An array of KPTS axial coordinates
to an arbitrary origin) which, toght

















RSTA An array cf KPTS radii which, together
with RSTA, specify the shape of a
particular computing station.
R The stream surface radii at NLINES locations
at each of the NSTNS stations.
BLAFOR Set BLAFOR = 0.0.
ZR The variation of properties of the stream
surface blade section is specified as a
function of stream surface number. 	 The
various quantitites are then interpolated
(or extrapolated) at each stream surface.
The stream surfaces are numbered con-
secutively from the inner-most outward,
starting with 1.0.	 ZR must increase
monotonically, there being NSPEC values
in all.
B1 The blade inlet angle.
B2 The blade outlet angle.
PP If ISECN = 0 1 PP is the ratio of the second
derivative of the camber line at the leading
edge to its maximum value.	 Must satisfy
-2.0<PP< 1.0.
If ISECN = 1, PP is the ratio of the second
derivative of the camber line at the
leading edge to its maximum value forward






EIf ISECN = 2 or 3. PP is superfluous.
QQ If ISECN = 0, QQ is the ratio of the second
derivative of the camber line at the trailing
edge to its maximum value,, 	 Must satisfy
0,0 ,QQ 51.0.
If ISECN = 1, QQ is the ratio of the second
derivative of the camber line at the trailing
edge to its maximum value rearward of the
inflection paint. 	 Must satisfy 0.0 < QQ•<_1.0,
If ISECN = 2 or 3, QQ is superfluous.
RLE The ratio of tLade leading edge radius to
chord.
TC The ratio of blade maximum thickness to
chord.
TE The ratio of blade trailing edge half-
thickness to chord.
If ISECN = 2, TE is superfluous.
Z The location of the blade maximum thickness,
as a fraction of camber line length
from the leading edge.
If ISECN = 2, Z is superfluous.
CORD If IFCORD	 0 0 CORD is the meridi.onal
projection of the blade chord.
If IPCORD = 1, CORD is the blade chord.
DELX,	 The stacking axis passes through the stream
DELY
surface blade sections, offset from the
centroids, leading,or trailing edge by DELX
and RELY in the x and y directions
respectively.
S, BS	 If ISECN = 1 or 3, S and BS are used to
specify the locations of the inflection
point (a-- a fraction of the meridionally-
projected chord length) and the change in
camber angle from the leading edge to the
inflection point. If the absolute value
of th% angle at the inflection point is
larger than the absolute value of Bl,
BS should have the same sign as B1,
otherwise, B1 and BS should be of opposite
signs.
NRAD The number of radii at which a distribution of the
fraction of trailing edge deviation is input. Muyt
satisfy 1 s NRAD s 5.
NDPTS	 The number of points used to define each deviation curve.
Must satisfy 1 s NDPTS s 11.
NDATR	 The number of radii at which an additional deviation angle
increment and the point of maximum camber are
specified. Must satisfy 1 S NDATR s 21.
NSWITC	 If NSWITC = 1, the deviation correlation parameter "m"
for the NACA (A 10 ) meanline is used.
If NSWITC = 2, the deviation correlation parameter "m"
for double -circular -arc blades is used.
NLE
	 Station number at leading edge.
NTE	 Station ntu-nber at trailing edge.
XKSHPE	 The blade shape correction factor in the deviation rule.
lia-tl	 t
SPEED
	 See definition for Aerodynamic Section.














R	 Radius at which loss is specified.
XLOSS	 Loss description. The form is prescribed by NLOSS;
see aerodynamic section. 	
t
RTE	 Radius at blade trailing edge where the following deviation	 ! i
fraction/chord curve applies.
If NRAD = 1. it has no significance. Must increase
monotonically.	 i
DM	 The location on the meridional chord where the deviation
fraction is given. Expressed as a fraction of the
meridional chord from the leading edge. Must increase
monotonically.
DVF'RAC	 fraction of trailing -edge deviation that occurs at location
DM.
RDTE	 Radius at trailing edge where additional deviation and






Additional deviation angle added to thAt determined by
deviation rule. Input positive for conventionally positive
deviation for both rotors and stators.
^.	 AC	 Fraction of blade chord from leading edge where maximum
camber occurs.
C.	 Aerodynamic Section
TITLES A title card for the aerodynamic section. of the program.
CP Specific heat at constant pressure. 	 An input value of
zero will be reset to 0. 24.	 Units:	 H/F/D.
GASR Gas constant.	 An input value of zero will be reset to
53.32.	 Units:	 L/SCLFAC/D.
G Acceleration due to gravity.	 An input value of zero will
be reset to 32. 174.	 Units:	 L/SCLFAC/T/T.'
EJ Joules equivalent.	 An input value of zero will be reset
to 778. 16.	 Units:	 LF/SCLFAC/H.
NSTNS Number ca` computing stations.	 Must satisfy 3 z NSTNS
5 30.
! NSTRMS Number of streamlines. 	 Must satisfy 3 z NSTRMS s 21.
An input value of zero will be reset to 11.
NMAX Maximum number of passes through the iterative stream- I
line determination procedure. An input value of zero will tbe reset to 40.
NFORCE The firs* NFORCE passes are performed with arbitrary
numbers inserted should any calculation produce
impossible values.	 Thereafter, execution will cease,
the calculation having "failed". An input value of zero
will be reset to 10.
NBL If NBL = 0, the annulus wall boundary layer blockage
allowance will be held at the values prescribed by !
WBLOCK.
If NBL = 1, blockage due to annulus wall boundary layers
will be recalculated except at station 1.
	 VISK and




NCASE	 Set NCASE = 1.
NSPLIT	 If NSPLIT = 0, the flow distribution between the stream-
lines will be determined by the program so that roughly
uniform increments of computing station will occur
between the streamlines at station 1.
If NSPLIT = 1, the flow distribution between the stream-
lines is read in (see DELF).
NSET1
	
The blade loss coefficient re-evaluation option (specified
by NEVAL) requires loss parameter/ diffusion factor
data. NSET1 sets of data are input, the set nwnbers being
allocated according to the order in which they are input.






NSET2	 When NLOSS = 4, the loss coefficients at the station are
determined as a fraction of the value at Lhe trailing edge.
Then, NSET2 sets of curves are input to define this 	 9n
fraction at a function of radius and meridional chord. Up
to 2 sets may be input (see NM).
t
NREAD	 If NREAD = 0, the initial streamline pattern estimate
is generated by the program.
If NREAD = 1, the initial streamline pattern estimate and
also the DELF values are read in. (See DELF, R, X,
XL.)	 1
4	 ^
NPUNCH	 Set NPUNCH = 0
NPLOT	 Set NPLOT = 0
NPAGE	 Tice maximum number of lines printed per page.
An input value of zero will be reset to 60.
NTRANS
	
IF NTRANS = 0, no action is taken,
If NTRANS = 1, relative total pressure loss
coefficients will be modified to account








If NMIX = 0, no action is taken.
If NMIX = 1, entropy, angular momentur
and total enthalpy distributions will
be modified to account for turbulent
mixing. See Section V.12,. Ref.
The number of computing stations for
which blade descriptive data is being
generated by the analytic meanline
section.
If NSTPLT = 0, no action is taken.
If NSTPLT = 1, a line-printer plot of the
changes made to the midstreamline 'P,1
coordinate is made for each computing
station. If more than 59 passes through
the iterative procedure have been made, then
the plots will show the changes for the
last 59 passes. The graph should decay approxi-
mately exponentially towards zero, indicating
that the streamline locations are stabilizing.
Decaying oscillations are equally acceptable,
but, growing oscillations show the need for
heavier damping in the streamline relocation
calculations, that is, a decrease in RCONST.
This item controls the selection of the
form of momentum equation that will be used
to compute the meridional velocity distri-
*1
butions at each computing station. There are
iw-)S	 j
two basic forms, and for each case, one
may select not to compute the terms
relating to blade forces. (See also
Section V. 1, Ref.
	 ..
If NEON = 0, the momentum equation involves
the differential form of the continuity
equations and hence U
	 terms in the
denominator. 'Streamwise gradients of
entropy and angular momentum (blade forces)
are computed within blades and at the blade
edges(provided data that describe the
blades are given). Elsewhere, streamwise
YI
	
entropy gradients only are included in a
rs
	 simpler form of the momentum equation,
except that at the first and last computing 	
I -
station, all streamwise gradients are taken
to be zero. This is generally the preferred
option when computing stations are located 	 l
within the Llade rows.
If NEON = 1, the momentum equation form is
i
similar to that used when NEON = 0, but
angular momentum gradients (blade force
terms) are nowhere computed. This generally
	 1	 ^
i
is the preferred option when computing
stations are located at the blade edges only.
If NEON = 2, the momentum equation includes
an explicit dVm/dm term instead of the (1-Mm )	 i
denominator terms. All streamwise
gradients (including blade force terms)
are computed as for the case NEON = 0.
When computing stations are located within
the blade rows, the results will generally
be similar to those obtained with NEON = 0,
and solutions may be found that cannot be
computed with NEON = 0 due to high meridional
Mach numbers.
If NEON = 3, the momentum equation is similar
to that used when NEON = 1, but (as for the
case NEON = 1) no angular momentum gradients
are computed. This may be used when computing
stations are located only at the blade edges
and high meridional Mach numbers preclude the
use of NEON = 1.
NLE
NTE See the Analytic Section.
NSIGN
NWHICH The numbers of each of the computing stations
for which blade descriptive data is being
generated by the analytic meanline section.
SCLFAC Linear dimension scale factor , see page
An input value of zero will be reset to
12.0.
TOLNCE Basic tolerance in iterative calculation
scheme.	 An input value of zero will be
reset to 0.001. (See discussion of
tolerance scheme in Section VI, Ref.	 )
1.14-27
VISK Kinematic viscosity of gas (for annulus
wall boundary layer calculations). 	 An input
value of zero will be reset to 0,00018.
Units: LL/SCLFAC/SCLFAC/T,
SHAPE Shape factor	 for annulus wall boundary
layer calculations. 	 An input value of
zero will be reset to 0.7.
XSCALE
PSCALE
Set each equal to 0.0.a. BLOW
PLOW
XMMAX The square of the Mach number that appears
in the equation for the streamline relocation
relaxation factor is limited to be not greater
than XMMAX<	 Thus, at computing stations where
the appropriate Mach number is high enough
for the limit to be imposed, a decrease in
XMMAX corresponds to an increase in damping.
If a value of zero is input, it is reset
to	 0.6.
RCONST The constant in the equation for the streamline relocation
relaxation factor. The value of 8.0 that the analysis yields
Is often too high for stability.
	 If zero is input, it is reset
to 6.0.
P
' CONTR The constant in the blade wake radial transfer calculations.











FLOW	 Compressor flow rate. Units: F/T.
SPDFA C	 The speed of rotation of each computing station is SPDFAC
times SPEED (I). The units for the product are revolutions/
(60xT).
NSPEC	 The number of points used to define a computing station.
Must satisfy 2 5 NSPEC s 21, and also the stun of NSPEC
for all stations s 150. If 2 points are used, the station is
a straight line. Otherwise, a spline-curve is fitted
through the given points.
XSTN, RSTN
	
The axial and radial coordinates, respectively, of a point
defining a computing station. The first point must be on
the hub and the last point must be on the casing. Units: L.
NDATA	 Number of points defining conditions or blade geometry at
a computing station. Must satisfy 0 5 NDATA s 21, and
also the sum of NDATA for all stations s 100.
NTERP	 If NTERP = 0, and NDATA a 3, interpolation of the data
at the station is by spline-fit.
If NTERP = 1 (or NDATA r 2), interpolation is linear
point-to-point.
NDIMEN	 If NDIMEN = 0, the data are input as a function of radius.
If NDIMEN = 1, the data are input as a function of radius
normalized with respect to tip radius.
If NDIMEN = 2, the data are input as a function of distance
along the computing station from the hub.
If NDIMEN = 3, the data are input as a function of
distance along the computing station normalized with
respect to the total computing station length,
NMACH	 If NMACH = 0, the subsonic solution to the continuity
equation is sought.
If NMACH = 1, the supersonic solution to the continuity
equation is sought. This should only be used at stations
where the relative flow angle is specified, that is,
NWORK = 5, 6, or 7.
DATAC	 The coordinate on the computing station, defined according
to NDIMEN, where the following data items apply. Must








DATA1 At Station 1 and if NWORK = 1, DATAl is
total pressure. Units: F/L/L.
If NWORK = 0 and the station is at a blade
leading edge, by setting NDATA # 0, the blade
leading edge may be described. Then pATAl is
the blade angle measured in the cylindrical
plane. Generally negative for a rotor,
positive for a stator. (Define the blade
lean angle (DATA31also). Units: A.
If NWORK = 2, DATAl is total enthalpy.
Units: H/F.
If NWORK = 3, DATA1 is angular momentum (radius times
absolute whirl velocity). Units: LL/SCLFAC/T.
If NNVORK = 4, DATAl is absolute whirl velocity. Units:
L/SCLFA C/ T.
If NWORK = 5, DATA  is blade angle measured in the	 -
strearnsurface plane. Generally negative for a rotor.
positive for a stator. If zero deviation is input, it•becomes
the relative flow angle. Units: A.
If NWORK = 6, DATA1 is the blade angle measured in the
cylindrical plane. Generally negative for a rotor, positive
for a stator. If zero deviation is input, it becomes, after
correction for streamsurface orientation and station lean
angle, the relative flow angle. Units: A.
If NWORK = 7, DATA1 is the reference relative outlet	 i
flow angle measured in the strean:surface plane. Generally
negative for a rotor, positive for a stator. Units: A.
DATA2	 At Station 1, DATA2 is total temperature. Units: D.
If NLOSS = 1, DATA2 is the relative total pressure loss
coefficient. The relative total pressure loss is measured
from the station that is NL1 stations removed frori the
current station, NL1 being negative to indicate an
upstream station. The relative dynamic head is 6etermined
NL2 stations removed from the current station, positive
for a downstream station, negative for an 4pstrea:ii station.
i,jy_3o
If NLOSS = 2, DATA2 is the isentropi4 efficiency of
compression relative to conditions NLI stations rentpved,
NLI being negative to indicate an upstream station.
If NLOSS = 3, DATA2 is the entropy rise relative to the
value NLI stations removed, NL1 being negative to
indicate an upstream station. Units: Ii/ F/ D.
If NLOSS = 4, DATA2 is not used, but a relative total
pressure loss coefficient is determined from the :railing
edge value and curve set number NCURVE of the `:SET=
families of curves. 14LI and NL2 apply as for NI,OSS = 1.
If NWORK = 7, DATA 2 is the reference (minimum)
	
17 	 total pressure loss coefficient. NLI and NL2
apply as for NLOSS = 1.
DATA3	 "The blade lean Wgle measured from the pfojection of a
radial line in the plane of the computing station, positive
when the innermost portion of the blade precedes the









Cascade solidity. When a number of stations are used to
describe the flow through a blade, values are only required
	
ff7	 at the trailing edge. (They are used in thl loss coefficient
	




	 If NWORK = 5 or 6, DATA6 is the deviation angle
measured in the streatnsurface plane. Generally negative
(or a rotor, positive for a stator. Units: A.
If NWORK = 7, DATA6 is reference relative inlet angle,C to which the minimum loss coefficient (DATA2) and the
reference relative outlet angle (DATA7) correspond.
Measured in the streamsurface plane and generally
negative for a rotor, positive for a stator. Units: A.
DATA7
	 If NWORK = 7, DATA7 is the rate of change of relative
	
f	 outlet angle with relative inlet angle.
DATA8
	 If NWORK = 7, DATA8 is the relative inlet angle larger
	
R 	
than the reference value at which the loss coefficient attains






	 If NWORK = 7, DATA9 is the relative inlet angle smaller
than the reference value at which the loss coefficient attains
twice its reference value. Measured in the streamsurface
plane. Units; A.
NWORK	 If NWORK = 0, constant entropy, angular momentum, and
total enthalpy exist along streamlines from the previous
station. (If NMIX = 1, the distributions will be modified, )
If NWORK = 1, the total pressure distribution at the com-
puting station is specified. Use for rotors only.
If NWORK = 2, the total enthalpy distribution at the corn-
puting station is specified. Use for rotors only.
If NWORK = 3, the absolute angular momentum distribution
at the computing station is specified.
If NWORK = 4, the absolute whirl velocity distribution at
the computing station is specified.
If NWORK = 5, the relative flow angle distribution at the
station is specified by giving blade angles and deviation
angles, both measured in the streamsurface plane.
If NWORK = 6, the relative flow angle distribution at the
station is specified by giving the blade angles treasured
in the cylindrical plane, and the deviation angles measured
in the stream surface plane.
If NWORK = 7, the relative flow angle and relative total
pressure loss coefficient distributions are specified by
means of an off-design analysis procedure. "Reference",
"stalling", and "choking" relative inlet angles are
specified. The minimum loss coefficient varies para-
bolically with the relative inlet angle so that it is twice
the minimum value at the "stalling" or 'choking" values.
A maximum value of 0. 5 is . imposed. "Reference"
relative outlet angles and the rate of change of outlet
angle with inlet angle are specified, and the relative
outlet angle varies linearly from the reference value
with the relative inlet angle. NLOSS should be set to zero.
NLOSS	 If NLOSS = 1, the relative total pressure loss coefficient
distribution is specified.
If NLOSS = 2, the isenlropic efficiency (for compression)
distribution is specified.









If NLOSS = 4, the total pressure loss coefficient distribution
Is specified by use of curve - set NCURVE of the NSET2





The station from which the loss ( in whatever form NLgSS
specifies) is measured, is NL1 stations removed from the





When a relative total pressure loss coefficient is used to
specify losses, the relative dynamic head is taken NL2
stations removed from the station being evaluated. NL2
may be positive, zero, or negative; a positive value
indicates a downstream station, a negative value indicates
an upstream station.
F
NEVAL	 If NEVAL = 0, no action is taken.
f If NEVAL > 0, curve-set number NEVAL of the NSET1
families of curve giving diffusion loss parameter as a
function of diffusion factor will be used to re-estimate
the relative total pressure loss coefficient. Nj,OSS must
f	 be 1, and NL1 and NL2 must specify the leading edge of
`	 the blade. See also NDEL.
If NEVAL 0, curve-set number NEVAL is used as
NAVAL 0, except that the re-estimation is only
made after the overall computation is completed
(with the input losses). The resulting loss
J	 coefficients are displayed but not incorporated
ik ^T
	





NCURVE	 When NLOSS = 4 1 curve-set NCURVE of the NSET2
families of curves, specifying the fractic
trailing-edge ;pss coefficient as a functi




NLITER When NEVAL > 0, up to NLITER re-estimations
of the loss coefficient will be made at a
given station during any one pass through
the overall iterative procedure.	 Less than
NLITER re -estimations will be mace if toe
velocity profile is unchanged by re
-
es^ mat-
ing the loss coefficients.
	 (See discussion
of tolerance scheme in Section VI, Ref	 )
NDEL When NEVAL = 0, set NDEL. to 0.	 Whgn
NEVAL ¢ 0, and NDEL >0, a component of the
re-estimated loss coefficient is a shock
loss.	 The relative inlet Mach number is
expanded (or compressed) through a
Prandtl -Meyer expansion on the suction
surface, and NDEL is the number of points
at which the Prandtl-Meyer angle is given.
If NDEL = 0, the shock loss is set at zero.
Must satisfy 05 NDEL <_ 21, and also the sum
of NDEL for all stations <100.
NOUT1 Set NOUT1 = 0
NOUT2 Set NOUT2 = 0
NOUT3 This data item controls the generation. of
NASTRAN - compatible temperature and
pressure difference output for use in
subsequent blade stress analyses.
	 For
details of the triangular mesh that is









NOUT3 a XY, where
If X 1, the station is at a blade
leading edge.
If X = 2, the station is at a blade
trailing edge.
If Y = O f
 then both temperature and
pressure data will be generated.
If Y = 1, then only pressure data will
be generated.
If Y = 2, then only temperature data
will be generated.
If NOUT3 = 0, the station may be between
blade rows, or within a blade row for
which output is required, depending upon
the use of NOUT3 # 0 elsewhere. See
also description of NBLADE below.
NBLADE	 This item is used in determining the
pressure difference across the blade. The
number of blades is I NBLADEI . If NBLADE
is positive, "three-point averaging" is
used to determine the pressure difference
across each blade element. If NBLADE is
negative, "four point averaging" is used.
(See the Output Description in SectionI•IH I ) )
If NBLADE is input as zero, a value of +10
is used. At a leading edge, the value for
the following station is used: elsewhere the
value at a station applies to the interval
'ri
i^i 1.64-35
upstream of the station. Thus by varying
the sign of NBLADE, the averaging method
used for the pressure forces may be varied
for different axial segments of a blade
row.
SPEED This card is omitted if NDATA = 0. 	 The
speed of rotation of the blade.	 At a blade
leading edge, it should be set to zero.
I
The product; SPDFAC times SPEED has units of
revolutions/(T x 60).
DELL The coordinate at which Prandtl=Meyer
expansion angles are given.	 It defines M
the angle as a function of the dimensions
of the leading edge station, in the manner
specified by NDIMEN for the current, that
is trailing edge station. 	 Must increase
monotonically.	 For dimensional cases,
units are L.
i
DELTA The Prandtl-Meyer expansion angles.
	 A positive value
implies expansion.	 If blade angles are given pt the leading
edge, the incidence angles are added to the value specifie,i
by DELTA.	 Units; A.
	 (Blade angles are measured in
the cylindrical plane.) f
WBLOCK A blockage factor that is incorporated into the continuity Ij
equation to account for annulus wall boundary layers.
	 It
is expressed as the fraction of total area at the computing }
station that is blocked.
	 If NBL = 1, values (except at
Staten t) are revised during computation, involving data





A blockage factor is incorporated into the continuity
BDIST equation that may be used to account for blade wakes or
other effects. It varies linearly with distance along the
computing station. EBLOCK is the value at mid-station








	 When NSETI> 0, there are NDIFF points defining loss
diffusion parameter as a function of diffusion factor.
Must satisfy I s NDIFF 5 15.
RIFF
	













Diffusion loss parameter at 9C per cent of the radial blade	 sus
M	 height.
—	 NM	 When NSET2^b 0, there are NM points defining the fraction
of trailing edge loss coefficient as a function of meridional
9 •	chord. Must satisfy 1 s NM s It.	 i-G
NRAD	 The number of radial locations where NM loss fraction/
a •	 chord points are given. Must satisfy I s NRAD s S.




trailing edge where the following loss fraction/
chord curve applies. If NRAD = 1, it has no
Csignificance.	 i
DM	 The location on the meridional chord where
the loss fraction is given. Expressed as a
fraction of meridional chord from the leading
I
edge. Must increase monotonically.	 j
I
WFRRC	 Fraction of trailing edge loss coefficient





yDELF The fraction of the total flow that is to
occur between the hub and each streamline.
The hub and casing -re included, so that
the first value must .: 0.0, and the last
(NSTRM) value must be 1.0,,
R Estimated streamline radius. 	 (These data
are input from hub to tip for the first
station, from hub to tip for the second
station, and so on.) Units- L.
X Estimated axial coordinat ,. at intersection
of streamline with computing station.
Units: L.
XL Estimated distance along computing statiqn
from hub to intersection of streamline
with computing station.	 Units: L.
II, ii Station and streamline number. 	 These
are merely read in and printed out to
















1. 14. 3.2 AERODYNAMIC OUTPUT DATA
1. ANALYTIC MEANLINE SECTION
Printed output may be considered to consist of four sections: a print-
out of the input data, details of the blade sections on each streamsurface, a
listing of quantities require-d for aerodynamic analysis, and details of the
manufacturing sections determined on the constant-z planes. These are
briefly described below. In the explanation which follows, parenthetical
statements are understood to refer to the particular case of the double-
circular-arc blade (ISECN = 2).




Details of the streamsurface blade sections are printed if IPRIN'T =
0 or 1. Listed first are the parameters defining the blade section. These
are interpolated at the streamsurface from the tables read in. Then follow
details of the blade section in "normalized" form. The blade section geometry
is given for the section specified, except that the meridional projection of
the chord is unity. For this section of the output, the coordinate origin is
the blade leading edge. The following quantities are given: blade chord;
stagger angle; camber angle; section area; location of the cent. oid of the
section; second moments of area of the section about the centroid; orienta-
tion of the principal axes; and the principal second moments of area of the
section about the centroid. Then are listed the coordinates of the camber
line, the camber line angle, the section thickness, and the coordinates of
the blade surfaces. NPOINT values are given.
A lineprinter plot of the normalized section follows. The scales for
the plot are arranged so that the section just fills the page, so that the
scales will generally differ from one plot to another. "Dimensional" details
of the blade section are given next. The normalized data given previously is
scaled to give a blade section as defined by IFCORD and CORD. For this
section of the output, the coordinates are with respect to the blade stacking
axis. The following quantities are given: blade chord; radius and location
of center of leading (and trailing) edge(s); section area, the second moments
of area of the section about the centroid and the principal second moments
of area of the section about the centroid. The coordinates of NPOINT points
on the blade surfaces are then listed, followed by the coordinates of 31
points distributed at (roughly) six degree intervals around the leading (
trailing) edges. Finally, the coordinates of the blade surfaces and poin

















The quantities required for aerodynamic analysis are printed at all
computing stations specified by the IFANGS parameter. The radius, blade
section angle, blade lean angle, blade blockage, and relative angular
location of the camber line are printed at each streamsurface intersection
with the particular computing station. The blade section angle is measured
in the cylindrical plane, and the blade lean angle is measured in the constant-
axial-coordinate plane.
Details of the manufacturing sections are printed if IPRINT = 0 or 2.
At each value of z specified by ZINNER, ZOUTER, and NZ, section
properties and coordinates are given. The origin for the coordinates is the
blade stacking axis. The following quantities are given: section area; the
location of the centroid of the section; the second moments of area of the
section about the centroid; the principal second moments of area of the
section about the centroid; the orientation of the principal axes; and the
section torsional constant. Then the coordinates of NPOINT points on the
blade section surfaces are listed, followed by 31 points around the leading
(and trailing) edge(s).
If NAERO = 1, the additional input and output required for, and
generated by, the interface are also printed. (Apart from the input data
printout, this is the only printed output when IPRINT = 3. )
If the NASTRAN parameter PGEOM # -1 then cards are punched
that may be used as input for the NASTRAN stress analysis program.
For the purpose of stress analysis, the blade is divided into a
number of triangular elements, each defined by three grid points.
The intersections between computing stations and streamsurfaces
are used as the grid points and the grid points and element number-
ing scheme adopted is illustrated in Figure 1.
TheNASTRAN input data format includes cards identified by
the codes GRID, CTRIA2 and PTRIA2. The data are fully described
in Reference 7, but briefly, the GRID cards each define a grid
point number and give the coordinates at the grid point, the
CTRIR:2 cards each define an element in terms of the three
appropriate grid points (by number, and in a significant order),
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1	 a.	 Regular Printed Output
The input data are first printed out in its entirety, and the results
	
g! {	 for each running point follow. The output is generally self-explanatory and
definitions are given here for some derived quantities. Tabular output is
rgenerally not started on a page unless it can be completed on the same page,
	
1	 according to the maximum number of lines permitted by the input variable
NPAGE.
The results of each running point are given under a heading
giving the running point number. Any diagnostics generated during the
	
I	 calculation will appear first under the heading. (Diagnostics are describedin the following section. ) Then, a station-by-station print out follows for
r
Figure 1. NASTRAN Grid Point and Element Numbering
Scheme.
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Ieach station through to the last station, or to the station where the calcu-
lation failed, if this occurred. One or more diagnostics will indicate the
reason for the failure, in this event. Included in the meshpoint coordinate
data is the distance along the computing station from the hub to the inter-
ception of the streamline with the station (L), and the station lean angle
(GAMA). Where the radius of curvature of a streamline is shown as zero,
the streamline has no curvature. The whi p
 l angle is defined by
ton 0L _ ve
Vim
For stations within a blade, or at a blade trailing edge, a rel-
ative total pressure loss coefficient is shown. The loss of relative total
pressure is computed from the station defined by the input variable Nlrl. If
a loss coefficient was used in the input for the station (NLOSS = I or 4, or
NWORK = 7), the input variable NL2 defines the station where the normalizing
relative dynamic head is taken; otherwise, it is taken at the station defined
	
by NL1. If the cascade solidity is given as anything but zero, it is used in
	 Y
the determination of diffusion factors. The following definition is used;
1,	
v
U =	 — 
tlar 	 V®iv	 ea r 	 2
	
Vor	 2 Q' VO v 	 O	 '
Inlet conditions (subscript 1) are taken from the station
defined b y the input variable NL1.
The last term in Equation 2 is multiplied by -1 if the blade
speed is greater than zero, or the blade speed is zero and the preceding
rotating blade row has negative rotation. This is necessary because
relative whirl angles are (generally) negative for rotor blades and for
stator blades that follow a rotor having "negative" wheel speed. Incidence
and deviation angles are treated in the same way, so that positive and
negative values have their conventional significance for all blades.
If annulus wall boundary layer computations were made (NBL
= 1), details are shown for each station. Then, an overall result is given,
including a statement of the number of passes that have been performed and
whether the calculation is converged, unconverged, or failed. When the
calculation is unconverged, the number of me_sh_paints where the meridional




tolerance (TOLNCE) on the last two passes is shown as IVFAIL.
Similarily, the number of streamtubes, defined by the hub and
each streamline in turn, where the fraction of the flog is not
within the same tolerance of the target value is shown as
IFFAIL. If these numbers are small, say less than 10% of the
maximum possible values, the results may generally be used.
Otherwise, the computation should be rerun, either .for a
greater number of passes, or with modified relaxation factor
constants. The default option relaxation constants will
generally be satisfactory but may need modification for some
cases. If insufficient damping is specified by the constants,
the streamlines generated will tend to oscillate and this
may be detected by observing a relatively small radius of
curvature for the mid-passage streamline that also chances
sign from one station to the next. This may be corrected by
rerunning the problem (from scratch) with a lower value input
for RCONST, say, of 4.0 instead of 6.0. When the damping is
excessive, the velocities will tend to remain constant while
the streamlines will not adjust rapidly to the correct locations.
This will be indicated by a small IVFAIL and a relatively larga
IFFAIL. For optimum program performance, RCONST should be
increased, and the streamline pattern generated thus far could
be used as a starting point. The second constant XMMAX (the
maximum value of the square of Mach number used in the relaxation
factor) is incorporated so that in high subsonic or supersonic
cases the damping does not decrease unacceptably. The default










Ls specified (by the
printout is also ma,
is the same as that
of the program, and
pressure load data for the
input variable NOUT3), a
ie. The blade element
incorporated into both




rIf the loss coefficient re-estimation routine has been used for
any bladerow(s) (NEVAL # 0), a printout stunmarizing the computations
made will follow. A heading indicating whether the re-estimation was
incorporated into the overall iterative procedure or whether it was merely
made "after the event" is first printed. Then follows a self-explanatory
tabulation of various quantities involved in the redetermination of the loss
coefficient on each streamline. i
1b.	 Diagnostic Printed Output
	 j
The various diagnostic messages that may be produced by the
	 !
aerodynamic section of the program are all shown. Where a computed value
will occur, "x" is shown here.
I
JOB STOPPED - TOO MUCH INPUT DATA
The above message will occur if the sun-, of NSPEC or NDATA
or NDEL for all stations is above the permitted limit. Execution ceases.
STATIC ENTHALPY BELOW LIMIT AT xxx. xxxxxExxx	 ^s
The output routine (subroutine UD0310 calculates static
enthalpy at each meshpoint when computing the various output pgrameters And
this message will occur if a value below the limit (HMIN) occurs. The limiting
value will be used, and the results printed become correspondingly arbitrary.
HMIN is set in the Program UD03AR and should be maintained at some
positive value well below any value that will be validly encountered in
calculation.
PASSxxx STATIONxxx STREAMLINExxx PRANDTL-MEYER
FUNCTION NOT CONVERGED - USE INLET MACH NO
The loss coefficient re-estimation procedure involves iteratively
solving for the Mach number in the Prandtl-Meyer function. If the calculation
does not converge in 20 attempts, the above message is printed, and as
indicated, the Mach number following the expansion (or compression) is
assumed to equal the inlet value. (The routine only prints output following
the completion of all computations and printing of the station - by-station
output data.)
PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATIONxxx STREAMLINExxx
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY UNCONVERGED VM = xx. xxxxxxExx
VM(OLD) = xx. xxxxxxExx
i o 4 -4-1
I
I
For "analysis" cases, that is at stations where relative flow
angle is specified, the calculation of meridional velocity proceeds
iteratively at each meshpoint from the mid-streamline to the case and then
to the hub. The variable LPMAX (set to 10 in Subroutines UD0308 and
UD0326 ) limits the maximum number of iterations that may be made at a
streamline without the velocity being converged before the calculation
proceeds to the next streamline. The above message will occur if all iter-
ations are used without achieving convergence, and the pass number is
greater than NFORCE. Convergence is here defined as occurring when the
velocity repeats to within TOLNCE/5. 0, applied nondimensionally. No
other program, action occurs.
PASSxxx STATIONxxx MOMENTUM AND/OR CONTINUITY
UNCONVERGED W/ W SPEC = xx. xxxxx VM/ VM (OLD) HUB =
xx, xxxxxMID=xx, xxxxx TIP = xx. xxxxx
If,following completion of all ITMAX iterations permitted
for the flow rate or meridional velocity, the simultaneous solution of the
momentum and continuity equations profile is unconverged, and the pass
	
`	 number is greater than NFORCE, the above message occurs. Here con-
verged means that the flow rate equals the specified value, and the
meridional velocity repeats, to within TOLNCE/5. 0, applied nondimension-
ally. If loss coefficient re-estimation is specified (NEVAL> 0), an
	
(	 additional iteration is involved, and the tolerance is halved. No further
	
!	 program action occurs.
PASSxxx STATIONxxx VM PROFILE NOT CONVERGED WITH
LOSS RECALC VM NEW/ VM PREV HUB = xx. xxxxxx MID =
xx. xxxxxx CASE = xx. xxxxxx
When loss re-estimation is specified (NEVAL> 0), up to
NLITER solutions to the momentum and continuity equations are completed,
each with a revised loss coefficient variation. If, when the pass number is
greater than NFORCE, the velocity profile is not converged after the
NLITER cycles of calculation have been performed, the above message is
issued. For convergence, the meridional velocities must repeat to within
TOLNCE/5. 0, applied nondimensionally. No further program, action occurs
K
It,
A further check on the convergence of this procedure is to
compare the loss coefficients used on the final pass of calculation, and th
shown in the station-by-station results, with those shown in the output fro






PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATIONxxx STREAMTUBExxx STATII
ENTHALPY BELOW LIMIT IN MOMENTUM EQUATION AT
xxx.xxxxxExxx
The static enthalpy is calculated (to find the static temperate
during computation of the "design" case momentum equation, that is, wha
whirl velocity is specified. If a value lower than HMIN (see discussion o;
second diagnostic message) is produced, the limiting value is inserted.
this occurs when IPASS > NFORCE, the above message is printed. If thi
occurs on the final iteration, the calculation is deemed to have failed,
calculation ceases, and results are printed out through to this station.
PASSxxx STATIONxxx lTERATIONxxx STREAMTUBExxx LOOPxxx
STATIC H IN MOMENTUM EOUN. BELOW LIMIT AT xxx. xxxxxExxx
This corresponds to the previous message, but for the
"analysis" case. For failure, it must occur on the final iteration and loop.
PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATIONxxx STREAMTUBExxx
MERIDIONAL MACH NUMBER ABOVE LIMIT AT xxx. xxxxxExx
When Subroutine UD0308 is selected (NEON = 0 or 1), the
ineridional Mach number is calculated during computation of the design
momentun, equation, and a maximum value of 0. 99 is permitted. If a
higher value is calculated, the limiting value is inserted. If this occurs
when IPASS > NFORCE, the above message is printed. If this occurs on
the final iteration, the calculation is deemed to have failed, calculation
ceases, and results are printed through to this station.
PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATIONxxx STREAMTUBExxx LOOPxxrc
MERIDIONAL MACH NUMBER ABOVE LIMIT AT xxx. xxxxxExxx
This corresponds to the previous message, but for the "analysis"
case. For failure, it must occur at the final iteration and loop.
PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATIGNxxx STREAMTUBExxx
MG1VIc^.NTUM EQUATION EXPONENT ABOVE LIMIT AT xxx. xxxxxExxx
An expc,nontiation is performed during the computation of the
design case momentum equation, and the maximum value of the exponent is
limited to 88. 0. If this substitution is required when IPASS > NFORCE,
the above message is printed. If it occurs on the final iteration, the calcu-
lation is deemed to have failed, calculation ceases, and results are printed








I	 OF POOR QUALITY
i
f ^	 PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATYONSxxx STREAMLdNExxK
(MERIDIONAL VELOCITY) SQUARED BELOW LIMIT AT
xxx. xxxxxExxx.
If a meridional velocity, squared, of less than 1. 0 is calcu-
lated during computation of the design-case momentum equation, this limit
is imposed. If this occurs when IPASS>NFORCE, the abave message is
printed. If this occurs on the final iteration, the calculation is deemed to
have failed, calculation ceases, and results are printed out through to this
station.
PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATIONxxx STREA41viLINExxx LOOPxxx





This corresponds to the previous message, but for the
"analysis" case. For failure, it must occur on the last iteration and loop.
PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATIONxxx STREAMTUBExxx
STATIC ENTHALPY BELOW LIMIT IN CONTINUITY EQUATION
AT xxx, xxxxxExxx.
The static enthalpy is calculated during computation of the
L`	 continuity equation. If a value lower than HMIN (see discussion of seconddiagnostic message) is produced, the limiting value is imposed. If this
occurs when IPASS>NFORCE, the above message is printed. If this 	 f
f	 occurs on the final iteration, the calculation is deemed to have failed,
r
calculation ceases, and results are printed out through to this station.
IS	 PASSxxx STATIONxx ITERATIONxxx STREAMLINExxx
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY BELOW LIMIT IN CONTINUITY AT
xxx, xxxxxExxx.
_	
If a meridional velocity of less than 1. 0 is calculated when the
I velocity profile is incremented by the an-,ount estiu,ated to be required to
satisfy continuity, this limit is imposed. If this occurs when IPASS >
NFORCE, the above message is printed. If this occurs on the final iteration
the calculation is deemed to have failed, calculation ceases, and results are
printed through to this station.





If when IPASS>NFORCE, a velocity profile is produced that
corresponds to a subsonic solution to the continuity equation when a super-
sonic solution is required, or vice versa, the above message is printed. If
this occurs on the final iteration, failure is deemed to have occurred, calcu-
lation ceases, and results are printed out through to this station.
I,14-4'►
I
^I PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATIONxxx STREAMLINExxx
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY GREATER THAN TWICE MID VALUF,
During integration of the "design" momentum equations,
no meridional velocity is permitted to be greater than twice the value on
the mid-streamline. If this occurs when IPASS>NFORCE, the above
message is printed. If this occurs on the final iteration, the calculation
is deemed to have failed, calculation ceases, and results are printed
through to this station. In the event that this limit interferes with 4 valid
velocity profile, the constants that appear on cards $08$. 272, $08$. 279,
$26$. 229, and $26$. 236 may be modified accordingly. Note that as the
calculation is at this point working with the square of the meridional
velocity, the constant for a limit of 2. 0 tirr.es the mid-streamline value,
^.	
for instance, appears as 4.0.
PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATIONxxx STREAMLINExxx
LOOPxxx MERIDIONAL VELOCITY ABOVE LIMIT xxxxxExx
LI.MIT = xxxxxExx.
During integration of the "analysis" momentum equations, no
meridional velocity is permitted to be greater than three times the value
on the mid-streamline. If this occurs when IPASS>NFORCE, the above
message is printed. If this occurs on the final loop of the final iteration,
the calculation is deemed to have failed, calculation ceases, and results
are printed through to this station. In the event that the limit interferes
with a valid velocity pr,:)file, the constants that appear on cards
$08$. 398, $08$.409, $26$. 323, $26$. 334, and $26$. 329 may be modified
accordingly. In each case except that of the last card noted, the program
is .corking with meridional velocity squared, so that a lirnit of, for instance,
3.0 times the mid-streamline value appears as 9. 0..
PASSxxx STATIONxxx STREAMLINExxx LIMITING MERIDIONAL





In the Subroutine UD0308 (NEQN= 0 or 1), a maximum
permissible meridional velocity (equal to the speed of sound) is established
for each streamline at the beginning of each pass. The calculation yields
the square of the velocity, and if a value of less than 1. 0 is obtained, a
value of 6250000. 0 is superimposed (which corresponds to a meridional
velocity of 2500.0). If this , occurs when IPASS>NFORCE, the above message
is printed, and the calculation is deemed to have failed. Calculation ceases







PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATIONxxx STREAMLINExxx
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY ABOVE SOUND SPEED VM =
xxxx. xx A = xxxx. xx.
In Subroutine UD0308 (NEON = 0 or 1), no meridional vc`ocity
is permitted to 'be larger than the speed of sound. The above message will
occur if this limit is violated during integration of the "design" momentum
when IPASS > NFORCE. If the limit is violated at any point when IPASS>
NFORCE and on the last permitted iteration (last permitted loop also in
the case of the "analysis" momentum equation), the calculation is deemed
to have failed. Calculation ceases, and the results are printed through to
this station.
MIXING CALCULATION FAILURE•NO. n
The above message occurs when flow :nixing calculations are
specified, and the computation fails. The overall calculation is halted, and
results are printed through to the station that is the upstream boundary for
the mixing interval in which the failure occurred. The integer n takes on




In solving for the static pressure distribution at the upstream
boundary of each mixing step, the average static enthalpy i3
determined in each streamtube (defined by an adjacent pair
of streamlines). This failure indicates that a value less than
HMIN was determined.
n = 2 Calculation of the static pressure distribution at the upstream
boundary of the mixing step is iterative. This failure indicates




The static enthalpy on each streamline at the mixing step
upstream boundary is determined from the static pressure
and entropy there. This failure indicates that a value less




The axial velocity distribution at the nixing step upstrean.
boundary is determined from the total enthalpy, ptat)c enthalpy,
and tangential velocity distributions. This failure indicates
that a value less than VMIN was determined.
g"	 n = 5	 In solving for the static pressure distribution at the downstream
boundary of each mixing step, the average static enthalpy is
determined in each streamtube (defined by an adjacent pair











	 Calculation of the static pressure distribution at the down-
stream boundary of the mixing step is iterative. This failuxc
i	 indicates that the procedure was not converged after 10iterations.
n = i
	
	 The static enthalpy distribution at the mixing step downstream
boundary is found from the total enthalpy, axial velocity, and
tangential velocity dist-ibutions. This failure indicates that
a value less than HIv11N was determined.
•	 n = g	 In order to satisfy continuity, the static pressure level at the
mixing step downstream boundary is iteratively determined.
This failure indicates that after 15 attempts, the procedure
was unconveraed.




Four output options may result in cards being produced
by the aerodynamic section of the program. Use of the input item
NOUT3 gives "PLOAD2 and Temperature - Cards 00 punched in a format:
!	
compatible with 1 -he NASTRAN stress program. For the purposes of
k '	 stress analysis, the blade is taken to be composed of a number of
^>	 ggap	 triangular elements. Two such elements are formed by the quadrilateral
'	 defined by two adjacent streamlines and two adjacent computing stations.
The way that each quadrilateral is divided into two triangles, and
the element numbering scheme that is used, are illustrated in
'	 Figure 1, The pressure difference for each element is given by
aan average of either three or four values at surrounding mesh-
F;	 points. The pressure difference at each meshpoint is computed
from the equation
^Tr wr f_	 T 
'
S + Vm d (vVB)	 (s)
and as follows. At the blade leading edge a forward difference is
used to determine the meridional gradients. At the blade trailing
iI	 edge the pressure difference is taken to be zero. At stations
j
	
	 with the bladerow (following a leading edge), mean central
differences are used to determine the meridional gradients. when







blade axial segment, then three-point averaging is used. For
instance, for element number 1 in Figure 1, pressure differences
at grid points 1, 6, and 7 would be used. If NHLADE is negative,
four-point averaging is used. For instance for element number 1,
pressure differences at grid points 1, 2, 6 and-7 would be used.
The same average would also apply to element number 2. Relative
total temperatures are output at the grid points on the blade.
A TEMPD value is also output using the average temperature at
the blade root for the grid points on the rest of the structure.
*A
USER'S MANUAL UPDATES
1.14 .4	 Sample Problem
F
The Static Aerothermoelastic Design/Analysis procedure
	
°'	 for the bladed disc of an axial flow compressor rotQr is
t
illustrated by this sample problem. As explained in Section
.
	
_	 1,14,3 the Design and Analysis steps are carried out only at
the design operating point of the compressor bladed disc - the
"as manufactured" structure being only "analyzed" at off4design
operating points. The Design or Analysis mode of the Displace-
ment Rigid Format 16 is selected by the PARAMETER SIGN. The
>t




The finite element model of a sector of the bladed
disc is shown n Figure 1. 	 The blade grid is specified in the
Basic coordinate system located on the axis of rotation as shown
in the figure. The hub is specified in a cylindrical coordinate
	
`	 system with the origin and the z-axis respectively coincident
with the origin and the x-axis of the Basic system. A schematic
of the aerodynamic model used is shown in Figure 2 wherein the
aerodynamic mesh is generated by the intersection of 4 streamlines
and 5 computing stations, three of which lie on the blade. Two
additional computing stations have been used for the aerodynamic
section (see Section 1.14,3,1), one each upstream and downstream
of the blade to enable flow description in these regions. The









j °^	 ^.^r----Axis of Rotation
(x-axis)
Figure 1, Finite Element Model of an Axial Flow Compressor
Bladed Disc Sector, and the Basic Coordinate System
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Tfie Executive Control Deck consists of cards from ID
to CEND. SOL 16 and APP Displacement are used for the Steady
Aerothermoelastic Design/Analysis problem, CPU time (in minutes)
is estimated on the TYME card. DIAG (optional) is used to
request diagnostic output,
The Case Control Deck is used to selegt the boundary
conditions imposed on, and the loads applied to the structure.
The extent and the form of the output desired is also sglected
in this deck. In this problem, SPC set 500 is usgd to restrain
the hub-shaft attachment degree-i of freedom from moving in the
axial and tangential direction. MPC set 600 is used to define
the blade-hub attachment end the relative motion of the corres-
ponding grid points on the two sides of the cyclic sector.
Two subcases must be defined for this rigid format. Subcase 1
it	 is for the linear solution based on the elastic stiffness while
Subcase 2 solution includes the differential stiffness effects.
The OUTPUT (PLOT) packet requests the plots, and is explained
(	 in Section 4, of the User's Manual,
The blade is idealized by 12 CTRIA2 plate elements
while 4 CHEW solid elements are used to model the hub, The
aerodynamic data. describing the blade geometry (blade angle,
chords, stagger angles etc.) and the operating conditions (flow
rate, speed, losses etc,) are specified in the ALGDB data block
^e
input; via the DTI bulk data cards. The geometry, material and








	 manual, Parameters APRESS = 1 and ATEMP = 1 enable the inclusion







and FZCOOR parameters each equal to 0.3 indicate that, in
this design example, three tenths of the displacements obtained
(both linear and non-linear) are used to rede f ine the blade
geometry. Parameters IPRTCF = 1 and IPRTCI = 1 are used for
a detailed printout from the ALG module upon final and initial
entries. IPRTCL = 0 requests a summary from the ALG module
If-,	 during the differential stiffness loop (see Section 18 of the
Theoretical Manual). PGEOM = 3 causes the GRID, CTRIA2, PTRIA2
and DTI bulk data cards to be punched out during the final pass
through the ALG module. These cards represent the final blade
geometry and the operating conditions, Parameter STREAK = -1




while ZORIGN = 0 only is currently permitted. STREAMLI cards
identify the grid points defining the blade.












1.9"x.5	 Modal, Flutter & Subcritical Roots Analyse s
Cyclic symmetric flow is assumed while analyzing the
turbomachinery rotor/stator. Due to rotational cyclic symmetry,
only one -bladed disc sector is modeled. The harmonic number
dependent cyclic normal modal analysis of such structures is
described in Section 1.12 of the User ' s Manual. In the present
development, the results of the normal modes analysis using
cyclic symmetry have been appropriately integrated with unsteady
cascade aerodynamic theories and the existing k-method of modal
flutter analysis. The Mach number parameter has been conven-
iently replaced by the interblade phase angle parameter for
blade flutter problems. The discussion that follows is to
bring out the features pertinent to bladed disc analysis.
In a compressor or turbine, an operating point
implies an equilibrium of flow properties such as density, velocity,
Mach number, flow angle, etc., that vary across the blade span.
Slade properties like the blade angles, stagger angle, chord, etc.,
also, in general, change from the blade root to the tip. The
resulting spanwise variation in the local reduced frequency and
the relative Mach number must be accounted for in estimating
the chordwise generalized aerodynamic forces per unit span at
each streamline. Integration of these forces over the blade
span yields the blade generalized aerodynamic force matrix.
In order to nondimensionalize this matrix, the flow and blade
properties at a referenced streamline are used. The reference
streamline number, IREF, is specified on a PARAM bulk data card.
Since the relative Mach number varies along the blade
span, necessitating the use of either the subsonic or supersonic
cascade theories, parameters MAXMACH and MINMACH are used
respectively to specify the upper and lower limits below and above
which the subsonic and supersonic unsteady cascade theories are
applicable. For streamlines with relative Mach numbers between
the limits MAXMACH and HINMACH, linear interpolation is used.













	 It shou'.d be noted that for a given interblade phase
angle and reference reduced frequency, chordwise generalizedj	 aerodynamic matrices corresponding to local spacing, stagger
tf	 and Mach number at the selected operating point will be generated
iff	 for each streamline on the blade. This is an expensive operation
' t	and should be carefully controlled to reduce the computational
i
work. The aerodynamic matrices are, therefore, computed at a
few interblade phase angles and reduced frequencies,
' and interpolated for others. These parameters are selected on
({	 the MKAER01 and MKAER02 bulk data cards. Matrix interpolation
is an automatic featuxe of Rigid Format Aero S. Additional
1	 aerodynamic matrices may be generated and appended to the previous
group on restart with new MKAER01 cards, provided the rest of the
data used for the matrix calculation remain unaltergd.
To save further computational time, the chordwise
generalized aerodynamic matrices are first computed for
^s	
"aerodynamic modes" ( see the Theoretical Manual, Sectioni? ).
r,
	 The aerodynamic matrices for chordwise structural modes are
t-+	 then determ4.ned from bilinear transformations along each
' j	streamline prior to the spanwise integration to obtain the
complete blade generalized aerodynami c matrix. This permits
a change in the structural mode shapes of the same or a
rdifferent harmonic number to be included in the flutter analysis
without having to recompute the modal aerodynamic matrices for
aerodynamic modes. This can be achieved by appropriate ALTERS
to the Rigid Format.
For non-zert.) harmonic numbers, the normal modes
analysis using cyclic symmetry results in both "sine" and
"cosine" mode shapes' ( Section 1 . 12). The BCD value of the
parameter MTYPE on a PARA4 bulk data card selects the type of
mode shapes to be used in flutter calculations. It is immaterial
1b	 which is selected.
The method of flutter analysis is specified on the
FLUTTER bulk data card. The FLUTTER card is selected by an
FMETHOD card. At the present time, only the k =method of flutter







of parameters: density ratio (P/Pref ° P ref	 is given on AERO
card); interblade phase angle (4-)1	 and reduced frgquency, (fit•)
For example, if the user specifies two values of each, there
will be eight loops in the following order.
i DENS Cr i
s ,




3 L 1 2
4 2 1 2
5 1 2 1
f^Ik 2 2 17 1 2 2
® 2 2 2
Values for the parameters are listed on FLFACT bulk data cards.
r
[t Usually, one or two of the parameters will have only a sinagle
if value.
Of
A parameter VREF may be used to scale the output
velocity.	 This can be used to convert from consistent units	 r,,
(e.g., in/sec) to any units the user may desire (e.g., mph),
J determined from Vout = V/VREF° Another use of this parameter
is to compute flutter index, by choosing VREF = bwe
F! If physical output (grid point deflections or elemelt
forces, plots, etc.) is desired rather than modal amplitudes,	 i
this data recovery can be made upon a user selected subset of
the cases.	 The selection is based upon the velocityp the method
0 is discussed in section 3.23.3.
i
n	 rg rF° A j
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1,11 .6	 Sample Problem
The problem of determining 
	 o	 tthe c oum late uns ailed
flutter boundaries of a compressor or turbine bladed disc
involves each member set of an ap p ropriate whole series of
harmonic families of modes of the cyclically symmetric bladed
discs, and effects of interblade phase angle. over an adequate
set of operating points (flow rates, speedso pressure ratios,
implied Mach numbers. etc.). This sample problem, therefore,
is only to illustrate the procedure to obtain typical data
	
I i
leading to the definition of flutter boijndaries.
The finite element model of the compressor bladed
disc sector is shown in Figure 1. The aerodynamic model (see
Section 1.iq .2) with 4 streamlines and 3 computing stations is
shown in Figure 2. The first four of the zeroth harmonic!'
family of natural modes and frequencies are chosen for flutter
investigation via the PARAMeters LMODES = 4 and KINDER = 0.
Operating point conditions of 73.15 lb m/sec flow rate.
16043 rpm, and 1.84 total pressure ratio are selected so as to
{{jj
	 demonstrate the use of the total stiffness matrix, for cyclic
t_E	 modal analysis, saved from the Static Aerothermoeiastic Analysis
at this operating point ( see Demonstration Manual examples 9-5-1
and 16-1). For this, the Parameter KGGIN is set equal to 1.
The k-method of flutter analysis is used which is the only











The Executive Control Decko cards ID through LEND,
selects the Cyclic Modal Flutter Analysis Rigid Format via
the SOL 9 and APP AFRO cards. An estimated CPU TIME of
20 minutes is indicated for this example. The DIAL 14 card
is optional and lists the Rigid Format.
The Case Contro' Deck is Used to select constraints,
methods and output. In this' problem, SPC set 500 is used to
constrain the hub-shaft attachment degrees of freedom to move
only in the radial direction. APC set 500 is used to define
the blade-hub connection. A METHOD card must select on EIGR
bulk data card for real eigenvalue analysis. An FMETHOD card
must be used to select a FLUTTER data card for flutter analysis.
A CMETHOD card must select an EIGC data card for complex
eigenvalue extraction. For a flutter summary printout, the
parameter PRINT is set to YESB. The XYPAPERPLOT request shown
will plot V-g and V-f split frame "plots" on the printer output.
To produce plots, it is necessary to specify a plotter, request
a plot tape, and specify XYPAPERPLOT VG. The "curves" refer
to the loops of the flutter analysis, and in this example the
9 loops have been arranged with 3 loops to each frame.
The blade and the hub are respectively modeled by
12 CTRIA2 and 4 CHEXAI elements. The geometry, material and
constraint bulk data are as discussed to previous sections of
this manual, and there are no special rules for aeroelastic
flutter analysis. CYJOIN data card specifies the pairs of
corresponding grid points on the two sides of the cyclic sector.
INV method of real eigenvalue extraction is selected on an El














Of these, the first four (Parameter LMODES m 4) modes are used
to form the modal flutter equations. The AERO bulk data card
is used to specify the reference chord and reference density.
For bladed disc flutter analysis, the other two parameters on
the AERO card are of no significance. The M%AER0l data card
causes the aerodynamic matrices to be computed for three inter-
blade phase angle-reduced frequency pairs, i.e. ( ar= 1800,
k = 0.3) 9 (1800 9 0.7) and (180 0 , 1.0)0
The FLUTTER bulk data card selects the presently
permitted k-method of flutter analysis and refers to the FLFACT
cards specifying density ratios, interblade phase angles, and
reduced frequencies. The analysis loops through all combinations
of densities, interblade phase angles and reduced frequencies,
with density on the inner loop and interblade phase angle on
the outermost loop. In this example, 3 density ratios, 1 inter-
blade phase angle and 3 reduced frequencies (on FLFACT cards)
result in (3 x 1 x 3 =) 9 loops.	 Both linear and surface splines
are available for interpolation of aerodynamic matrices to
C
	
-'	 intermediate values of interblade phase angle and reduced
frequency. The EIGC card is required and the HESS method is
used. The number of complex eigenvectors to be extracted must
	
'H	 be specified, and will usually agree with the number of modes
	
r	
saved for output specified on the FLUTTER data card.
For bladed discs, STREAMLI and STREAML2 data cards are
	
{1	 required. The grid points on each streamline on the blade are













the root and the tip) and 3 grid points per streamlinQ must be
selected for cyclic modal flutter analysis.




















FIGURE 1. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
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FIGURE 2. AERODYNAMIC MODEL
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Executive Control Card SOL - Solution Number Selection
	 OF POOR QUALFTY
Description: Selects the solution number which defines the Rigid Format.
Format and Example(s):








Kl	 Solution number of Rigid Format (see Remarks below and Section 3).
K2	 Subset numbers for solution K1, default value - 0.
A	 Name of Rigid Format (see Remarks below).
Remarks:
	
1. When a Direct Matrix Abstraction Program (DMAP) is not used, the solution is manda-
tory. The subset associated with a solution is optional.
2. For Displacement Approach Rigid Formats, the integer value for K1 or the alphabetic








7	 DIRECT COMPLEX EIGENVALUES
8	 DIRECT FREQUENCY RESPONSE
9	 DIRECT TRANSIENT RESPONSE
10	 MODAL COMPLEX EIGENVALUES
11	 MODAL FREQUENCY RESPONSE
12	 MODAL TRANSIENT RESPONSE
13	 NORMAL MODES ANALYSIS WITH DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS
14	 STATICS CYCLIC SYMMETRY
15	 MODES CYCLIC SYMMETRY
16	 STATIC A EROTHERMOELASTIC ANALYSIS WITH DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS
3. For Heat Approach Rigid Formats, the integer value for K1 or the alphabetic char-







4.	 For Aero Approach Rigid Formats, the integer value for K1 'or the alphabetic characters
for A must be selected from the following table:
K1 A
9 COIIPRESSOR BLADE CYCLIC IIODAL FLUTTER ANALYSIS
10 MODAL FLUTTER ANALYSIS
11 MODAL AEROELASTIC RESPONSE
5.	 Subsets cause a reduction in the number of statements in a Rigid Fona^t. 	 The use





UL 1 Delete loop control.
2 Delete mode acceleration method of data recovery
(modal transient and modal frequency response).
3 Combine subsets 1 and 2.
4 Check all structural and aerodynamic data without
execution of the aeroelastic problem.
{i 5 Check only the aerodynamic data without execution
of the aeroelastic problem.
6 Delete checkpoint instructions.
7 Delete structure plotting and X-Y plotting.
8 Delete Grid Point Weight Generator.
{ 9 Delete fully stressed design (static analysis).












15. NCHECK - requests significant digits to indicate numerical accuracy of element stress
and force computations.
16. AER®F®RCE - requests frequency dependent aerodynamic laod on interconnection points in
aeroelastic response analysis.
17. STRAIN - requests the strains/curvatures in a set of structural elements (applicable
to TRCA1 TRIA2, QUADI, and QUAD2 only).
I S- CSp
 - selects contact surface points to be output.
2.3.3 Subcase Definition
In general, a separate subcase is defined for each loading condition. In statics problems
separate subcases are also defined for each set of constraints. In complex eigenvalue analysis
and frequency response separate subcases are defined for each unique set of direat input matrices.
Subcases may be used in connection with output requests, such as in requesting different output
for each mode in a real eigenvalue problem.
The Case Control Deck is structured so that a minimum amount of repetition is required. Only
one level of subcase definition is necessary. All items placed above the subcase level (ahead of
the first subcase) will be used for all following subcases, unless overridden within the individual
	 Isubcase.
In statics problems, subcases may be combined through the use of the SUBCBM feature. Indi-
vidual loads may be defined in separate subcases and then combined by the SUBCBM. If the loads
are mechanical, the responses are combined as shown in example 2, which follows. If a thermal 	 r.;={
load is involved, the responses due to mechanical and thermal loads may be recovered as shown in
i




r	 Format and Examples:
CSP - n
1 











i^(	 Case Control Data Card 	 CSP a Contact Surface Point Selection





1. The normal displacement difference will be output for the selected
r-	 interface contact surface points.
2. This card should scicct only those points of the interface contact
serfaces where "contact" constraint conditions were not invoked. Use
S'	 the GPFORCE Case Control Card to select points for which "contact"










Input Data Card	 CSP	 Contact Surface Points
Description: Defines interface contact surface points for use in static
aeroelastic problems.
Format and Example:
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10
CSP SID GA1 GB1 GA2 G82 GA3 G83 aABC





ABC	 GA4	 G84	 GAS	 GDS	 etc-
¢CSP1
Field	 Contents
SID	 Identification number of contact surface set (integer > 0).
GAi, Gill	 Grid point identification numbers of node point pairs at
interface contact locations (integer > 0).
Remarks:
1. Contact surface sets must be selected in the Case Control Deck (CSP - SID)
to be used by NASTRAN
2. The normal displacement difference between each GAi and GBi pair will be
output if this SiD is selected.
3. Only those points where "contact" constraints were not invoked should be
selected here. Contact surface points where "contact" constraints were
invoked should be selected by a GPFORCE data card to output element forces








Interface contact surfaces represented by node pal






Input Data Card	 FLFACT	 Aerodynamic Physical Data
Description:	 Used to specify densities. Mach numbers or interblade phase angles,
and reduced frequencies for flutter analysis.
Format and Example:
1	 a	 3	 a	 5	 r	 7	 A	 a	 In
FLFACT SID F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6
FLFACT 97 .3 .7 3.5 1 labc
+BC F8 F9 -etc.--
Alternate Form:
FLFACT SID F1 THRU FNF I	 NF I	 FMID




SID	 Set identification number (Unique integer > 0).
Fi	 Aerodynamic factor (Real).
Remarks: 1. These factors must be selected by a FLUTTER data card to be used by NASTRAN.
2. Imbedded blank fields are forbidden.
3. Parameters must be listed in the order in which they are to be used within the
looping of flutter analysis.
4. For the alternate form, NF must be greater than 1.	 F	 must lie between F and
FNF , otherwise Fmid will be set to (F i + FNF )/2. Then mid	 1
F1(FNF Fmid)(NF-i) + FNF(Fmid-F1)(i-1)
Fi	 FNF-Fmid NF-i + Fmid-F 1 i-1	
i = 1,2,...,NF
The use of Fmid (middle factor selection) allows unequal spacing of the factors.








	 FLUTTER	 Aerodynamic Flutter Data
Description: Defines data needed to perform flutter analysis.
Format and Example:
1	 2'	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 B	 9	 10
FLUTTER SID MACH. IRFREQ _ IMETH	 NALUE EPS
FLUTTER 19
METHOD]DliNS
K 119 219 13?9 S	 5 1.-4
Field	 Contents
SID	 Set identification number (Unique Integer > 0).
METHOD	 Flutter analysis method, "K" for K- method, "PK" for P-K method, "KE" for the
K-method restricted for efficiency.
DENS	 Identification number of an FLFACT data card specifying density ratios to be
used in flutter analysis (Integer > 0).
MACH	 Identification number of an FLFACT data card specifyingMACH numbers or interblade phase angles (m) to be used in
f.lutter analysis (integer > 0).
RFREQ (or VEL)	 Identification number of an FLFACT data card specifying reduced frequencies (k)
to be used in flutter analysis (Integer > 0); for the p-k method, the velocity.
IMETH
	
Choice of interpolation method for matrix interpolation (BCD: L o
 linear,
S - surface).
NVALUE	 Number of eigenvalues for output and plots (Integer > 0).
EPS
	 Convergence parameter for k; used in the P-K method (Real)(default - 10-x).
Remarks: 1. The FLUTTER data card must be selected in Case Control Deck (FMETHOD = SID).
2. The density is given by DENS • RHOREF, where RHOREF is the reference value given on
the AERO data card.
3. The reduced frequency is given by k = (REFC • w/2 • V), where REFC is given on the AFRO
data card, w is the circular frequency and V is the velocity.




mi List of Mach numbers (Real; 1 < i < B).
kf List of reduced frequencies (Real > 0.0, 1 s
Remarks: 1. Blank fields end the list, and thus cannot be us(
2. All combinations of (m,k) will be used.
3. The continuation card is required.











Input Data Card	 MKAEROI	 Mach Number - Frequency Table
Description: provides a table of Mach numbers or interblade phase angles (m)
and reduced frequencies (k) for aerodynamic matrix calc414tio9.
Format and Example:
	
o	 a	 n	 s	 a	 7	 A	 q	 to
MKAERO1 m
-m-- m3 md m m6 m7 ma ABC
MKAERO1 .1 .7 +ABC
aBC k1 k k3 k4 k5 k6
	 k7 k
+BC .3 16 1.0
BULK DATA DECK
Input Data Card	 MKAER02	 Mach Number - Frequency Table
Description:
	 Provides a list of Mach numbers or interblado phase angles (m) and
reduced frequencies (k) for aerodynamic matrix calculation.
Format and Example:
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 a	 9	 10
IMKAER02 ml kl m2 k2 m3 k3 I	 m	 k




List of Mach numbers (Real > 0.0). 	 I
k 	
List of reduced frequencies (Real > 0.0).
Remarks: 1. This card will cause the aerodynamic matrices to be computed for a set of parameter
pairs.
2. Several MKAER02 cards may be in the deck.
3. Imbedded blank pairs are skipped.






y. KMAX - optional
	 in static analysis with cyclic symmetry (rigid format 14).
	
The
integer value of this parameter specifies the maximum value of the harmonic
index.	 The default value is ALL which is NSEGS/2 for NSEGS even and (NSEGS-1)/2
for NSEGS odd.
z. KINDEX - required in normal modes with cyclic symmetry (rigid format 15). '
 The
nor value of this parameter specifies a single value of the harmonic index.
aa. N DJE - optional in AERO rigid formats.
	 A positive integer of this parameter
° indicates user supplied downwash matrices due to extra points are to be read
from tape via the INPUTT2 module in the rigid format. 	 The default value is -1.
rab. P1, P2, and P3 - required in AERO rigid formats when using NODJE parameter. 	 See
Section 5.5 for tape operation parameters required by INPUTT2 module.
	 The
defaults for Pl, P2. and P3 are 0,11, and XXXXXXXX, 	 respectively.
jac. VREF - optional
	 in modal	 flutter analysis (rigid format 10). 	 Velocities are
divided by the real value of this parameter to convert units or to compute flutter
indices.	 The default value is 1.0.
g ad. PRINT	 -	 optional	 in modal	 flutter analysis.
	 The BCD	 value,	 NO,	 of	 this
parameter will	 suppress
	 the automatic printing	 of the	 flutter summary
t for the k method.
	 The	 flutter summary
	 table will	 be printed	 if	 the BCD
value	 is YES	 for wing flutter,	 or MESS
	 for blade
	 flutter.	 The default
ae.
is	 YES.
ISTART - optional	 in direct and modal transient response (rigid formats 9 and
12).	 A positive value of this parameter will cause the second (or alternate)
starting method to be used (see Section 11.3 of the Theoretical Manual).
	 The
alternate starting method is recommended when initial accelerations are signifi-
cant and when the mass matrix is non-singular.
	 The default value is -1	 and will
cause the first starting method to be used.
af. KDAMP - optional in AERO rigid formats.
	 An integer value of +1 causes modal
{ damping terms to be put into the complex stiffness matrix for structural damping.
f The default is -1.
ag. GUSTAER
	 - optional	 in AERO rigid formats.	 An integer value of +1	 causes gust
loads to be computed.
	 The default is -1.
(	 ( ah. IFTM - optional
	 in aeroelastic response (rigid format 11).
	 The value of this
parameter selects the method for the integration of the Inverse Fourier Transform.
( The integer value 0 specifies a rectangular fit; 1 specifies a trapezoidal fit;
and 2 specifies a cubic spline fit to obtain solutions versus time for which aero-
dynamic forces are functions of frequency.
	 The default value is 0.
ai. MACH - optional	 in AERO rigid formats.	 The real value ' of this parameter selects
the closest Mach numbers to be used to compute aerodynamic matrices.
	 The default
111 is	 0.0.
Q - required in aeroelastic response (rigid format 11).





parameter defines the dynamic pressure.
ak. OPT - optional	 in static and normal modes analyses (rigid formats 1, 2, 3, 14,
and 15);
	 A positive integer value of this parameter causes both equilibrium
and multipoint constraint forces to be calculated for the Case Control output
request, MPCFORCE.	 A negative integer value of this parameter causes only the
equilibrium force balance to be calculated for the output request.
	 The default
value is 0 which causes only the multipoint constraint forces to be calculated
for the output request.
a¢. GRDE	 - optional
	
in static and normal modes analyses (rigid formats 1, 2, 3, 14.
and 15).	 A positive integer value of this parameter selects the grid point about
j which equilibrium will be checked for the Case Control output request, MPCFORCE.







am. STRESS - optional 	 in static analysis (rigid format 1). 	 This parameter controls
the transformation of element stresses to the material coordinate system (only
for TRIAL, TRIA2, QUAD1 and OUAD2 elements).
	
if it is a positive integer, the
stresses for these elements are Lransformed to the material coordinate system.
If it is zero, stresses at the connected grid points are also computed in addi-
tion to the element stresses in the material coordinate system. 	 A negative inte-
ger value results in no transformation of the stresses. 	 The default value is -1.
an. STRAIN - optional 	 in static analysis (rigid format 1). 	 This parameter controls
D the transformation of element strains/curvatures to the material coordinate
t^ system (only for TRIA1, TRIA2, QUAD1 and QUAD2 elements). 	 if it is a positive
integer, the strains/curvatures for these elements are transformed to the material
coordinate system. 	 If it is zero, strains/curvatures at the connected qrid points
also computed in addition to the element strains/curvatures in the material
p iF1 arecoordinate system.	 A negative integer value results in no transformation of theg strains/curvatures. 	 The default value is -1.
ao. NINTPTS - optional	 in static analysis (rigid format 1). 	 A positive integer value
p9 ^
F1
of this parameter specifies the number of closest independent points to be used
in the interpolation for computing stresses or strains/curvatures at arid points
(only for TRiA1, TRIA2, QUADi and QUAD2 elements). 	 A negative integer value or
(
0 specifies that all	 independent points are to be used in the interpolation. 	 The
default value is 0.
ap. APRESS	 -	 optional
	 in	 static aerothermoelastic analysis.
	 A positive
a n-teger value will	 generate aerodynamic pressures.	 A negative value
r
(the default) will
	 suppress	 the generation of aerodynamic pressure
	 loads.
aq. ATEMP -	 optional	 in	 static aerothermoelastic
	 analysis.	 A positive
integer  value will




	 will	 suppress	 the generation of aerodynamic
	 thermal
loads.










	 2	 causes	 the
1 ^ punching of STREAML2 bulk
	 data	 cards.
	 STREAML-3
	 causes	 both	 STREAMLI
and STREAML2
	 cards	 to be punched.
	 The default
	 value,	 -1,	 suppresses
punching of	 any	 cards.
ll
as. PGEOM -	 optional
	 in	 static	 aerothermoelastic
	 analysis.
	 PGEOM	 -	 i
causes	 the punching of GRID bulk data cards.
	 PGEOM m 2 causes
	 the
punching of GRID,
	 CTR1A2 and PTRIA2 bulk data cards.PGEOM -
	 3	 causes
the punching of GRID Lards and
	 the modified ALGDB




	 punching of any cards.
at. IPRT -	 optional	 in	 static	 aerothermoelastic
	 analysis.
	 if	 IPRT	 >	 0,Brien intermediate print will
	 be generated
	 in the ALG module based on the
print option	 in	 the ALGDO data
	 table.
	 if	 IPRT







!I au. SIGN	 -	 optional	 in	 static	 aerothermoelasticanalysis. 	 Controls	 the
type of	 analysis	 being performed.	 SIGN	 1.0
	
for a	 standard	 analysis.
SIGN	 -	 -1.0	 for	 a	 design	 analysis.	 The	 default	 is	 1.0.
a y . 2pR1GN,
	 FXL08R,	 FYCB®R,	 FZC®8R	 -	 optional	 in	 static	 aerothermoelastic
ana ys s.
	
ese are modificationication factors.	 The defaults are
ZOR1GN	 0.0,	 FXCPOR	 -	 1.0,	 FYCOOR	 o	 1.0,
	
and	 FICOOR	 -	 1.0.
Iaw. MINMACH	 -	 optional	 to	 blade	 flutter analysis.	 This	 is	 the minimum
ac	 number above which	 the supersonic unsteady cascade 	 theory is
valid.	 The	 default	 is	 1.01.
ax. MAXMACH	 -	 optional	 in	 blade	 flutter analysis.	 This	 is	 the maximum
Mach number below which 	 the	 subsonic unsteady cascade 	 theory	 is	 valid.
The	 default	 value	 is	 0.80.
ay. IREF -	 optional
	
in	 blade	 flutter	 analysis.	 This	 defines	 the	 reference




	 - 1,	 represents	 the	 streamline
	 at	 the
blade	 tip.	 If	 IREF does not	 correspond	 to a SLN,	 then	 the default_
' will	 be	 taken.
aa. MTYPE - optional in cyclic modal blade flutter analysis. This controls
wwhfcb components of the cyclic modes are to be used in the modal
formulation. MTYPE - SINE for sine components and MTYPE - COSINE for
cosine components. The default BCD value is COSINE.
aaa. KT UT - optional in static aerothermoelastic analysis. A positive t `-
nteger of this parameter indicates that the user wants to save the 	 -
total stiffness matrix on tape (GINA file INPT) via the OUTPUTi module
in the rigid format. The default is -1.
aab. KGGIN - optional in compressor blade cyclic modal flutter analysis.
Apositive integer of this parameter indicates that the user supplied
stiffness matrix is to be read from tape ( GiNO file INPT) via the




Description: Defines grid points on the blade streamline from blade leading
edge to blade trailing edge.
Format and Example:
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 )0
STREAMLI SLN	 G1 G2 G3 64 G5 G6 G7 apgC
STREAMLI 1	 3	 1	 2 1	 4 1	 6 1	 8 1	 10
agBC	 GB	 G9	 -etc-
aA6C
Alternate Form:
STREAMLI SLN GIDI "THRU" GID2
STREAMLI 1	 5 1	 6 1 THRU 1	 12
Field	 Contents
SLN	 Streamline number (integer > 0).
Gi, GiN
	
Grid point identification numbers (integer > 0).
Remarks:
1. This card is required for blade steady aeroelastic and blade flutter
problems.
2. There must be one STREAMLI card for each streamline on the blade.
For blade flutter problems, there must be an equal number of STREAMLI"
and STREAML2 cards.
3. The streamline numbers. SLN, must increase with increasing radial
distance of the blade section from the axis of rotation. The
lowest and the highest SL11, respectively, will be assumed to
represent the blade sections closest to and farthest from the axis
of rotation.
4. All grid points should be unique.
S. All grid points referenced by GIDi through GIO2 must exist.
6. Each STREAMLI card must have the same number of grid points. The
nodes must be input from the blade leading edge to the blade






STREAML2	 Blade Streamline Data
Description: Define aerodynamic data for a blade streamline.
Format and Example:
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8 9	 10
STREAML2 SLN I NSTNS STAGGER CHORD RADIUS BSPACE I	 14ACH DEN +abc




SLN Streamline number 	 (Integer >O)
NSTNS Number of	 computing	 stations	 on	 the	 blade	 streamline.
(3	 <	 NSTNS	 <	 10,	 Integer)
STAGGER Blade	 stagger	 angle	 (-90.0<stagger	 <90.0.	 degrees)
CHORD Blade	 chord	 (real	 >0.0)
RADIUS Radius	 of	 streamline	 (real	 >0.0)
BSPACE Blade	 spacing	 (real	 >0.0)
MACH Relative	 flow mach number at blade	 leading edge
(real	 >0.0)
DEN Gas	 density	 at	 blade	 leading	 edge	 (real	 >0.0)
VL 1 . Relative	 flow	 velocity	 at	 blade	 leading	 edge	 (real	 >0.0)
FLORA Relative	 flow angle	 at	 blade	 leading	 edge





1. At least three (3) and no more than fifty (50) STREAML2 cards are
Ef
required for a blade flutter analysis.
e
2. The streamline number, SLN, must be the same as'its corresggnding
P
SLN on a STREAMLI card. There must be a STREAM card for each
rSTREAM card.
a,
	 3. It is not required that all streamlines be used to define the
f	
















AnalysisStatic	 with Inertia Relief
3. Normal Mode Analysis
4. with Differential StiffnessStatic Analysis
S. Buckling Analysis
6. Piecewise Linear Analysis
7. Direct Complex Eigenvalue Analysis
8. Direct Frequency and Random Response
9. Direct Transient Response
10. Modal Complex Eigenvalue Analysis
11. Modal Frequency and Random Response
fff
12. Modal Transient Response
13. Normal Modes Analysis with Differential Stiffness
14. Static Analysis with Cyclic Symmetry
15. Normal Modes Analysis with Cyclic Symmetry
II
16. Static Aerothermoelostic Analysis with Differential 	 Stiffness
t,.? The following rigid formats for heat transfer analysis are included in NASTRAN:
1. Linear Static Hrat Transfer Analysis
3. Nonlinear Static Heat Transfer Analysis
r	 9. Transient Heat Transfer Analysisi
The following rigid `ormats for aeroelastic analysis are included in NASTRAN:
9.	 Compressor Blade Cyclic Modal Flutter Analysis
C	 10. Modal Flutter Analysis
11. Modal Aeroelastic Response
3.1.1 Input File Processor
The Input File Processor operates 'in the Preface prior to the execution of the DMAP opera-
tions in the rigid format. A complete description of the operations in the Preface is given in
the Programmer's Manual. The main interest here is to indicate the source of data blocks that
are created in the Preface and hence appear only as inputs in the DMAP sequences of the rigid
yp
	
formats. None of the data blocks created by the Input File Processor are checkpointed, as they
t5	 are always regenerated on restart. The Input File Processor is divided into five parts. The






COMPRESSOR BLADE MESH GENERATOR
3.d2	 COMPRESSOR BLADE MESH GENERATOR
3.AL.1 DMAP Sequence for Compressor Blade Mesh Generator
RIGID FORMAT DMAP LISTING
SERIES 0
DMAP APPROACH, COMPRESSOR BLADE MESH GENERATOR
LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN DMAP COMPILER - SOURCE LISTING
OPTIONS IN EFFECT' GO
	 ERR -2
	NOLIST NODECK NOREF NOOSCAR
i	 BEGIN S
2 ALG	 CASECC .... ALGOB,. / CASECCA,GEOM3A / C.N,-1 / C.N.-1
V,Y.STREAML-1 / V,Y,PGEOM
-2





3.21.2	 Description of DMAP Operations for Compressor Blade Mesh Generator
2. ALG generates GRID, CTRIA2, PTRIA2 and STRCAMLI bulk date cards. These
cards are output via the system card punch. 	 The 4RID and CTRJA2 cards
represent a compressor blade mesh.	 The aerodynamiq input data is
checked by performing an aerodynamic analysis.
I
COMPRESSOR BLADE MESH GENERATOR
3.$2.3 Output for the Compressor Blade Mesh Generator
ti g ° the GRID, CTRIA2, PTRIA2 and STREAMLI
	 bulk data cards are punched,
yAerodynamic output	 is printed.
341.4 Case Control	 Deck, DTI Table and Parameters for the Compressor Blade
Mesh Generator
1. Only TITLE,	 SUBTITLE and LABEL cards are processed,
	 all	 other case
control	 cards are	 ignored.
2. the only required 	 input	 is	 the ALGDD data	 table.
	 This data block	 is
input via Direct Table	 Input	 (DTI)
	 bulk data	 cards.	 ALGDB contains
all	 the aerodynamic	 input necessary for the ALG module.
	 For a
_ detailed description of
	 the ALGDB data
	
block	 input	 see Section	 1.15.3.1
d^( of the	 User's	 Manual.
^kj The following user parameters	 are used by the Compressor Blade Mesh Generator.
f	 ? 1. STREAK - Optional	 - A value of	 1	 casues	 the punching of STREAMLI	 bulk
r
^
 1 data cards.	 A value of 2 causes 	 the punching of STREAML2 bulk data
i ! caps.	 A value of 3 causes the punching of both STREAMLI 	 and STREAML2
cards.	 The	 default	 value,	 -1,	 suppresses	 the	 punching of	 all	 cards.
((^ 2. PGEOM	 - Optional	 - A value of	 1 causes	 the punching	 of GRID bulk data
's I cards.	 A	 value of	 2	 causes	 the puncning	 of GRID, CTRIA2	 and	 PTRIA2
(P' PGE Q	 punching of GRID cards and	 thebulk data cards, 	 M - 3 causes	 the
i
modified ALGDB	 table on DTI	 cards.	 The default value,	 -1,	 suppresses
the
	
punching	 of	 all	 cards.
l"
3. IPRT -	 Optional * -	 a	 non-negative value 	 of	 this	 parameter will	 allow
9	 .'
$' intermediate print	 to be generated by the ALG module based on the
print option	 in	 the ALGDB data	 table.	 The default value, 	 0,
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RIGID FJRMAT DMAP LISTING
SERIES J
DISPLACEMENT APPRUACHo RI;i10 FORMAT 16
LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN DMAP COMPILER — SOURCE LISTING
OPTIONS IN EFFECT o GO	 ERRo2	 NOLIST NODECI, NOREF	 NOOSOAR
I BEGIN	 MU.16 STATIC AEROTHERMUELASTIC WITH DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS 6
2	 V!	 GEO4I,GEUM2,/GPLoE:lEnIN,GPUT,CSTM,BGPUToSIL/VoNtLUSET/ Volvo
NOGPDT 6
3 SAVE	 LUSET,NUGPOT 5
S	 OPoD	 ERRURI,NOGPUT 5
5 CHKPNT	 GPL,EUEKIN,GPDToCSIMoBGPDToSIL 5
6 (GP2	 GEOM2.E0EKIN/ELY S
7 CHKPNT	 ECT S
8 PARAML	 PCOU//C,NoPRES/CoNo/CoNo/CoNo/VoNoNOPCOB S
9 qARAMH	 // C,NoCOMPLE7( / / VoV,SIGN / CoNo0.0 / V,NoCSIGN 5
10 PURE	 PLiSETX#PLTPAR,GPSETSoELSETS/NOPCOB S
11 CUND	 P1,NOP000 $
12	 LTSET	 PCOd,EJEKIN,ECT/PLISEYX,PLTPARoGPSETSoELSETS/VoNoNSIL/
	 V9 No
JUMPPLOT — I $
13 SAVE	 MSIL,JUMPPLUT 6
1 1, PPT.MSG	 PLTSETA// S
15 PARA4	 //C,No'4PY/V,4,PLIFL /C,Nai/CoNoI 6
16 PARAM	 //CoNo-4PY/V,NoPFILE/CoN,O/CoNoO 5
It	 UND	 V1,JUMPPLOT 5
16 PLOT	 PLTPAR,GPSETSo ELSE TS,CASECCoGGPOToEOEKINoSIL 000 0/P40TKI/	 VoNo
NEIL/V,NoLUS-T/V,N,JUMVPLOY/VoNoPLTFLG/VoNobPILE 8
19 SAVE	 JUMPPLUToPLT;LGoPFILE b
20 PR4'4SG	 PLOTKI// 6
21 L ABEL	 PI 6







II ORICYNAL MCC ES
OF POOR QUALITY
RIGID FORMATS
RIGID FORMAT DMAP LISTING
SERIES 0
DISPLACEMENT APPRUACMv R131D FORMAT 16
LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN D.MAP COMPILER — SOURCE LISTING
Z3 0P9	 GE3143oE0EXINeGEOK2/SLTor PT1/VoNoNUGRAV 6






	 E C T O




i'U SAVE	 NOS1:4PoNUGENL vGINEL. 5
29	 ONU	 ERRORIeNUSIMP 6
30 PUMGE	 U(A 5T /GENE L S
31 C19(PNI
	 ESTe GPECIeGFI eOGPST 8
32 PARAM	 //i.o N.ADU/VeNeNGKGGA/CeNel/CoNoO 6
33 EMG	 EST,CSTMoMPTeDIToGEOM2e/KELMoKOICToMELMo MOICFoo/VoNeNUKGGX/ Vv
NrN0.4GG/CrNo/CrNe/CoNv/CrYeCOUP14ASS/CoYvCPSAR/CvYoCPRCD/CoYo
CPOUA DI/Cv Y o:PUUA 02/CvYoCPTRIAI/CvYuCPTRI42/ CeY'CPTUBE /C'v'
CPUDPLI/CoY1:PTRPLT/CvYeCPTRBSC 5
34 SAVE	 NOKGGX,I4UM.:G 6
35 CHKPNI
	 KELM vKU1CToM: LMvMDIC T 6
36 COIdU	 JMPKGGoNOKGGA 6





40 GUNO	 JMPMGG,IIUMGG 6
GPECTo'4DIC IeMEL PI/MGG O IL o 14 o — 1/CeY eWT 14ASS=1.0 6
42 CMKPNT	 MGG 6
43 LABEL	 JMPMGG 6
44CUNO	 LSL Iv GRDPNT 6






^ STATIC AEROTHERHOELASTIL ANALYSIS WITH DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS
RIGID FORMAT DMAP LISTING
SERIES U
DISPLACEMENT APPRUACMo RIGID FORMAT 16
LEVEL	 2.0 NASTkAN DMAP COMPILER — 	 SOURCE
	 LISTING
46 GPNG 6GPDTvCSTM v E7EKINPA;G /Ui PWG/VoYvGRUPNT / CoVPVJTMASS	 6
I 47 O^ UGP WGvevoo// 6
•48 LABEL LBL1	 6
49 OUIV KGGXo K(,G/NDGENL 5
50 CHKPiV T K GG 6
51 CONU LtlLII,N000NL	 6
52 (3MA3 GEI. KGGX/KGG/VoNoLUSE T/VoNvNUGE NL/VoNoNOSI MP 5
53 CHKPNI KGG $
54 LABEL LBLII $
55 PARAM //LONvMPY/VoNoNSKIP/CoNoO/CvNoO 	 6
'. r 56 P4 CASECCIGEU144oE0E9INv	 GPOTvBGPPTaC$TM/RGo VSvUSETo ASST/VoNo
LUSE I / VvN I MP:FI/VoNo MPCF2 / VvNv51 NGLF. / VoNvOMIY / VoNo REACT/VoNo
NSKIP /'/ vNvREPEAT / VvNv14L)^,;T / VoN,NCL / VoNoNUA/ CoYvSU810 $
f^ 4
q, ^0 57 SAVE MPCF194PCF2 o SINGLEo OMIT eREACT oNSKIPoREPEAfoNOSEToNOL,NOA 6
58 CONU ERkUR5vNUL 6
^
+ 59 PURGE GM /NPCFI /GUvKDOvLDUvPOoUUOVoRUOV/OMIT / PS PKF59KSSo OG/SINGLE/
m UBUUV/OMIT/YB SvPB SIKSF SoKBSSoKUF SoKDSS/SINGLE $
66 CHKPNT GMoRG,GOvKOO,L00vPOvUOOVvRUOVvYSoPSvKFSoKSSPOSEY 	 ASETv	 UBQOVo
• VBSoPBSvKBFSoKBSSoKUFS,KD$So9G
61 CUNO LBL4DvREACT 6
62 JUMP ERk OR2 $
F9pJl^oo 63 LABEL LBL4C	 i
64 COPoU LBL4v GENEL$
i 65 PSP GPLo.iPS1vUSCTo SIL/GGPST/VvNoNOGPST 	 $
66 SAVE NOGPST 6
67 UNO LBL4oNUuPST $






RIGID F3RMAT UMAP LISTING
SERIES U
DISPLACEMENT APPROACH@ 81310 FORMAT 16
LEVEL 2.0 N4STRAN OMAP COMPILER - SOURCE LISTING
69 LABEL	 LBL6 8
80	 OUIV	 KGG@KNN/MPCFL 6
71 CHKPNT	 KNN 8




TG CHKPNT	 GN 5
75	 CEd	 USETv GM@KGGvoo/KNN@ov 5
86 CHKPNT KNN S
71 LABEL	 LBL2 6
TO	 OUIV	 KNN@KFF/SINGLE 6
79 CliKPNT	 KFF 6
80 CUNU	 LBL3@SINGLE 6
81 SCE1	 USET,KNN000/KFFoKFSoKSSvvo 5
82 CHKPNT	 KFSoKSSvKFF 4
83 LABEL
	 LBL3 6
84	 .d UIV	 KFF,KAA/OMIT 6
05 CHKPNT	 KAA S
86 CONU	 LBL5@OMIT 6








91 CHKPNT	 LLL 6


















STATIC AEROTHERMOELASTIC ANALYSIS WITH DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS
RIGID FORMAT OMAP IISTING
SERIES 0
DISPLACEMENT APPKUACH O RIGIU FORMAT 16
LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN DMAP COMPILER — SOURCE LISTING
96 PARAM	 //CPNvAND /VvNvAI.OAO /VvVvAPRESS /VoVoATEMP S
95	 NU	 NUALoALOAD S
96 ^ CASECC9vE0E91NooALGDd90 / CASECCA19GEO* Al /SvVoAPRESS/Savo
ATEIP /CvNo — I/CoNo - 1/VoVo/PRYCI / SoNo1FAIL S
91 COND 	 FINISo1FAIL S
98 PAR AM	 //CoNoAND /Vo N,4LOAD /VoVaAPRESS /VoVo ATEMP S
99 COND	 NOALvALOAO S
100 GP 	 GEUM3ALvEGEKINoGECM2 /SLTAIoGPTTAL / VoNoNOGRAV S
101 CHKPNT	 SLTA1 9 07TAL S
L02	 SGI	 SI.TALoDGPOTv: STMv51LoE5TvMP1PGPTTAIP EDT oMGG*CASFCCAIPO1T
PGAL / VoNPLUSET / CoNol S
103 CHKPNT	 PGAL S
106 ACC	 PGNAoPGAI / PG S
105 LABEL	 NUAL S
106	 OUIV	 PGNAoPG/ALOAD S
LOT CHKPNT	 PG S
108 QOUIV	 PGoPL/IIUSET S
109 CHKPNT	 PL S
110 COND	 LBL IOvNO SET 8
III SSGI	 V $E T o GM o YSv KF S oGO vv PG / ' POOPSo PL S
112 CKPNT PUoPSPPL S
113 LABEL	 LBLIO S
116 QSG3	 LLLPKAAoP;oLOUPK00oPO / ULVv000VvRULVvRUOV/VoNvOMIT/VoYo1RES--I/
CoNal/VaN;EPSI S
L19 SAVE	 EP51 S
116 CHKPNT	 ULV P UUUVoRULVoi UOV S
all
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RIGID FORMATS
RIGID F3RM47 JM4P LISTING
SERIES D
DISPLACEMENT APPROACMo RIND FCRM4T 16
LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN DMAP COMPILER — SOURCE LISTING
RAS 6rATGPS	 GPLa USE YoSILoRVLV//CoNol 8
119 P14iGP	 GPLrUSETo Sibs UUV//CoNoU S
124 LABEL	 LbL9 8
121 SCSI	 USETooULVoUO3VoVSoGUPGMoPSPKFSPKSSP/UGVPPGIoOG/Cof4rl/CoNoDSD 8
122 CNKPNT	 Ut1Vo0G 8
123	 Dsd	 CASECCrCSTM04PTo01TPE0E91NoSILoGPTTPODTPBGPDTaaOGoUGVoESTPOPG/
OPGIPOdGItOkGVIoUESIo0EF19PUGV1/CalloVSO S
824 PARAM	 //Co,194PV/VrNPC4ADNO/CoNoO/CoNoO 8
125 0!P	 3UGVIPOPG1oU1G1oUEFLoOESlo//VoNoCARONO S
126 SAVE	 C4RONO S
127 COND	 P2.JUMPPLOT S
128 PLOT	 PLTPARoGPSETSrELSEISPCASECCoSGPDToEOE91NPSILPPUGV}ro
PL':1TX2/VoNrNSIL/VoNoLUSET/VoNoJUP.PPLOT/VjNPPLTFLG/VP
129 SAVE	 PFILE S
130 PRTMSG	 PLDTX2// S
131 LABEL	 P2 S
132 YAI	 F.CioEPToBGPDToSIL oCPT T PC SYM/91 o 92pX5 rECPT PGPCT/VrN PLO
NDSIMP/CPNo O/VoNoNWENL /Vo6oGENEL 6
833	 SMGI	 CASECCoGPTTPSILoEDToUGVoCSTMoMPToECPToGPCToDIT/KOGG/
DSCOSETS
134 CHXPNT KDGG 6
135 COND	 NUALOoALUAO S




838 PAR4M	 //CalloADD/VPN9SI41FI/CoNo—I/CrNoo 6
839 PARAN	 //CoNoADD/VvVoCOUNT/VONPALNAYS--L/VPNoNEVER- 1 8




STATIC AEROTHERMOELASTIC ANALYSIS WITH DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS
R8G80 FORMAT OMAP LISTING
SERIES 0
DISPLACENENT APPROACMo RIGID FORMAT 16
LEVEL 2.0 NASTAAN uMAP COMPILER - SOURCE 68STING
141 PARAML	 VS//CoMoNULL/CoNo/CoNo/CoNo/VoNoN0V8 6
142	 UMP	 UUTLP TOP 6
143	 AtlE6	 UUTLPTOP 5
144	 OU1V	 PG,PGI/NUVS 6
145 CMKPNT	 PGl 6
146 PARAM	 //CoNvKLOCK/VoNoTO 6
147	 OUIV	 KDGG,KDNN/MP:F2 6
148 CMKPNT KONM 6
lug CONU	 LBL20PMPCFZ 6
150	 CE2	 USET,GM,KDGGvoo/KDNM,ov 6




653 EQUIV	 KUNN,KUFF/SINGLE S
154 CWIPNT	 KOFF 5
155 CO NU	 LdL30,S1NGLE 6
156	 CEl	 USETvKONNvvv/KDFFoKDFSvKDSS000 6
157 CMKPNT	 KDFFoKUFSo KDSS 6
158 LABEL	 L8L30 S
159 EOUIV	 KUFF,KDAA/OMIT 6
160 CMKPNT	 KCAA 6
861	 ND	 LBL50o0MIT 6
162 SMP2	 USET,GOoKDFF/KDAA 6
163 CMKPNT KOAA 6
164 LABEL	 LBLSO 6







RIGID FnQ44- DMAP LISTING
SSAIF4 0
OISPLACEMPIT AP DA fJAC4 9
 4 1010 FCPPAT 16
LEVFI 2.0 ^OSYRAN D VAP C0 .'4PILCR — SOVPCE LISTING
166 COD
	 KFioKDFS/ KBFS / C,Noll.003.01 / VoNoCSiGN 0
16T	 rD	 K SS,KOSS/ KBSS / CoNo11.390.01 / VoN,CSIC.N b
169 .nND	 PGOK,NOVS 6





1'4E'4fe	 LSFT,PFS, P SS/ P f.YC,N, N /CoNo=/CoN,S b
172 EOUIV	 PN1,P5K/MPCF2 S
173 C.ONO	 LBLtO,MPCF2 S
174 I^ US 3t 9 P'4o/PGK/ r o ,4,0/C,N,N/C,N,M S
175 LABEL
	 LBLSM 8
176	 On 	 S
177	 OUIV	 Mr,0GI/Al.4AV5 S
178 LABEL	 PGOK 8
179 (E f)C	 P:l,/e ,J/ b
180	 ;IPtl	 UG, / AU r V $
1Rl	 BF'G2	 KBLL/LOLL/V,N.PnWEP/V,N,DET S
162 SAVE	 PET,PCk^a 8
163 C NK P "'T	 LBLL 8
1B4	 47Pq='	 W , q oC/C,NoDET 8
105	 PTP9DU //x, •1,0/C,N,Prk54 8
186	 Lf'P	 INLPTCP 8
187	 AB = L	 INLPTCP 8
189 PAFA'4	 //C,NoKLrCK/V,%tTI 6
189	 ONO	 N04LI.ALCAn S
190	 LO	 CAW C.CoFIT,FOFKl4005V,ALCC7oCST N ,RnPOT / (ASFCCAoCF0p 3A /S,Vo







STATIC AEROTIIERMOELASTIC ANALYSIS WITH pIiFERENTIAI STIFFNESS
AMC  FJRMAT JMAP LISTING
SERIES J
DISPLACEMENT APPROACMo RIGID FORMAT 16
n	 LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN UMAP COMPILER — SOURCE LISTING
YodDRIGN/VoVoFUCOON/VoYoFVCOOR/V.V. FdCGOR 6
191	 UNO	 DONE0FAP. S
192 PAR 0.4	 //C.NoMPY /VoVoIPRTCL /CoNoO 8
193 PARAM	 //COMP4,00 /Vo NoALOAD /Vo VoAPRESS /VoVoATEMP B
L96 CONU	 NOAL1oALOAJ 6
L95 GP3	 GEON3AoEOEXINoGEUM2/SLTAoUPTTA/VoNoNOASL/VoNoNUORAV/VoNoNDAYL B
196	 SGL	 SLTAo®GPUT,CS TMoSILoESToMPTo GPTTAoEDT oMGGoCASECCA,D B y
 /PGA /Vo
NoLUSET /C.N.16
197 AUO	 PGI.PCA_/ PG2 5
198 LABEL	 NUALI 1
199 EUUIV	 PG1oPG2 / ALUAO 8
200 CMKPNT	 PG2 6
201	 SG2	 U5ET.GMoYS.KJFS.GUo9PG2 /oPBOoPSSoPSL O
202 SS G3	 LBLLaKOLL.PBL ..o/LLILV,PRUBLVo/CoN.—I/VoYo1RES/VoNoMOSKIP/Vo No
EPSI $
203 SAVE	 EPSI 6
206 CMKPNT	 UdLV.RUBLV 6
205 CUNJ	 LOL93.IRES S
206	 AT G"
	
GPLtl SEToSILoRUBLV//CoN. , S
207 LABEL	 L8L9J $
208 SOR1	 USETorUBLVooYSoGO.GMoPBSoKBFSoKSSSo/UBGVorOBG/CoNol/CoNo OS1 6
209 CMKPNT	 UBGV,OBG 6
210 COPoU	 NUAL2.ALOAO S
211	 OUIV	 UBGVoAUGV 6
212 L ABEL
	 NUAL 2 8










RIGID FJRNAT DMAP LISTING
'
SERIES 0
DISPLACEMENT APPROACH, RIGID FORMAT 66
r
LEVEL 24 NASTRAN ONAP COMPILER + SOURCE LISTING
it	
^y
264 SMGI CASECCoGPTToSIL,EDToUUGVvCSTMoMPToECPT,GPCIo Off/ DKDGG/VoNo
DSCOSET S
 { 215 CMPNT DKDGG 6
'II 216 4PtlAO DKOGGoUdGVoPGO/PGII/CoNcO/CoN,I/C,NoI/CoNvL
	 6
r
I- 217 CC PGII,PGA	 / P312 6
L'r 2 1 SCt6( PG2ePG129UBGV	 //CoVoEPS10a l.E-5	 /VoN96SEP51	 / CotivNT=10 /VoNo
r
TU /V,N,TI	 /V,N,DONE	 /VoNo SHIFT	 /V,N000UNT/Cotl,BET4Da 4	 6
1. 219 SAVE OSEPSI,JONE,SHIFTv000NT 6
I
220 COND OUNE.UONE 6
221 CUNU SHIFT,SHIFT 6
222' k0U1V P(i,P61/NEVER	 S
J"
223 9UIV PGII,PGI /ALWAYS 6
' 224 OUIV PCI,PGII/NEVER	 5




1 227 LABEL SHIFT 6P_	
`f 228 OD OKDGGIKOGG/K)GGI/C,Not-6.0,0.01 	 8
", 229 GHKPNI KD'vlil	 8
t.
h 230 •UUIV UBGV. UG V/ALW4YS/KDGG1oKJGG/ALNAVS 6
yI—f 231 CHKPNT KDL;G 6
l-1
g
M1 232 •OUIV KOJG,KJGGI /NEVER / LGV,Ud3V/NEVER S
T' 23J EPT OUTI.P7JP,l000 S
234 4BPi KD6Gl,KDGG,L5 Vo,// 5
^ fl
235 LABEL DOVE S
236 PARAM //CvWvNOP / VoVoKTOUT--1
	
6
237 OUNU JMPKrOUT.KTUUT S
3.13 -10 (9/30/78)
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STATIC AEROTHERNOELASTIC ANALYSIS WITH DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS
^r
RIGID FURNAT ONAP LISTING
SERIES 0
DISPLACEMENT APPRUACMo 91510 FORMAT 16
LEVEL :.0 N4STR4.N UNAP COMPILER - SOURCE 41STING
236 4CC	 KGGoKOGG / KTUTAL / CoNo11.000.01 / VoMoCSIGN S
299	 UTPUi	 KTOTAL000v // CoVoLOCATION--1 / CoVoINPTUNIT oO S
200 4EEDo otoo // CoN9-3 / CoNoO S
201 LABEL	 JMPKTOUT S
202 CHKPNT	 CSTM S
203 ALG CASECCoEOToEDEKINoUdGVoALGDBoCSTNoBGPOT / CASECCBoGEUMJq /CoMq
-1/CoNo-1/V,YoSTREAML/VoVo PGEGN/VvVvI PRT CF/So NoIFAIL/VoVoSICd11/
Vo VoGORIGN/Vo YoFXCUUR/Vo V,FYCOOR/VoYoFZCGOR 5
200	 O2C2	 CA5ECCoC STMoNPT o)IToEGFKI No SK I.oGPTToEOTo BOOT o o08G9U6GV o EST go lo
OynGIoOUOGV190ES81oUEF$IoPUBG'11/CoNoOSI S
205 (OFP	 ODU6Vlo00BG190EFBI,OESOIo9//V@NoCARONO S
206 SAVE	 CAK04U S
207 (!Ck1	 USE ToPG2oUBLV 9 9VSoGOoGMoPBSoKBFSoRBSSo / AUBGVoAPGGoA9DG /Co No
1 /CoNoDSI S
208 GPFDR	 CASECCoAUBGVoKELMoKDICToECToEI)EXINoGPECToAPGGoAGBG /UNRGYIo
OGPFUI / LoNoSTATICS S
209 OFP	 ONRGYIoOGPFBI0000 // S
250 ^UJND	 P3o..UMPPLOT S
251 PL UT	 PLTPARoGPSETSoELSETSoLASECCoBGPOToEOEKINoSILoPUDGV1ooGPECTe
OESBI/PLOTX3/VoN9NSIL/VoNoLUSET/V*NoJU MP PLOT/Vv No PLTFLG/V,No
PFILE S
252 SAVE	 PFIL2 S
253PRTMSG	 PL:1TA3// S
250 LABEL	 P3 S
855 JUMP	 FIA1S S
256 LABEL	 ERRURI S
257	 RTPAR	 //CoNo — I&PN90IFFSTIF S
258 LABEL	 ERROR  S





RIGID FORNAT OMAP LISTING
SERIES 7
OISPLACENENT APPRJACMo RIGID FORMAT 16
LEVEL 2.0 NASIRAN ONAP CtSN oiLER — SOURCE LISTING
260 LABEL	 ERhOti4 6
261	 RTPAP! 	 /I(.eN*-4/CoN9OIFFSIIF 8
262 LABEL	 ERbORS 6
263	 RTPAR	 //CONo-5/CoNPDIFFSTIF 6
264 LABEL	 FINNS  6
26S END	 6
$0NO EhRORS FOUND — EAECUTE NASIRAN PROGRANOO
Gw
r•
ORIG f AL PAGE 18
OF POOR QUAL17YRIGID FORMATS
AU^d^lf
s OF POOR ^






3.25.2Desertp4ion of DMAP Operations for Static Aerothermoelastic Analysis with
eren aStiffness
2. GPi generates coordinate system transformation matrices, tables of grid
point locations, and tables for relating internal and external grid point
numbers.
4. Go to DMAP No. 256 if no grid point definition table.
6. GP2 generates Element Connection Table with internal indices.
9. PARAMR sets CSIGN = (SIGN, 0.0), where SIGN is a1.0 or -1.0 for analysis or
design type run.
11. Go to DMAP No. 21 if no plot package is present.
12. PLTSET transforms user input into a form used to drive structure plotter.
14. PRTMSG prints error messages associated with structure plotter.
17. Go to DMAP No. 21 if no undeformed structure plot request.
18, PLOT generates all requested undeformed structure plots.
20. PRTMSG prints plotter data and engineering data for each undeformed plot
generated.
23. GP3 generates Static Loads Table and Grid Point Temperature Table.
27. TA1 generates element tables for use in matrix assembly and stress
recovery.
29. Go to DNAP No. 256 and print error message if no structural elements.
33. EHG generates structural element matrix tables and dictionaries for later
assembly.
36. Go to DMAP No. 39 if no stiffness matrix is to be assembled.
37. EMA assembles stiffness matrix [K9 9 ] and Grid Point Singularity Table.
40. Go to DMAP No. 43 if no mass matrix is to be assembled.
41. EMA assembles mass matrix [M99].
44. Go to DMAP No. 48 if no weight and balance request.
45. Go to DMAP No. 260 and print error message if no mass matrix exists.
46. GPNG generates weight and balance information.
47. pFP formats weight and balance information and places it on the system
output file for printing.
49. Equivalence [K9 9 ] to [K99 ] if no general elements.
61. Go to DNAP No. 54 if no general elements.
62. SMA3 adds general elements to [K9 9 ] to obtain stiffness matritt [K99].
56. GP4 generates flags defining members of various displacement sets (USET),











ORIGINAL ^r elc 9S
r	
RIGID :'ORMAy s	 OF POOR QUALITY
68. Go to DMAP No.	 262 and print error message if no independent degrees of
freedom are defined.
61. Go to DMAP No.
	 63 if no free-body supports supplied, otherwise go to DMAP
No.	 258.
64. Go to DMAP No.
	 67 if general	 elements present.
66. GPSP determines	 if possible grid
	 point singularities
	 remain.
67. Go to DMAP No.	 69	 if no Grid	 Point Singularity Table.
68. ®FP formats	 table of possible grid point singularities
	 and places	 it in
the system output
	 file	 for printing.
70. Equivalence
	 [Kgg ]	 to	 [I(nn ]	 if no multipoint constraints.
72. Go to DMAP No.
	 77 if MCE1 and MCE2 have already been executed for current
set of multipoint
	 constraints.
73. MCE1	 partitions multipoint constraint equations
	
[R g ]	 °	 [Rm ;Rn ] and
	 solves







and performs matritt reduction
[Knn] ° [inn] a [6m ][Kmn ] ° [ Kmn][Gm] ° [6m][Kmm][Gm].
78. Equivalence [K nn ] to [Kff ] if no single-point constraints.
80. Go to DMAP No. 83 if no single-point constraints.
81. SCE1 partitions out single-point constraints.





83. Equivalence [Kff3 to [K aa ] if no omitted coordinates.
86. Go to DMAP No. 89 if no omitted coordinates.






solves for transformation matritt [G
o ] ° -[Koo]-1[Ka8]
and performs matritt reduction




SYAYIC AEROTHERtA0ELA5Tdt ANALYSIS WITH DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS
I!











	 load vectors	 (P9A},
' 95. Go to DMAP No.
	 105	 if no aerodynamic loads.
96. ALG generates aerodynamic load data.
102. SSG1
	 generates aerodynamic load vector (P9).
-I 104. Add	 {PNA} and	 (P9 )	 to form total	 load vector	 (Pg},
106. Equivalence	 {P9}	 to	 {p9A}	 if no aerodynamic
	 loads.
100. Equivalence	 (P 9 }	 to	 (P t }	 if	 no	 constraints	 applied	 .
• I 110. Go to DMAP No.	 113	 if no constraints	 applied.
111. SSG2 applies constraints
	
to	 static	 load vectors







( p n )	
—	 o	 (Pf)	 °	 IP f }-[ K fs ]{ Y s )	 o
I	 t P s
6. a
^- (pf)	 °	 _	 and	 {p t }	 °	 {Pa)4[Go](PO)
!: Po
114. 5SG3	 solves	 for	 displacements	 of	 independent	 coordinates
> — solves	 for displacements 	 of omitted coordinates
C
3 calculates	 residual	 vector	 (RULV) and	 residual	 vector error ratio for
independent coordinates





1^- and calculates	 residual	 vector	 (RU9V) and	 residual	 vector error	 ratio
for omitted coordinates
I! (6Po) ° (P o )	 -	 [KOO](uo}
'.i.
}} (ua)(6po)
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117. Go to DMAP No. 120 if residual	 vectors are not to be printed.
f
118. Print residual vector for independent coordinates (RULV).
° 119. Print residual vector for omitted coordinates	 (RUOV).
121. SDR1	 recovers dependent displacements
`t




	 (tin) ,r ,	 Ys
Un
(um } ° [ Gm](un),	 — —	 ° (u 9 } ,
um
and recovers single-point forces of constraint
{ q s } ° .{ P s } ° [ K fs ]( u f ) 4 [Kss](Ys).
122. SOR2 calculates element forces and stresses (OEF1, OES1) and prepares load
vectors, displacement vectors and single-point forces of constraint for
output (OPG1, OUGVi, PUGV1, OOG1).
125. OFP formats tables prepared by SOR2 and places them on the system output
file for printing.
127. Go to DMAP No. 131 if no static deformed structure plots are requested.
128. PLOT generates all requested static deformed structure plots.
130. PRTMSG prints plotter data and engineering data for each deformed plot
generated.
132. TAi generates element tables for use in differential stiffness matrix
assembly.
133. DSMG1 generates differential stiffness matrix [K99].
135. Go to DMAP No. 137 if no aerodynamic loads.
136. Equivalence {PNA } to (P g ) to remove aerodynamic loads from total load
vector before entering differential stiffness loop. New aerodynamic loads
will be generated in loop.
142. Go to next ONAP instruction if cold start or modified restart. OUTLPTOP
will be altered by the Executive System to the proper location inside the
loop for unmodified restarts within the loop.
143. Beginning of outer loop for differential stiffness iteration.
144. Equivalence (P9 } to (P 9 ) if no enforced displacements.




149. Go to DMAP No.	 152	 if no multipoint constraints.









" 153. Equivalence	 [Kan]	 to	 [Kff ]	 if no	 single-point constraints.
155. Go to DMAP No.	 158	 if no	 single-point constraints.






159. Equivalence	 [Kf f ]	 to [Ka a ]	 if no omitted coordinates.
^. 161. Go to D14AP No.	 164	 if no omitted coordinates.









and performs matrix	 reduction	 [Kaa]
	
° [Kaa]	 a [Koa ]T[G o ]	 ° (GO]T[Koa]
°	 (GO]T[Kaa][Go].
165. ADD [Kaa]	 and	 [Kaa ].CSIGN	 t0	 form [K$t].
166. ADD [ K fs ] and	 [K fs ].CS[GN 4o	 form [Kfs].
167. ADD [ K ss ] and	 [Ka s ].CSIGN to	 form [Kss]'
F;
168. Go	 to DMAP No.	 178	 if no enforced	 displacements.
169. MPYAD multiply [ Kss ]	 and	 (Y S )	 to	 form	 (Pss).
^e
170. MPYAD multiply	 [ Kfs ]	 and	 (Y S }	 to	 form (Pfs}.
171. MERGE expand	 ( P fs ) and ( P ss ) to form (P.),
y? 174. MERGE expand (P n ) to form (P9).
176. ADO -(P9) and	 (Pg)	 to	 form (1)
177. Equivalence	 (P 99 )	 to	 (Pgl),
3.23;-17 (9/ 30/ 78 )
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179. ADD (P 91 )and	 nothing	 to create	 (P 90).
180. Copy	 (ug }	 to	 (u9)	 to	 initialize aerodynamic displacements.
A
181. R8HG2 decomposes	 the combined differential	 stiffness matritt and elastic
Stiffness	 matritt. ,
CIf44 3	 (L b 	 b
! 104. PRTPARM prints	 the scaled value of the determinant of the combined differen-
tial	 stiffness	 matritt	 and	 elastic	 stiffness matritt.
f 185. PRTPARM prints	 the	 scale factor
	







188. Go	 to	 next DMAP	 instruction	 if cold
	 start or modified
	 restart.	 1NLPTOP will
be altered by
	 the executive	 system to
	
the
	 proper	 location	 inside	 the	 loop




187. Beginning of	 inner	 loop	 for	 differential	 stiffness	 iteration.
C
a189. Go to DMAP No.	 194	 if no aerodynamic	 loads.
190. ALG generates	 aerodynamic	 load data.
191. Go	 to DMAP No.	 235	 if ALG fails
	 to converge while generating aerodynamic
load data.
198. SSGI	 generates	 aerodynamic	 load	 vector	 (P9),
197. ADD ( P 91 } and	 (P9 )	 to	 form	 total	 load	 vector	 (P 92 1.











° (p b)o a^ and	 {p$)	 o	 ( pa )	 +	 C GT 1(D O )	 .
Pb0
202. SSG3 solves	 for displacements of	 independent coordinates	 for current differ-
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and calculates residual vector (RBULV) and residual vector error ratio for
current differential stiffness load vector
(6Pa) ° (PR} - [K bgt](ubt)
b	 (ujb)T(6p$)s A ° (Pa-^ ) b)
205. Go to DMAP No. 207 if residual vector for current differential stiffness
solution is not to be printed.
206. Print residual vector for current differential stiffness solution.
208. SOR1 recovers dependent displacements for current differential stiffness
solution
ubt











and recovers single-point forces of constraint for current differential
stiffness solution
(qs} ° .{PS}a[Ksf]{uf)+[Ksf](Ys)
210. Go to DMAP No. 212 if no aerodynamic loads.
211. Equivalence (u9) to (u9} .
213. ADD -{U9	g} and (U) to form (U9}
214. DS11G1 generates differential stiffness matriN [6K9 9 ] .
216. MPYAD form load vector for inner loop iteration.
(P 9 )° [6Kgg](Ugb)+{p9o}
I1
217, ADD (P	 } and (P A ) to form (P	 }
9 11	 9	 912
218. DSCHK performs differential stiffness convergence checks.
220. Go to 014AP No. 235 if differential stiffness iteration is complete.
22). Go to DMAP No. 227 if additional differential stiffness matrix changes are
necessary for further iteration,
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223. Equivalence IP gP1 } to {Pgl},
224. Equivalence breaks previous equivalence of {P
9 
l } to (P9I1 ),
225. Go to DMAP No. 187 for additional inner loop differential stiffness
iteration.
226. TABPT table prints vectors (Pg I1 ), 0 g0, and (Pg).
228. ADD -[QK99] and [K 99 ] to form El(9gl],
230. Equivalence (U9) to (U 9 ) and [K991 ] to [K9g].
232. Equivalence breaks previous equivalence of 
[K99] to (K99 ] and (U g ) to (U9
233. Go to DMAP No. 143 for additional outer loop differential stiffness iteration.
234. TABPT table printsK d	( 9913. (K9g] and (U9).
237. Go to DMAP No. 241 if the total stiffness matrix is not to be saved on tape.
238. ADD [K
99
] and [K 99 ] to form CKTOTAL].
239. OUTPUTi outputs [KTOTAL] to tape.
240. OUTPUTi prints the names of the data blocks on the output tape.
243. ALG generates final aerodynamic results and generates GRID and STREAML2 bulk
data cards on the system punch, if requested.
244. SDR2 calculates element forces and stresses (OEF81, OESBI) and prepares
displacement vectors and single-point forces of constraint for output
(OUBGVI, PUBGVi. OOBGi) for all differential stiffness solutions.
245. OFP formats tables prepared by SDR2 and places then on the system output
file for printing.
247. SDRi recovers dependent displacements after differential stiffness loop for
grid point force balance.
248. GPFOR calculates for requested sets the grid point force balance and element
strain energy for output.
249. OFP formats the tables prepared by GPFOR and places them on the system output
file for printing.
250. Go to DMAP No. 254 if no deformed differential stiffness structure plots are
requested.
251. PLOT generates all requested deformed differential stiffness structure plots.
253. PRTMSG prints plotter data and engineering data for each deformed plot
generated.
255. Go to DNAP No. 264 and make normal exit.
257. STATIC ANALYSIS WiTH DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS ERROR MESSAGE NO. 1 - No
STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS HAVE BEEN DEFINED.
259. STATIC ANALYSIS WITH DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS ERROR MESSAGE NO. 2 - FREE E
SUPPORTS NOT ALLOWED.
3.23-20 (9/30/78)
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261. STATIC ANALYSIS WITH DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS ERROR MESSAGE N®, 4 - NA55
r	 MATRIX REQUIRED FOR WEIGHT AND BALANCE CALCULATIONS.
263	 STATIC ANALYSIS WITH DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS ERROR MESSAGE NO. 5 - NO
























The	 the determinantvalue of	 of the sum of the elastic 	 stiffness and thet,
r differential	 stiffness
	 is automatically printed for each differential
	 stiffness
G'	 r loading condition.
Iterative differential 	 stiffness computations are terminated for one of five
reasons.	 Iteration termination reasons are automatically printed in an 	 information
message.	 These reasons have the following meanings:
^• 1.	 REASON 0 means	 the iteration procedure was
	 incomplete at the time of exit.
This is caused by an unexpected interruption of the 	 iteration procedure prior to
•	 , the time the subroutine has had a chance 	 to perform necessary checks and tests.
i
1 Not much more has happened other than to	 initialize the exit mode to REASON 0.
e a
2.	 REASON	 1 means	 the iteration procedure converged 	 to the EPSI@ value ktl
( supplied by the user on a PARAM bulk data 	 card.	 (The default	 value of EPSIO
G	 "" is	 1.0E-5.)
I
3.	 REASON 2 means	 iteration procedure	 is diverging from the EPSIO value
?. supplied	 by the user on a	 PARAM bulk data	 card.	 (The default value of	 EPSIO
is	 1.0E-5.)
4.	 reason 3 means	 insufficient	 time	 remaining	 to achieve convergence	 to	 the
PARAM
i





' S.	 REASON 4 means	 the number of	 iterations supplied by the user on a PARAM
bulk data	 card has	 been met.	 (The default	 number of	 iterations	 is	 10.) j
O Parameter values	 at	 the	 time of exit are'automatically output 	 as	 follows:
II
1.	 Parameter DONE:	 -1	 is	 normal;	 e N	 is	 the estimate of	 the number
of iterations required	 to achieve convergence.
3.4-22 (9/30/78)
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I
i 2.	 Parameter SHIFT:	 + l	 indicates
	
a	 return	 to the	 top of the loner loop
was scheduled;	 - 1 indicates a return to
	
top of	 the outer loop was	 scheduled
following the current iteration.
F
3.	 Parameter OSEPSI:	 the value of	 the ratio of energy error to ea4a1
a


















3.11 .4 	 Case Control Deck DTI Table and Parameters for Static Aerothermoelastic
Analysis with	 erent aStiffness




Static ° , -rthermoelastic Analysis with Differential 	 Stiffness:
The Case Control	 Deck must contain two subcases.
2. static	 condition must	 above	 the	 subcase	 level	 withA	 loading	 be defined
a LOAD, TEMPERATURE(LOAD),	 or DEFORM	 selection, unless
	 all	 loading	 is
specified by	 displacements on SPC cards.grid point
3. An SPC set must be selected above the subcase level
	 unless all	 constraints
are specified	 on GF_D cards.
JJtt
4. Output requests	 that apply only	 to	 the	 linear solution must appear 	 in	 the
first	 subcase.
S. Output requests	 that apply only	 to	 the	 solution with differential	 s41ff-
ness must be placed	 in the second subcase.
6. Output requests	 that apply to both solutions,	 with and without differen-
tial	 stiffness may be placed	 above	 the subcase	 leve.
7. Aerodynamic	 input for the Aerodynamic Load Generator 	 (ALG) module
	 is
,
input via data	 block ALGOB.	 This	 data	 block must be	 input using Direct










STATIC AEROTHERNOELASTIC ANALYSIS WITH DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS
The following output may be requested for Static Aerothermoelestic Analysis with
Differential Stiffness:
1. Nonzero Components of the applied static toad for the linear solution at
selected grid points.
2. Displacement and nonzero components of the single-point forces of Son-
straint, with and without differential stiffness, at selected grid
points.
3. Forces and stresses in selected elements, with and without differential
stiffness.
4. Undeformed and deformed plots of the structural model.
1. GRDPNT - optional - a positive integer value of this parameter will cagse the
Grid Point Weight Generator to be executed and the resulting weight and
balance information to be printed.
2. MASS - optional - the terms of the mass matrix are multiplied by the rgal
value of this parameter when they are generated in EMG.
3. IRES - optional - a positive integer value of this parameter will cause the
printing of the residual vectors following the execution of SSG3.
4. COUPMASS - CPBAR, CPRBO. CPOUADi, CPOUAD2, CPTRIAI. CPTRiA2, CPTUBE, CPQDPLT,
CPTRPLT, CFTRBSC - optional - these parameters will cause the generation of
coupled mass matrices rather than lumped mass matrices for all bar elements,
rod elements, and plate elements that include bending stiffness.
S.	 BETAD - optional- the integer value of this parameter is the assumed number of
iterations for the inner loop in shift decisions for iterated differential
stiffness. The default value is 4 iterations.
6.	 NT - optional - the integer value of this parameter limits the maximum number




7.	 EPS1® - optional - the real value of this parameter is used to test the con-
vergence of iterated differential stiffness. The default value is 10-5.
	
S.	 APRESS - optional in static aerothermoelastic analysis. A positive integer
value mill generate aerodynamic pressures. A negative value (the default)
will suppress the generation of aerodynamic pressure loads.
9. ATEMP - optional in static aerothermoelastic analysis. A positive integer
value mill generate aerodynamic temperature loads. A negative value (the
default) mill suppress the generation of aerodynamic thermal loads.
10. STREAML - optional in static aerothermoelastic analysis. STREAML-1 causes
the punching of STREAMLI bulk data cards. 	 STREAK - 2 causes the punching of
STREAML2 bulk data cards. STREAML-3 causes both STREAMLI and STREAML2 cards
to be punched. The default value, -1, suppresses punching of any cards.
11. PGEOM - optional in static aerothermoelastic analysis. PGEOMmi causes the
punching of GRID bulk data cards. PGE014 m k causes the punching of GRIP,
CTRIA2 and PTRIA2 bulk data cards. PGE@M-3 causes the punching of GRIP cards
and the modified ALGOB table on DTI cards. The default, -1, suppresses punch-
ing of any cards.
12. IPRT - optional in static aerothermoelastic analysis. 	 If IPRT > 0, then
intermediate print will +e generated in the ALG module based on the print
option in the ALGDB data table. If IPRT - 0 (the default), no intermediate
print will be generated. 	 (IPRTCI, iPRTCL, IPRTCF)
13. SIGN - optional in static aerothermoelastic analysis. Controls the type of
analysis being performed. SIGN - 1.0 for a standard analysis. SIGN a -1.0
for a design analysis. The default is 1.0.
	
la,	 ZORiGN, FUROR, FTC@@R, FZC@@R - optional in static aerothermoelastic
analysts. These are modification factors. The defauls are Z@RIGN -•0.0,
FXCOOR - 1.0, FTCOOR - 1.0, and FZCOOR - 1.0.
3.a3-26 (9/30/78)
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13. %TOUT - optional in static aerothermcelastic analyses. A positive integer
of this parameter indicates that the user wants to save the total stiffness
matrix on tape (GINO file INPT) via the OUTPUTI module in the rigid format.
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3.21 COMPRESSOR BLADE CYCLIC MODAL FLUTTER ANALYSIS
3.dy.1 DMAP Sequence For Compressor Blade Cyclic Nodal Flutter Analysis
RIGID FJR44T UMAP LISTING
SERIES D
HERO APPRO ACIIo AI:i IU FORM%T 9
LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN UMAP COAPILER — SOURCE LISTING
OPTIONS IN EFFECT^ GO	 ERR-2	 NOLIST NODECK NOREF 	 NOUSCAR
• l BEGIN	 4EK0 NU.9 COMPRESSUK 81.40E CVCLIC NOUAL FLUTTER ANALYSIS 8
2 FILE	 PHIHL=40PEND/4JJL=APPS W /FS4VE-APPEND/CASEVY=4PPENU/CLAM41,o
APP ENO/U VG=AP PENU/UHHL-APPEND 5
3 GPI	 GE)410GEUg2v/GPLoEOEX1NPGPUToCSTMPBGPUTPSIL/VeNoLUSEU/ VoNo
NOGPOY 8
6 SAVE	 LUSET,NOGPOT 5
S CONU	 EKRORIoNUGPOT 8
6 CHKPNT	 GPL,c'QEXINeGPDT,CSTMoBGPDToSIL S
7 PURGE	 OIJEv02JE/NO)JE 5
8 GP2	 GEOM2,L0EXIN/ECT 5
9 CHKPNT	 ECT S
10 (GP3	 uEUM3oEi)EXINeGEOM2/oGPTT/VoN,NOGRAV 5
11 ChKPNT	 GPTT 8
12Al	 ECT v EP Te BGPDT o SI L a GP T T vC STM/E ST oGE I oGPECT)e/Volvo LUSET/ 	 VoNo
NUSIMP/C,Nol/VeN,NWENL/Vo NoGENEL 5
13 SAVE	 NUGENLoNUSIMP 96ENEL S
16 CGNU	 ERRUKIeNOSIMP 6
15 PURGE	 UGPST/GENEL 5
16 ChKPNT	 EST,GPECT,GEI 90GPST 5
17 PARAN	 //CoNoADD/VoN9NUKG6;t/CoNvl/CoNoO 5
18 PARAN	 //CoNoADD/V949NOMGG/CoNol/C,NoO 5
19 PAR41	 // CoN,NOP / VoYoKIiGIN=-1 8
20 iAPoO	 JMPKGGINoKGGIN S
21	 AKAW	 //CoNoADU /VoNoNDKGGK /CoNo-1 /CoNvO 5










RIGID FDRMAY DMAP LISTING
SERIES D
AERD APPRUACM, %tG1U FURMAT 9
LEVEL 2.0 N4S R',4N DMAP COMPILER — SOURCE LISTING
23 EQUIV	 9r0rAL.,KGG9 5




	 EST,CSTtl,MPT,DIT,GE0M20 /KEIMo KU/CT,NELMo MDICYoo/VoNoNOKGGA/ V,
N p NU.46G/C,N,/C,N,/CoNo/CoNPCOUP14ASS/CoVoCPUAR/CoV,CPRUD/ CoVo
CP4U401/C,Yo.PJUA D2/Co y oCPTR1Al/Co y ,CPTRIAZ/C,Y,CPTUBE/ CoVo
CPQDPLT/Co V,.PTRPLI/CoV,CPTRSSC b
27 SAVE	 NUKGGK,NU`4GG 3
28 CfKPNT	 KELM,KUICT 9 ELMoMDICI 5
29 CUND	 JMPKGGK,NOKGSA 5
30	 M4	 GPEC Io KdIC T, KELM/KGG K,GP $T b
31 CMKPNT	 KGGK,GPST $
32 LABEL	 JMPKGGK b
33 CUNU	 ERKUR L.NUMGG 3
34 FMA	 GPECT,MOICToMELM/MGGo/CoNo—IICoVoWT144SS-1.0 5
35 ChK PNT	 MGG 5
36 LUNO
	 LGPNG,GRDPNT 3
37 GPaG	 BGPUT,CSTMPEQEKIN,M;;G/LU PUG/VoVoGROPNF--I/CoVoNTMASS 5
38	 FP	 OGPdG00000// 3
39 LABEL
	 LGPNG 3
40 QQUI V	 K'GGX o KGG/HUGE NL 5
41 CHKPWI	 KGG 5
42 cowu	 LB01,NOGENL S
43	 MA!	 GEI, KGGK/1tGG/V,N,LUSET/V,N,NOGENL/V,NoNOSIMP 5
44 CMKPNI KGG 5
45 LABEL	 LBLII 5
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AERO APPROACH, RIGID FORMA 9
LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN ONAP COMPILER — SOURCE LISTING
LUSE T/V,N,MP:FI/V,NoMPCF2/VoNoSI NGLE/VoNoOMIT/V oNo R EACT/Co No O/
V,M,RCPEAT/VoNoNUSET/VoNoNUL/VoNoNOA/CoVoSUd1D 6
47 SAVE MPCFIoSINGLEoONIToREACToNOSEToMPCF2oREPEAToNCLoNOA 6
48 PARA4 //CoN,AJT/VoNoREACOATA /V,N,REACT 6
49 CONU ERdUR SoR EACUA TA 6
50 PURGE GM,G-40/'4PCFI/60,GUU/OMIT/KFSo9PC/SINGLE	 6
i
51 'PCYC GEUMaoWEKINoUSET	 /CYCD/ VoVoCTYPE / VoNoNUGG 5
52 SAVE NUGU 6
^.% 58 CFKV'dT CVCU 6
54 CUfoU EKkJR6,.4UGO 6
i 55 L'Uf:U LBL ao ,;E.dEI	 8
56 GP SP GPL,GPST,USET PS I L/UGPST/V,N,NOGPST	 6
1
i 57 -SAVE NOGPST 6
56 CUNU LBL4,N0GPST 6(-
i ' 59 FP OGPST,,,00//	 5
60 LABEL LdL4 6
1
61 UUIV KGG,KNN/MPCF1/MGG oMNN/MPCF1	 6
1
61 CFKPNT KNN,MNN S
63 CIINJ L8L2,MPCFI	 6
64 CC1 USET,RG/GM 6
65 CMKPNT G4 6
66 MCF2 USEToG4,KGG,MGG „ /KNN,MNNoo
	 6
E 67 CFKPAT KNN,MAN S
68 LABFL LOL2 6









RIGID FURNAT OAAP LISTING
SERIES 3
AERU APPROACHo RIGID FURM4T 9
LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN DMAP COMPILER — SOURCE LISTING
71 WIaU LBL3oSINGLE S
12 'C E1 USEToKNNoMNNoo /KFF oKFSooMFFot
	
6
^° 73 CHKPNT KFFoKFSoMFF 5
Mlle 14 LABEL L BL 3 a
75 EUUIV KFFoKAA/OMIT/ NFF,KAA/GRIT 6
76 CHKPNT KAAoMAA 5
77 CONU LBL5tUMIT 5
b 7tl NP1 USCToKFF000/GUo KAA oKC0oLOUoo too	 8
79 CHKPNT GOoKAA 6
i
i 80 HP2 USEToGUPMFF/HAA S
81 CHKPNT MAA b
V , 82 LABEL LOL5 5
83 (UVC DYVAMICSoGPLoSILo USE T/GPLDoS/LDoUSET0,TFPOUL000000EEOvEG0yN/Vo
p° NoLUSET/V,N,LUSETD/VoN,4UTl'L/Vo NoNUOLT/VoNoNUPSOL/VoNINOFRL/Vo
NoNUNLF I/VoNo NUTRL/VoNoNUEEU/CuNo/VoNo NJUE 	 5^`.
84 SAVE LUSETJoNUUEoNUEED S
E5 CONO ERRJR2,N0EEU $
atl"





/ CoNoFORE /	 VoVoNSEGS--1 /VoVo
KINUEK=-1	 / V,Y,CYCSEO=-6	 / CoNol	 /	 VoNo NOGG S
88 SAVE NUGU 5
89 ChK p mT KKK,MKK 5
90 CUND ERKJR6,N000 5
91 EAJ KKKoMKK000EEJooCASECC	 / LAMKoPHIKo	 oOEIGS / Co NoMOOES /VoNo
PoEIGV 5
92 SAVE NE13V 5
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RICID FORMAT OMAP LISTING
SERIES 0
AERU APPROACH, RIGID FURM4T 9
LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN UMAP CQMPILER — SOURCE LISTING
94 PARA4	 //CoN,MPY / VoNoCARDNO / CoNvO / CoNoO S
95 UFP	 UEIGS,LAMK0000 // Vo NoCARDNO 8
96 SAVE	 CARONO 8
1;7 CUNU	 ERQD94,NEIGV 8
98 CYC12	 CVCD „ooPHIKoLA4K /ovoPil A,LAM4 / C,N,BACK / VvYo NSEGS /VoYo
KINOGX / Vo Y,CYCSEO / Coltlod / VoNoNUGO 8
99 SAVE	 NOGG S
100 CHKPNT	 LAM4oPH1A b
l01 CUWU	 ERROR6,NU-4-0 6
1J2 SORL	 L'SEI,,PIIIAov,GUoGMo,KFSo, / PHIG,o / C o N a I / Co No REIG b
103	 UR2	 CASECC,CST.I,NPTvDIToEUEXIN,SiLv,o8GPDT,LAMA,vPHIG,ESToo / oo
OPHIj,,o / CoNoRE1G S
104 OfP	 9VH1G000eo// V,NoCARONO 8
105 SAVE	 CARUN0 S
106	 VOe	 EUT,USETo8GP3T,CSTP,EOEXINoGM,GO / 4EROoACFT,FLIST9GTKAoPVECT/
VoNoNK/Vo1do NJ/V,Y,MI4M4CH/Vo Y,MAXM4CH/VoVoIREF/VoV,MTVPE/Veld,
NEIGV/V,Y,KINUEX--I b
107 SAVE	 NK,NJ 6
108 CHKPNT	 AERO,ACPT,FLISToGTKAoPVECT S
toy PLPiN	 P1114,PVECT, / PHIAXo t o / CoNol 6
1d0 SHPYAD	 PHIAX,'4AA,PH149, 0 0 / MI / CoN,3/CoNol/C,Nod/C,No0 f f 9 N v d 6
did	 TRX IN	 CASECC,MATPOUL,EODYN,o TFPOCL/K2PPoMZPP,BZPP /V,N,LUSETO/ Vo No
NUK2PP/VoN,N7M2PP/V,N,NUtl2PP S
112 SAVE	 NUK20P,NUM2PP,WuB2PP S
113 PURGE	 KZDD/NUK20P/42DD/NUM2PP/8200/NOBLPP b
114	 UUIV	 NZPPo;42,)DblUSET/B2PPoBZJJ /NOSE T/K2 PP, K2 DO/NOSET 8
115 CHKPNT	 K2PP,M2PP 9 82PP,K2DUoM2UDo82OD 8






RIGID FJR441 OMAP LISTING
SERIES U
AERO APPROACH, AIGIU FORMS T 9





No-d/C,N 9 — d P. oNo-1/C oNo'L S
117 CHKPIIT	 K2DOvN200o82DO *GOO vGMD S
LIS	 KAq	USE T JP P H 1.1 X91419LAMK901 To M2DO o82OU 9 K2OOoCASECC / HHHoBHHo MMo
PHIDM / VeN 9MOUE /Cc Y oL NUDE S a 999999/C oV, LFRE Qv D.O/Co Y o MFR Elio 0.0/
VP NoiNU t42PP/VP NoNOBZPP/V,NoNOK2PP/V P NPNONCUP/Void,FMUDE/Co Vo
KOAMP--1 8
119 SAVE	 NUNCUPoFMJDE S
120 CHKPNT	 4HH,aHH,KHHoPHIDH S
626 PARAML	 PCOB//CPN,PRE S/CoN,/CoNo/CPNP/VoN,NU PCOd 6
122 PURGE	 PLFSEIXPPLTP4K,GVSETS,ELSETS / NOPCDB 6
123CUNU	 P2o'4UPCOA 8





126	 RTMSG	 PLTSET% // S
127 PARAM	 //CPN,MPY/VoNoPLTFLG/CoddPl/CPN,I 5
128 PARAM	 //C,.I,MPY/VPTd PPFILE/Ce,'d,O/CoN,O 6
129	 UNU	 P2oJ0MPPLOT 8
130 1'L UI	 PLTPAR,,;PSETS,ELSE TS PCASECC v8GP0Tv EOJYNo an v P/PLGTXI/VaN, NS It I/
V P VeLUSFT/V,NPJUMPPLUT/V,N,PLTFLG/V,N,PFILE 8
131 SAVE	 JUMPPLUT,PLTFLGoPFILE S
632	 KTMa'	 PLUTXI // S
133 LABEL	 P2 S
134 CUND	 ERPOR2,11UEED S




137 SAVE	 DESTR Y S
*1
3.Jy-6 (9/30/79)
OF POOR QUA! I'TY
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RIGID FOR44T OMAP LISTING
SERIES U
AERO APPROACH, RIGID FORMAT 9
LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN DMAP COMPILER — SOURCE LISTING
136 CWPNT	 AJJLoSKJ,O1JK,D2JK 8
139 CUND	 NUDJE,NUDJE S
140	 NPUTT'	 /D1JE,D7.JE,00/C vY,PUSIT1UN a— I /CvVoUN1TNU* 11/	 COV,USRLABEL-
TAPEIU 6
141 LABEL	 NOUJE 6
142 PAR &4	 //C,N,AOD/V,N,XOMML/CoNol /CoNvO 8
143
	
MP	 AJJL,SKJ,DIJKvDZJP,GfKA, PHIDH ,DIJEo02JEvUSET09AERO/ 9/1HL5. ./V,
NoNUUE/VoN,XJIIHL 8
144 SAVE	 XQAHL 8
L45 CHKPNT	 OMHL JF
1'46 PARAM	 //LoN,,'IPY/V,N,NOP/CoNo—1/CvNvl 8
147 PARA4	 //C,N,MPY/V,N,NOP/CvNvl/C,Nol S
14tl PARA9	 //L,Nv-aPY /Void,NDH/CoNoO/CoNol 6
149	 pRAtl	 //C,N,HPY/V,N,FLOOP/V,Y,NUDJE--L/CoNvO 6
150 JUPIP	 LOUPTUP 8
151 L p dEL	 LUUPTUP S
152 FAl	 KHH,6101,MH11,JH11L a CA SECC v F LI ST/F SAVE oKXHH vBXH11 9 MXHH/V, N, FLOOP/Vo
N,TSTART 8
153 SAVE	 FLUUP,TSTART S
154 (CEAU	 KKHH,BXHH,MWIH,EED,CASECC/PHIH,CLAMA,UCEIGS//VoN,EIGVS 6
L55 SAVE	 kIGVS 8
156 CUND	 LULZAP,E1GVS 8
157 ND 	 LOL 16oNUH $
15tlVOR	 CASECC,EQDYN, USE TO PHIHvCLAMA „ /GPHIHo/C,NoCEIGEN/Co No MODAL/Co
N  123/ V, N o NUH I V o N, NU P/Vo N, F MODE 6
159 SAVE	 NUHoNUP 8
160 CUND	 "LBL L6,NDH S
3.21-7 (9/30/78)
s
RIGID FORMATS	 OF POOR QWIL.ITY
RIGID FURNAT OMAP LISTING
SERIES J
AERO APPROACH, RIGID FORMAT 9
LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN OM4P COMPILER - SOURCE LISTING
16L	 FY	 OPHIH00000//VoN,CARONO 8




166	 A2	 PHIH, CLAM 9 FSAVE/PHI HLeCLAMALoCASEVY90VG/VoNoTS TART /CoVoVREFQ
1.0/C,Y,PRINT-YESS b
L65 SAVE	 TSTART S
166 CHKPNT	 PHIHL.CLANALoCASEVYo UVG 5
167 CONU	 CONTINUEoTST%RT S




170 REP]	 LOOPTUP,100 S
III JUMP	 ERRORS S
172 LABE!	 CONTINUE S
173 CHXPNI	 0VG S
170 PAk A4L	 AYCDB//CaN,P4E S/C 9N9/C o  v/C oNo/Vv No NO X YC DB S
175 CUND	 NOXYUUT,NOXYCDB S




178 XY YLJI	 XYPL ICE// S
679 LABEL	 NOXY00 S
180 PARAA	 //C,b,AND/VoN,PJUMP/V,N,NOP--L/VoNoJJMPPLOT $
101 CUND	 FIN(S,PJUHP S
183 qU OACL	 CASEYYvCLA ,4AL ,PHI HL,CASECCvo/CLAMALI oCPHIHIv LAS E22o o/C,No
CEIGN $
183 'CRL	 CPHIHI,PH10H/CPHID S
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RIGID FJRMAT UMAP LISTING
SERIES J
AERU APPROACH, RIGID FURMAT 9
LEVEL 2.0 NASTAAN U.-44P COMPILER - SOURCE LISTING
185	 LIUIY	 CPHIU,CPHIP/NOA 8






L BL 16 8
189 CHKPNT	 CPH1PvNPC 8
190 (!UI	 GPIII Uv CPHIA ANUUE 8
191 (EiD LBLNUEoNUUE 8
192 YEC	 USETJ/AP/CoN,D/CoN,A/CaNaE 8
193	 ARL	 CPH10,odP/CPAIAoao/CoN al. /CoNo3 8
194 LABEL	 LBLNUE 8
195 SCR2	 CASE 22oCSTM0410101ToEOJYNoStLO0008GPOTaCLAMAL1o9PCoCPHIPoESTao/
oUUPCIoUCPHIPaUESCIvUEFCIoPCPHIP /C,N,CF.IGN 6
196 CHKPNT	 PCPHIP 8
197 IIfP	 UCPHIPoUQPC1.UESCIallEFCIoo//YalloCARDNO 8
19BND	 P3,JUAPPLOT 6
199	 OT	 PLTPAR,dP SETS ,ELSE ISvCASE2doBGPDF,E9OYNoSILDooPCPHIPvo/PLOT83/
YoNvN SIL I / Y,N,LUSE T / V,No JU9PPLUT /YoNa PLTFLG/ 1I:No PFILE 6
200 PRTN YG	 PLUT93// 8
201 LAUEL	 P3 8
202 JUMP	 FIN 1 S 8
203 LABEL	 ERROR  8
204 qED //C,N9 — I/C,NrFSUBS"4 6
G05 LABEL	 ERROR 2 8
206 OED //CoN 9 -2/C9NvFSU8SCN 6
207 LABEL	 ERROR3 6
208	 RYPAR	 //CoNv-3/CoNoFSUBSCN 8
3. 21 -9 (9/30178)
ORIGMAJ. ^°-°i^E F5OF POOR QUALITY
RIGID FORMATS
Rt,IU "JRMAT UMAP LISTING
SERI," U
AFRO APPROACH, RIGID FOkM41 9
LEVEL 2.0 NASI'RAN DMAP COMPILER — SOURCE LISTING
209 LABEL	 ERROk4 S
210 4ERTPAk




212	 RTPAk	 /I C,N,^• 4 / :,N PCVCMODES 8
213 LABEL	 ERkOlt6 9
216	 RTPAk	 // C,N,-5 / :,N*CVCMODES 8
215 LABEL	 FINIS S
216 ENC	 8
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3.24.2 Description of DMAP Operations for Compressor Blade Cyclic Modal
Flutter Analysts
	
3.	 GPI generates coordinate system transformation ' matrices, tables of grid
point locations, and tables for relating internal and euternal grid
point numbers.
	
S.	 Go to DRAP No. 203 and print error message if no grid points are present.
	
a.	 GP2 generates Element Connection Table with internal indices.
	
10.	 GP3 generates Static Loads Table and Grid Point Temperature Table.
	
12.	 TAI generates element tables for use in matrix assembly and stress
recovery.
	
14.	 Go to DMAP No. 203 and print error message if no elements have been
defined.
20. Go to OMAP No. 25 if stiffness matrix is not user input.
21. Set parameter NOKGGX - -1 so that the stiffness matri g will not
be generated in DMAP No. 26.
22. INPUTTI readi the user supplied stiffness matrix from tape (GINO
file INPT).
23. Equivalence [K X I to [KIN99	 99
	
26.	 EMG generates structural element matrix tables and dictionaries for
later assembly.
29. Go to OMAP No. 32 if no stiffness matrix is to be assembled.
30. EMA assembles stiffness matrix [K x j and Grid Point Singularity Table.99
33. Go to DMAP No. 203 and print error message If no mass matrix exists.
34. EMA assembles mass matrix [M 99 ].
36. Go to DMAP No. 39 if no weight and balance request.
37. GPIIG generates weight and balance information.
38. OFP formats weight and balance information and places it on the
system output file for printing.
	
40.	 Equivalence [K X I to [X ] if no general elements.99	 99
42. Go to OMAP No. 45 if no general elements.
43. SMA3 adds general elements to rK X ] to obtain stiffness 'aatrix [K99	 99
	46.	 GP4 g1nerates flags defining members of various displacement sets
(USET , forms multipoint constraint equations [R 9 3(u 9 ) a 0,
	49,	 Go to DMAP Ko. 211 and print error message if free-body supports
are present.
	
$1.	 GPCYC prepares segment boundary table.
	















55. Go to DMAP No.	 60	 if general	 elements
	 present.
56. GPSP determines	 if possible grid point
	 stngularities	 remain.
' I 68. Go to DMAP No.	 60	 if no grid point
	 singularities	 remain.
59. ®FP formats	 the
	 table of possible grid point singularities 	 and places
it on	 the	 system output file for printing.
^ 61. Equivalence	 [Kgg ]	 to [ K nn ]	 and	
[M99)	
to [ M nn ]	 if	 no multipoint
constraints.





64. MCE1	 partitions multipoint constraint equations	 [R g ]	 °	 [Rm ;R n ]	 and
I solves for multipoint constraint 	 transformation matrix	 [Gmi
.[RMJ
-1 [ Rd .
b 66. MCE2 partitions	 stiffness	 and mass matrices
N
Knn 1 K nmMnn	 Mn
-. [((	 ] °	 __J._.	 and	 ][M994 99	 I
Kmn I Kmm	 Mmn	 Mmmpr .
.• (', and performs matrix reductions
R'.
[Knn)	 °	 [ &nn ]	 ' IGM)IKmn ) + [Kmn)[Gm) + IGM)[Kmm][Gm] and
t..
f.l
[Mnn)	 °	 [M nn ] + [GM][Mmn] + [Mmn][Gm) + [GT][Mmm][Gm].
69. Equivalence	 [Knn ]	 to	 [ Kff ]	 and	 [ M nn ]	 to	 [ M ff ]	 if	 no	 single-point
constraints.
I	 . 71. Go	 to DMAP	 No.	 74	 if	 no	 single-point	 constraints.
72. SCE1	 partitions	 out	 single-point	 constraints.









Ksf	 Ks	 Msf	 1	 MSS
75. Equivalence [Kff]
	
to [Kea ]	 and [ M ff]	 to IM aa]	 if no omitted degrees
of freedom.
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and solves for transformation matrix [G o ]
	[Koo]'1[1(0a]
and perform s
 matrix reduction [Kaa]	 [Kaa] + [Koa][Go]'





and performs matrix reduction
[M aa ] m [^ aa ] + [Ma a ][G o ] + [Go][ M 0a ][ G 0 ] + [G0][Moa]•
83.	 DPD generates flags defining members of various displacement sets used
in dynamic analysis ( USETD), tables relating internal and external
grid point numbers, including extra points introduced for dynamic
analysis, and prepares Transfer Function Pool and Eigenvalue Extraction
Data.
85. Go to DMAP No. 205 and print error message if no Eigenvalue Extraction
Data.
86. Equivalence [G o ] to [G a ] and [Gm ] to [Gm] if no extra points introduced
for dynamic analysis.
87. CYCT2 transforms matrices from symmetric components to solution set.
90. Go to DMAP No. 213 and print error message if CYCT2 error was found.
91. READ extracts real eigenvalues from the equation
[Kkh - AM k O fu N ) - 0
and normalizes eigenvectors according to one of the following user
requrrts:
1) Unit value of selected coordinate
2	 Unit value of largest components
3	 Unit value of generalized mass.
95.	 ®FP formats eigenvalues and summary of eigenvalue extraction infor-
mation and places them on the system output file for printing.
97. Go to DMAP No. 209 and exit if no eigenvalues found.























Go to DMAP No. 213 and print error mess " if CYCT2 error was found.










SDR2 prepares eigenvectors for output (®PRIG).
OFP formats tables prepared by SDR2 and places them on the system
output file for printing.
APD8 processes the aerodynamic data cards from EDT. AERO and ACPT
reflect the aerodynamic parameters.
	 PVECT is a partitioning vector
and GTKA is a transformation matrix between aerodynamic (K) and
structural (a) degrees of freedom.
PARTH partitions the eigenvector into all sine or all cosine
components.
SMPYAD calculates modal mass matrix
[ M] ° [0a]T [Maa] [0a]
MTRXI11 selects the direct input matrices [KPPJ, (Lip p ], and [CPp].
Equivalence [M 2	p12 to [ltdd], [CPP] to [8d d ] and [KP p] to [Kdd] if no
no constraints applied.




IHdd], and [8dd ] (see Section 9.3.3 of the Theoretical Manual) and
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jand








[Kbb) _	 `^^^68] +	 [®dh][Kddl[Odh]
	
o
[M hh ] _	 [mB_
J
+	 [®dh][Mdd][®dh]





m i	 = modal masses	 mi	 = modal masses
b 	 =	 m 	 21T	 f i 9( f i )	 bi	 =	 0
k i	 =	 m i	 4n°	 f i	 ki	
=	 (1 + i g ( f i ))	 4ntfimi




124. PLTSET transforms user input	 into a form used	 to drive structure
plotter.
126. PRTMSG	 prints	 error messages	 associated with	 structure plotter.
129. GO to DMAP No.	 133	 if no undeformed	 aerodynamic	 structure
	
plat request.
130. PLOT generates	 all	 requested undeformed	 structure	 plots.




134. Go to DMAP	 No.	 205 and	 print error message	 if no Eigenvalue
Extraction	 Data.
136. ANG forms	 the aerodynamic materix	 list [A^ f ],	 the	 area matrix	 [Skf],
and	 the downwash	 coefficients	 [Dj k ]	 and	 [D;k].
139. Go to DMAP No.	 141	 if no user-supplied downwash coefficients.
140. INPUTT2 provides	 the user-supplied downwash	 factors	 due	 to extra













[Di fi] -	 ED	 ED i l -	 ED1 4 3 T EG kil
CD 2 h3 .	 [0 2 ,	 DJ2]	 [021 ]a -	 [D 2 ] T [Gk	 ki]
for each	 (m.k)	 pair:
10	 [Djl] + tk[Djjh] 	 h	 P
---
for each group:
[Qjh]	 [A Tii ] - 1 group [D jh ] group
[Q th ]	 ' [Skj][Qjh]





flutterPARAM	 initializes	 the	 loop	 touter	 (FLOOP) to zero.
ISO. Go to next DMAP	 instruction if cold	 start or modifiedby the Executive System
restart.
to	 theLROPTOP will	 be	 altered proper
location	 inside	 the	 loop for unmodified restarts within	 the	 loop.
151. Begtnning of	 loop	 for flutter,
152. FAI	 computes	 the	 total	 'aerodynamic mass matrix [M xh h].	 the total
aerodynamic s'lffness matrix JKXhh] and the total aerodynamic
damping matrix	 [Oxh h] as well	 as	 a	 looping	 table FSAVE.	 For
the X-method
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	 {
154. CEAD extracts complex eigenvalues from the equation
[MhhhP' a 8h hp o KA h](® h )	 °	 0
and normali8es eigenvectors to unit magnitude of largest component.
156. Go to DMAP No.	 168 if no complex eigenvalues found.
157. Go to DMAP No.	 163 if no output request for the extra points
	
intro.
duced for dynamic analysis or modal 	 coordinates.
158. VDR prepares	 eigenvectors	 for output,
	 using only the extra points
r




160. Go to DMAP No.
	
163 if no output request for	 the extra
	 points
introduced for dynamic analysis or modal 	 coordinates.
I'
1 161 QFP formats eigenvectors	 for extra	 points	 introduced for dynamic
analysis and modal	 coordinates	 and places	 them on	 the	 system output
file	 for	 printing.
164. FA2 appends	 eigenvectors	 to PHIHL,	 eigenvalues	 to CLAMAL,	 Case Control
to CASEYY,	 and V-g plot data	 to ®VG.
167. Go	 to DMAP No.	 172	 if	 there	 is	 insufficient	 time	 for	 another
i
flutter	 loop.
169. Go to DMAP No.	 172 if flutter	 loop complete.
171. Go to DMAP No.	 207 for additional	 aerodynamic configuration triplet
values.
175. Go to DMAP No.	 179 if no X-Y plot package is present.
176. XYTRAN prepares	 the	 input	 for requested	 X-Y plots.
178. XYPLOT prepares	 requested	 X-Y	 plots	 of displacements,	 velocities,
accelerations, forces, stresses,	 loads	 or	 single-point	 forces
111
of	 constraint	 vs.	 time.
181. Go to DMAP No.	 215	 if no output requests 	 involve dependent degrees
S 182.
of freedom or forces and stresses.
MBDACC	 list	 imaginaryselects	 a	 of eigenvalues	 and	 vectors whose	 parts
(velocity	 in	 input	 units)	 are	 close	 to	 a	 user	 input	 list.
183. DDR1	 transforms	 the complex eigenvectors 	 from modal	 to physical
r coordinates
[i^d]	 [®dh][Oh]a-
185. Equivalence [®p]	 to [®p]	 if no constraints	 applied.
gV
Fit


















and recovers single-point forces of constraint (q s )	 a
190. Equivalence [pd]	 to [® e ]	 if no extra point.%
	 introduced for dynamic
analysis.
lPi. Go to DMAP No.	 194	 if no extra	 points present,
192. VEC generates	 a	 d-size partitioning	 vector	 (AP)	 for	 the a and a sets.






195. SDR2 calculates	 element forces
	
and	 stresses	 (OEFC1,	 OESC1)	 and








	 them on theprepared	 places	 system
output file for printing.
198. Go to DMAP No.
	 194 if no deformed structure plots are requested.
X` 199. PLOT prepares all deformed structure plots.
200. PRTMSG prints plotter data and engineering data for each deformed
plat generated.
202. Go to DMAP No. 215 and make normal exit.
204. MODAL COMPLEX EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS ERROR MESSAGE NO. 	 1 - MASS MATRIX
REQUIRED FOR MODAL FORMULATION.
206. MODAL COMPLEX EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS ERROR MESSAGE NO. 2 - EIGENVALUE
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208. MODAL COMPLEX EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS ERROR MESSAGE NO. 3 - ATTEMPT TO
EXECUTE MORE THAN 100 LOOPS.
210. MODAL COMPLEX EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS ERROR MESSAGE NO. 4 - REAL EIGEN-
VALUES REQUIRED FOR MODAL FORMULATION.
212. NORMAL MODES WITH CYCLIC SYMMETRY ERROR MESSAGE NO. 4 - FREE BODY
SUPPORTS NOT ALLOWED.





3.21.3	 Output for Compressor Blade Modal Flutter Analysts
The Real Eigen value summary Table and the Real Eigenvalue Analysts
summary, as described under Normal Mode Analysts, are automatically printed.
All real eigenvatues are included even though all may not be used in the
modal formulation.
The grid point singularities from the structural model are also output.
A flutter summary for each value of the configuration parameters is
printed out if PRINT-YESB. This shows p, k, 1/k,®,o *V sound' V, g and f
for each complex eigenvalue.
V-9 and V-f plots may be requested by the 1IYOUT control cards by
specifying the curve type as VG. The °points" are loop numbers and the
°components° are G or F.
Printed output of the following types, sorted by complex eigenvalue
root number (SORT)) and (m, k, p) may be requested for all complex eigenvalues
kept, as either real and Imaginary parts or magnitude and phase angle
(0 0 - 3800 lead):
1. The eigenvector for a list of PHYSICAL points (grid points,
extra points) or SOLUTION points (modal coordinates and extra points).
2. Nonzero components of the single-point forces of constraint for
a list of PHYSICAL points.
3. Complex stresses and forces in selected elements.
The OFREQUENCY case control card can select a subset of the complex eigenvectors
for data recovery. In addition, undeformed and deformed shapes ma y be reouested.
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I
3.11 .4 Lase Control Deck and Parameters for Compressor Blade Cvciic
e= Nodal	 Flutter Analysis
V
kc
1. Only one subcase is allowed
2. Desired direct input matrices
	 for stiffness CK 2pp1, mass EM 2 pp3. and
damping (B2 pp ] must be selected via the keywords K2PP, M2PP, or
B2pp.
3. CNETHOD must be used to select an EIGC card from the Bulk Uata Deck.
1 9. FMETHOD must be used to select a FLUTTER card from the Bulk Data Deck.
i
f
S. METHOD must be used to select an EIGR card that exists
	 in	 the Bulk
Data Deck.




< 9. An $PC set must	 be selected unless 	 the model	 is	 a	 free bodv or all
constraints	 are specified on GRID cards, 	 Scalar Connection Cards or
with General	 Elements.
i
} S. Each NASTRAN run calculates modes for only one symmetry 	 index,	 K.
The following user parameters are used in Compressor Blade Cyclic Modal
Flutter Analysis.
1,	 GRDPNT - optional - A positive integer value of this parameter will
cause the Grid Point Weight Generator to be executed and the result-
ing weight and balance information to be printed, All fluid related
masses are ignored.
2. WTMASS - optional - The terms of the structural mass matrix are
multiplied by the real value of this parameter when they are
generated in SMA2. Not recommended for use in hvdroelastic
problems.
3. COUPMASS - CPBAR, CPROD, CPOUADi, CPOUAD2, CPTRIAi. CPTRIA2,
CPTUBE. CPODPLT, CPTRPLT. CPTRBS - optional - These parameters
will cause the generation of coupled mass matrices rather than
lumped mass matrices for all bar elements, rod elements, and plate
elements that include bending stiffness.
i
L








4. LFREO and HFRED - required unless LM®DES
	 is used.	 The real	 values
of these parameters give
	 the	 frequency range (LFREQ	 is	 lower
limit and HFREQ	 is upper	 limit)	 of the modes	 to be used	 in	 the1'a
modal	 formulation.	 To use this option,	 LM®DES must be get
	 to 0.
S. LM DES - used unless set
	 to 0.	 The integer value of this parameter
is the number of lowest modes	 to be used	 in the modal	 formulation,
{! The defaiult	 value will	 request	 all	 modes	 to be used.
f
6. N DJE	 -	 optional	 in modal	 flutter analysis.	 A positive	 integer
r
j: of this parameter indicates 	 that user supplied downwash matrices
due to extra	 points are to be read from tape via	 the	 1NPUTT2
„j module	 in	 the	 rigid	 format.	 The default	 value	 is	 - 1.
:s
7. PI,	 P2 and	 P3	 -	 required	 in modal	 flutter	 analysis when	 using
bS
v NODJE parameter.	 See Section 5.3.2 for tape operation parameters
ti•y
F
required by	 INPUTT2 module.	 The defaults
	
for P1, P2,
	 and P3	 are
aa
^-y -1,	 11	 and	 TAPEID,	 respectively.
rp
(L'1 S. VREF -	 optional	 in modal	 flutter	 analysis.	 Velocities	 are
divided by	 the	 real	 value	 of	 this parameter to convert units
or to	 compute	 flutter	 indices.	 The	 default	 value	 is	 1.0.





the automatic printing of	 the
flutter summary	 for the	 k method.	 The
	
flutter summary	 table
will	 be printed	 if	 the BCD	 value	 is TES	 for wing	 flutter,	 or
TESB for blade	 flutter.	 The	 default	 1s	 TES.
10. CTTPE	 -	 required	 -	 the BCD	 value	 of	 this	 parameter defines
{ the type of	 cyclic symmetry	 as	 follows:
(1)	 ROT	 -	 rotational	 symmetry
(2)	 DRL	 -	 dihedral	 symmetry,	 using right	 and	 left halves




11. NSEGS	 - required	 -	 the integer	 value of	 this parameter	 is	 the
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{ 12. CYCSEO - optional 	
- the integer value of





in	 the solution set.
A value of at	 specifies that all cosine terms should be sequenced
((
t. before all	 sine terms, and a value of -1 for altbrnating the
r
cosine and sine terms.
	 The default value is -1.4
^ 13. ItINDEX	 -	 required in compressor blade cyclic modal
	 flutter analysis.
The	 integer value of this	 parameter specifies a
	 single	 value of
the harmonic	 index.
14. RINMACH - optional	 in blade	 flutter analysis.
	 This
	 is	 the minimum
r
' Mach number above which the supersonic unsteady cascade theory is
i valid.	 The	 default	 is	 1.01.
!
I
15. MAXMACH -	 optional	 in blade flutter analysis. 	 This
	 is	 the maximum
Mach number below which the
	 subsonic unsteady cascade
	 theory is
P^
valid.	 The	 default	 value	 is	 0.80.
15. IREF	 - optional	 in	 blade	 flutter analysis.	 This	 defines
	 the
-t
reference streamline number. 	 IREF must be equal
	 to a SLN on a
° STREAML2 bulk date card.	 The default valoie,
	
-1,	 represents the
f streamsurface	 at the blade tip.	 If	 IREF	 does	 not	 correspond	 to
ItC a	 SLN,	 then	 the	 default	 will	 be	 taken.
a 17. MTYPE	 -	 optional	 in	 cyclic modal	 blade	 flutter	 analysis.	 This
controls which	 components
	 of	 the	 cyclic modes
	
are
	 to be used	 in
the modal	 formulation.	 MTYPE	 - SINE for sine components and
MTYPE - COSINE for cosine 	 The default BCD
	 iscomponents.	 value
COSINE.
18. KGGIN -	 optional	 in blade	 flutter	 analysis.
	 A	 positive	 integer
of	 this	 paraneter	 indicates	 that	 the	 user	 supplied	 stiffness
m
matrix	 is	 to be	 read from tape	 (GINO file	 INPT)	 via	 the
INPUTTi	 module
	











RIGID FORMAT DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
6,1,1,16 Rigid Format Error Messages for Static Aerothermoelastic Analysis with
Differential Stiffness
11®. 1 - ito STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS HAVE BEEN DEFINED.
The differential stiffness matrix is null because no structural elements
have been defined with Connection cards.
NO. 2 - FREE BODY SUPPORTS NOT ALLOWED.
Free bodies are not allowed in Static Analysis with Differential
Stiffness. The SUPPORT cards must be removed from the Bulk Data Deck
and other constraints applied if required for stability.
110. 4 - MASS MATRIX REQUIRED FOR WEIGHT AHO BALANCE CALCULATIONS.
The mass matrix is null because either no elements were defined with
Connection cards, nonstructural mass was not defined on a Property card,
or the density was not defined on a flaterial card.
NO. 5 - 110 INDEPENDENT DEGREES OF FREEDOM HAVE BEEN DEFINED.
Either no degrees of freedom have been defined on GRID, SPOINT or Scalar
Connection cards, or all defined degrees of freedom have been constrained





RIGID FORMAT DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
6.1.3.3 aigid Format Error Messages for Compressor g lade Cyclic Modal
	 Flutter
4. Analysis.
!4^ NO. 1 - MASS MATRIX REQUIRED FOR MODAL FORMULATION
F' The mass matrix
	
is null
	 because either no structural	 elements were defined
with Connection cards,nonstructural 	 mass was	 not defined on a	 Property card
or the density was	 not defined on a Material	 card.
NO. 2 - EIGENVALUE EXTRACTION DATA REQUIRED FOP REAL EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS
Eigenvalue extraction da 	 must	 be supplied on an EIGR card and METHOD
f` must	 select	 an	 EIGR	 set	 in	 the	 Case	 Controi	 Deck.
NO. 3 - ATTEMPT TO EXECUTE 11ORE THAN 	 100 LOOPS.
An attempt	 has	 been made to use more	 than 100 different sets of direct
'f input matrices.	 This	 number can be	 increased by altering the REPT	 instruc-
tion following FA2.
tt,
f NO. 4 - REAL EIGENVALUES REQUIRED FOR MODAL FORMULATION.
L
No real	 eigenvalues were found	 in the	 frequency range specified by the
user.





in	 Statics	 with Cyclic	 Symmetry.	 The	 SUPORT,
cards must be	 removed from	 the	 Bulk	 Data
	 Deck and other constraints
applied	 if	 required	 for	 stability.
NO. 6 - CYCLIC	 SYMMETRY DATA	 ERROR.

















A P Parameter value used to control utility module MATGPR print of
A-set matrices.
ABFL DBM [Ab fd - Hydroelastic boundary area factor matrix.
ABFLT DBM Transpose of [Ab,fk].
ACCE IC Abbreviated form of ACCELERATION.
ACCE IS Acceleration output requests.
ACCELERATION IC Output request for acceleration vector. 	 (UM-2.3, 4.2)
ACPT DBT Aerodynamic Connection and Property Data.
Active column PH Column containing at least one nonzero term outside the band.
ADD FMM Functional module to add two matrices together.
ADD M Parameter constant used in utility module PARAM.
ADDS FMM Functional module to add up to five matrices together.
ADR FMS Aerodynamic data recovery.
ADUMi IB Defines attributes of dummy elements 1 through 9.
AEFACT IB Used to input lists of real numbers for aeroelastic analysis.
HERO DBT Aerodynamic Matrix Generation Data.
AERO IB Gives basic aerodynamic parameters.
AEROF 1: Aerodynamic force output request.
AEROFORCE IC Requests frequency dependent aerodynamic loads on interconnection
points in aeroelastic response analysis.
AJJL DBML Aerodynamic Influence Matrix List.
ALG FMS Aerodynamic	 load	 generator.
ALGDB DBT Aerodynamic	 Load	 input	 for ALG	 (D-16).
ALL IC Output request for all of a specified type of output.
ALLEDGE TICS IC Request tic marks on all edges of X-Y plot.





ALTER IA Alter statement for DMAP or rigid format.
ALWAYS P Parameter set to -1 by a PARAM statement.
AMG FMA Aerodynamic Matrix Generator.
AMP FMA Aerodynamic Matrix Processor.
AND M Parameter constant used in executive module PARAM.
AOUF$ M Indicates restart with solution set output request,





















































Control card which specifies approach (DISP, DMAP. HEAT or AERO)
Approach flag used for modules with several functions.
File may be extended (see FILE).
Positive Value generates aerodynamic pressures.
Assemble substructure DMAP.
Analysis set coordinate definition card.
Analysis set coordinate definition card.
Positive value generates aerodynamic temperatures.
Requests X-Y plot of autocorrelation function.
Autocorrelation function table.
Defines orientation of object for structure plot.
Generated by Input File Processor 3 (IFP3) for axisymmetric
conical shell problems.
Axisymmetrical conical shell definition card. When this card
is present, most other bulk data cards may not be used.
Controls the formulation of a hydroelastic problem.
Indicates restart with conical shell or hydroelastic elements.
Selects boundary conditions for axisymmetric shell problems
or specifies the existence of hydroelastic fluid harmonics.







CSLPT3 IB Triangular slot element connection definition card for acoustic
analysis.
CSLOT4 IB Quadrilateral slot element connection definition card for
acoustic analysis.
CSP IC selects a set of contact surface points.
CSP IB Contact	 surface point	 set definition.
CSTM DRS Local coordinate system transformation matrices.
CSTM DBT Coordinate System Transformation Matrices.
CSTMA DBT Coordinate System Transformation Matrices - Aerodynamics.
CTETRA IB Tetrahedron element connection definition card.
CTORDRG IB Toroidal	 ring element connection card.
CTRAPRG IB Trapezoidal	 ring element connection card.
CTRBSC IB Basic bending triangular element connection definition card.
CTRIAI IB General triangular element connection definition card.
CTRIA2 IB Homogeneous triangular element connection definition card.
CTRAARG IB Triangular ring element connection card.
CTRIM IB Linear strain triangular element connection.
CTRMRM :B Triangular membrane element connection definition card.
CTRPLT I8 Triangular bending element connection definition card.
CTRPLTI IB Triangular element connection.
CTRSHL IB Triangular shell'element connection.
CTUBE IB Tube element connection definition card.
CTWIST IB Twist panel element connection definition card.
CTYPE PU Defines the type of cyclic symmetry.
CURVLINESYMBOL IC Request to connect points with lines and/or to use symbols for
X-Y plots.
CVISC I8 Viscous damper element connection definition card.
CWEDGE IB Wedge element connection definition card.
CYCIO PU A parameter which specifies the form of the input and output
data using cyclic symmetry.
CYCSEQ PU A parameter which specifies the procedure for sequencing the
































Mode number of first mode selected by user in modal dynamics
formulations.
Frequency response output frequencies.
Static load definition (vector).
Request for output of element forces.
Static load definition (magnitude and two grid points).
Static load definition (magnitude and four grid points).
Static load definition for conical shell problem.
Defines point on a free surface of a fluid for output purposes.
Frequency list definition.
Indicates restart with change in frequencies to be solved.
Frequency list definition (linear increments).
Frequency list definition (logarithmic increments).
Parameter used in SDR2 to indicate a frequency respnnse problem.
Selects the set of frequencies to be solved in frequency
response problems.
Selects between frequency and transient in aeroelastic response.
Frequency Response List. .
Frequency response load generator.
Used in FRRD to indicate user selected frequency set.
Frequency and Random Response - Displacement approach.
Frequency response, with aerodynamic matrix capability.
Flutter Storage Save %ble.
Defines a free surface of a fluid in a hydroelas'
An independent group of subroutines that perform
analysis function.
Aerodynamic modification factor (0-16).



































IC IC Transient analysis initial condition set selection.
1D IA The first card of any data deck is the identification (ID)
card.	 The two data items on this card are BCD values.
IFAIL P Set negative by ALG
	 if convergence	 fails	 (D-16).
IFP EM Input File Processor. 	 The preface module which processes the
sorted Bulk Data Deck and outputs various data blocks depending
on the Bard types present in the Bulk Data Deck.
IFPI EM Input File Processor 1. 	 The preface module which processes the
Case Control Deck and writes the CASECC, PCDB and XYCDB data
blocks.
IFP3 EM Input File Processor'3.	 The preface module which processes
bulk data cards for a conical shell problem.
IFP4 EM Input File Processor 4. 	 The preface module which processes
bulk data cards for a hydroelastic problem.
IFT FMA Inverse Fourier transformation.
1FTM PU A parameter which selects the method for integration of the
Inverse Fourier Transform.
IFTSKP L Used to skip IFT module.
IMAG IC Output request for real and imaginary parts of some quantity
such as displacement, load, single point force of constraint
element force, or stress.
IMPL P Parameter constant used in executive module PARAM.
INCLUDE IC Used in set definition for structure plots.
INERTIA P Used in printing rigid format error messages for Static
Analysis with	 Inertia Relief (0-2).
INERTIA RELIEF IA 'Selects rigid format for static analysis with inertia relief.
INPT M A reserved NASTRAN physical file which must be set up by
the user when used.
INPUT FMU Generates most of bulk data for selected academic problems.
Input Data Block PH A data block input to a module.
	 An input data block must have
'._en previously output from some module and may not be written on.
Input Data Cards PH The card input data to the NASTRAN system are in 3 sets, the
Executive Control Deck, the Case Control Deck, and the Bulk
Data Deck.
INPUTTI FMU Reads data blocks from GINO-written user tapes.
INPUTT2 FMU Reads data blocks from FRRTRAN-written user tapes.
INPUTT3 FMX Auxiliary input file processor.
INPUTT4 FMX Auxiliary input file processor.
Internal Sort PH Same order as external sort except when SEQGP or SEQEP bulk data





INV IB Inverse power eigenvalue analysis option - specified on E1GR,
EIGB or EIGC cards.
IPRT PU Controls	 printing	 of aerodynamic
	 results.
IREF PU Defines
	 reference streamline for blade flutter,
IRES PU Causes printout of residual vectors in statics rigid formats
when set nonnegative via a PARAM bulk data card. 	 (0-1, D-2,
D-4,	 D-5,	 D-6).
ISTART PU A parameter which causes the alternate starting method to be
used	 in transient analysis.
ITEMS IS Specifies data items to be copied in or out.
JUMP EM Unconditional transfer DMAP statement.
















IXDSS DBM [IXds] - Partition of differential stiffness matrix.
KE PH Flutter analysis method.
KEF DBM [Kff] - Partition of stiffness matrix.
rKFS DBM [Kfs] - Partition of stiffness matrix.
KGG DBM [K	 ] - Stiffness matrix generated by Structural Matrix
99	 Assembler.
KGGIN PU Positive value	 selects	 KGGX	 from	 INPUTTI.
KGGIN DBM Sum of elastic and differential 	 stiffness
matrices	 (D-16,	 A-9).
KGGL DBM [K99] - Stiffness matrix for linear elements.
	 Used only in
the Piecewise Linear Analysis Rigid Forma4 (D-6).
KGGLPG P Purge flag for KGGL matrix. 	 If set to -1, it implies that
there are no linear elements in the structural model.
	 (D-6).
KGGNL DBM [K n1] - Stiffness matrix for the nonlinear elements.
	 Used
in the Piecewise Linear Analysis Rigid Format only.
KGGSUM DBM Sum of KGGNL and KGGL.	 Used in the Piecewise Linear Analysis
Rigid Format only.	 (D-6).
KGGX DBM [K99] - Stiffness matrix excluding general elements.
KGGXL DBM [Kxz
	
— Stiffness matrix for linear elements (excluding general
elements).	 Used in the Piecewise Linear Rigid Format
only.	 (D-6).
,(y
KGGY DBM [K99] - Stiffness matrix of general elements.
+^ KHH DBM NO - Stiffness matrix used in modal formulation of dynamics
problems (D-10 thru D-12).
KINDEX PU A p.rameter which specifies a single value of the harr.Dnic




DBM [Ktt] - Stiffness matrix used in solution of problems in static
(D-1, D-2, D-4, D-S, D-6).
KLR DBM [Ktr] - Partition of stiffness matrix.
KMAX PU A parameter which specifies the maximum value of the harmonic
index using cyclic symmetry.
KmTX DBS Stiffness matrix.
KNN DBM [Knn] - Partition of stiffness matrix.
KOA DBM [Koa] - Stiffness matrix partition.
DBM Partition— of stiffness matrix.KOO [K00]
KRR DBM [Krr] - Partition of stiffness matrix.
KSS DBM [Kss] - Partition of stiffness matrix.
KTOTAL DBM Sum of elastic and differential 	 stiffness
C
matrices	 (D-16,	 A-9).
KTOUT PU Postive value outputs	 KTOTAL	 to OUTPUTI.




	 18	 Specifies table references for temperature-dependent,
anisotropic, thermal material properties.
MAX	 IB	 Eigenvector normalization option - used on EIGR, EIGB and
EIGC cards.
MAXIMUM DEFORMATION IC Indicates scale for deformed structure plots.
f'
MAXIT PU Limits maximum number of iterations in nonlinear heat transfer
analysis.i
MAXLINES IC Maximum printer output line count - default value is 2000D.
MAXMACH PU Controls	 subsonic unsteady cascade calculations.
MLEI FMS Multipoint Constraint Eliminator - part 1.
i
MCE2 FMS Multipoint Constraint Eliminator - part 2.
^ MOO DBM [Mdd] - Mass matrix used in direct formulation of dynamics{
problems (D-7 thru D-9).
MDEMA P Parameter indicating equivalence of MOD and MAA.
MDLCEAD P Used in printing rigid format error messages for modal
1i complex eigenvalue analysis (D-10).
+r
yy MDLFRRD P Used in printing riggid format error messages for modal
L} frequency response (D-il).
MDLTRD P Used in printing rigid format error messages for modal
I
l9' transient response (D-12).
MEF1 DBT Modal element forces, Sort 1
	 for OFP.
MEF2 DET Modal element forces. Sort 2 for OFP.
MERGE FMM Matrix merge functional module.
^.
MES1 DBT Modal element stresses. Sort 1 for OFP.
K
ME52 DBT Modal element stresses, Sort 2 for OFP.
METHOD IC Selects method for real eigenvalue analysis.
METHOD IS Identifies EIGR Bulk Data card.
METHOD$ M Indicates restart with change in eigenvalue extraction
procedures.
MFF DBM [Mff] - Partition of mass matrix.
d MGG DBM [M99] -Mass matrix generated by Structural Matrix Assembler.
MHH DBM [Mhh] - Mass matrix used in modal formulation of dynamics
N' problems	 (D-10 th •u D-l3).
c^ MI DBM [m] - Modal mass matrix.
MIND P Minimum diagonal term rf [Uoo]'
NINMACH PU Controls	 supersonic unsteady cascade calculations.
MKAEROI IB Provides table of Mach numbers and reduced frequencies (k).


























































































Property definition card for dumV elements 1 through 9.
Scalar elastic property definition card.
Selects pen size for structure plots using table plotters.
Selects pen size for X-Y plots using table plotters.
Specifies perspective projection for structure plots.
Parameter used by PLOT module.
Incremental load vector used in Piecewise Linear Analysis (D-6).
Statics load vector generated by SSGI.
Controls punching of GRID, CTRIA2, PTRIA2
and DTI cards from ALG.
Static load vector for Piecewise Linear Analysis (0-6).
Appended static load vector (D-1, D-2).
Matrix of successive sums of incremental load vectors used only
in Piecewise Linear Analysis Rigid Format (0-6).
Requests magnitude and phase form of complex quantities.
An operation to create matrices and load vectors for substruc-
turing analysis.
An operation to combine and reduce matrices and load vectors
for substructuring analysis.
An operation to recover detailed data reduction for substruc-
turing analysis.
Boundary element property definition card for heat transfer
analysis.
Total frequency response loads, modal.
Non-gust frequency response loads, modal.
Real eigenvectors - solution set.
Eigenvectors, A-set.
[^aJ - Complex eigenvectors - solution set, direct formulation.
Transformation matrix between modal and physical
coordinates.
109) - Real eigenvectors.
[^h J - Complex eigenvectors - solution set, modal formulatio
Appended complex mode shapes - h-set.
Eigenvectors, aerodynamic box points.








PUNCH IC Output media request (PRIM or PUNCH)
PUNPRT IA Used to punch and print the problem deck from UMF or copy the
Problem deck from UNF onto NUMF and punch and print it.
PURGE EM DMAP statement which causes conditional purging of data blocks.
Purge PH A data block is said to be purged whdn it i5 flagged in the FIAT
so that it will not be allocated to a physical
	 file and so that
modules attempting to access it will be signaled.
PUVPAT DBT Displacement vector used for plots, PA-set for aeroelastic
PVEC DBS Load vectors.
PVECT DBM Partitioning vector for cyclic modes	 (A-9).
PVISC IB Viscous element property definition card.
PVT PH Parameter value table. 	 The PVT contains BCD names and values
of all parameters input by means of PARAM bulk data cards.
	 It
is generated by the preface module IFP and is written on the
Problem Tape.
P1 PU INPUTT2 rewind option.
P2 PU INPUTT2 unit number.











































Definition of a set of elements, grid and/or scalar and/or extra
points, frequencies. or times to be used in selecting output.
Defines a set of structural grid points by a list.




Requests structure plot for all shear panel elements.
Defines Stefan-Boltzmann constant in heat transfer analysis.
Controls the type of static aerothermo-
elastic analysis performed.
Scalar Index List for all grid points and extra scalar points
introduced for dynamic analysis.
Scalar Index List - Aerodynamic boxes only.
Controls the automatic stiffness matrix singularity removal.
Conical shell request for sine set boundary conditions.
-1 if [Ko0 J is singular.
No single-point constraints.
Request to insert blank frames on SC 4020 plotter for X-Y
plots.
Integration matrix.
Parameter used in statics to control execution of functional
module SMA2.
Used to skip plot.
Defines list of points on interface between axisymmetric fluid
and radial slots.
Scalar point load definition.
Static Loads Table.
Structural Matrix Assembler - phase 1 - generates stiffness
matrix [K99 J and structural damping matrix [K99J.
Structural Matrix Assembler - phase 2 - generates mass
matrix 
(M99) 
and viscous damping matrix [B99J.
Structural Matrix Assembler - phase 3 - add general r' -
contributions to the stiffness matrix (K 991.
Structural Matrix Partitioner - part 1.
Structural Matrix Partitioner - part 2.
Performs multiply-add matrix operation for up to five





























































IA	 Selects rigid format for linear static analysis using heat
transfer.
IA	 Selects statics rigid format for heat transfer or structural
analysis.
P	 Parameter used in SDR2 to indicate Static Analysis.
IA	 Selects rigid format for nonlinear static heat transfer
analysis.
1 q
	Frequency or time step output request for substructuring.
IC	 Requests stereoscopic projections for structure plot.
PU	 Controls thepunching of STREAMLI and
STREAMLI cards from ALG.
18	 Gives blade streamline data.
IS	 Gives blade streamline data.
1C	 Requests the stresses in a set of structural elements or the
velocity components in a fluid element in acoustic cavity
analysis.
PH	 One of the finite elements used to represent a part of a
structure.
NP	 Defines the singularity tolerance in EMG.
IC	 Subcase definition.
Is	 Subcase output request.
IC	 This subcase is a linear combination of previous subcases.
FMSS	 Substructure. Plase 1.
PH Secondary storage devices are used because there is insufficient
main storage to perform a matrin calculation or a data processing
operation.
DST Splining Data Table.
IS Defines surface spline.
18 Defines beam spline.
Ill
User data to interpolate deflections at aerodynamic degrees of
freedom.
IB Scalar point definition card.
FMS Static Solution Generator - part 1.
FMS Static Solution Generator - part 2.
FMS Static Solution Generator - part 3.
FMS Static Solution Generator - part 4.
FMH Solution generator for nonlinear heat transfer analysis.
IC Requests deformed structure plot for problem in Static Analysis.








YTVALUE PRINT SKIP	 IC

























Do not plot points whose Y value lies above this value for
upper half frame.
Do not plot points whose Y value lies below this value for
upper half frame.
Y-axis title for upper half frame.
Request to suppress labeling tic marks over the specified
interval for upper half frame.
Request to suppress labeling tic marks over the specified
interval.
Requests Y and Z vectors for deformed structure plot.
Requests Z vector for deformed structure plot.
















This section contains new and replacement pages for Level 17.7 of
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DATA BLOCK DESCRIPTIONS - GENERAL COMMENTS AIIU INDEXES
2.2.1
	 Index for Data Block Descriptions Sorted on Data Block Names



























2.3.49.2 BHH CKAM	 2
2.3.16.5 BNN MCE2	 2
2.3.27.7 BOG SDR1	 2
2.3.66.3 8XHH FA1	 2
2.3.41.8 B2D0 GKAD	 ?
2.3.40.3 82PP MTRXIN	 2
2.3.76.2 CASEC SGEN	 2
2.3.1.1 CASECC IFP1	 2














DATA BLOCK DESCRIPTIONS - GENERAL COMMENTS AND INDEXES
Data	 Block	 Name Output

















































































DATA BLOCK AND TABLE DESCRIPTIONS
Section Number	 Data Block Name	 Output from Module
	 Page Number
2.3.18,1 GB SMPI 2.3-92
2.3.41.5 GOD GKAD 2.3-180
2.3.8.4 GPCT TAI 2.3-71
2.3.76.5 GPOT SGEN 2.3-279
2.3.3.3 GPOT GPI 2.3.42
2.3.8.1 GPECT TAI 2.3-73
2.3.3,1 GPL GPI 2,3-41
2.3.76.3 GPL SGEN 2.3-278
2.3.62,1 GPLA APD 2.3-245
2.3.29.1 GPLD DPD 2.3-145
2.3.77,2 GPS PLTMRG 2.3-281
2,3,5,3 GPSETS P L T S E T 2.3-47
2.3.9.3 GPST SMAI 2.J-74
2,3.69.2 GPST EMA 2.3-264
2.3.7.2 GPTT GP3 2.3-54
2.3.76.8 GP3S SGEN 2.3-279
2.3.76.9 GP4S SGEN 2.3-280
2.3.63.1 GTKA GI 2.3-253
2.3.87,3 GTKA APDB 2.3-296
2.3.32.3 HBAA SMP2 2.3-162
2.3.41.10 HBDD GKAD 2.3-181
2.3.70.10 HBOICT EMG 2.3-268
2.3.70.9 HBELM EMG 2.3-268
2.3.17.14 HBFF SCE1 2.3-91
2.3.69.1 HBGG EMA 2.3-264
2.3.16.8 HBNN MCE2 2.3-87
2.3.41.15 H82DO GKAD 2.3-182
2.3.40.5 HB2PP MTRXIN 2.3-177
2.3.29.14 HOLT DPD 2.3-156
2.3.21.2 HDM RBMG3 2.3-101







DATA BLOCK AND TABLE DESCRIPTIONS
Section	 Number Data	 Block	 Name Output	 from Module Page Number
2.3.28.25 PPHIG SDRz 2.3-140
2.3.57.1 PPT TRLG 2.3-240
2.3.24.3 PS SSG2 2.3-104
2.3.47.1 FSDF RANDOM 2.3.222
2.3.29.8 PSDL DPO 2,3-152
2.3.44.2 PSF FRRD 2.3-195
2.3.74.4 PSS RCBVR3 2.3-274
2.3.57.2 PST TRLG 2.3-240
2.3.28.24 PUBGVI SDR22.3
-139
2.3.28.26 PUGV SDR2 2.3-141
2.3.28.23 PUGVI SDR2 2.3-138
2.3.28.27 PUPVCI SDR2 2.3-142
2.3.87.4 PVECT APOB 2.3-296
2.3.75.1 PVX REDUCE 2.3-276
2.3.84.1 PX CYCT1 2.3-292
2.3.74.2 SAS RCBVR3 2.3-274
2.3.27.6 QBG SDR1 2.3-112
2.3.27.3 QG SORI 2.3-111
2.3.36.3 QG1 PLA2 2.3-173
2.3.65.1 QHHL AMP 2.3-256
2.3.65.2 QJHL AMP 2.3-256
2.3.27.15 QP SDR1 2.3-114
2.3.27.12 QPC SDRI 2.3-113
2.3.24.1 OR SSG2 2.3-104
2.3.13.1 RG GP4 2.3-79
2.3.25.6 RUBLV SSG3 2.3-108
2.3.25.3 RULV SSG3 2.3-107
2.3.25 . 4 RUOV SSG3 ?.3-107
2.3.85.4 NUXV CYCT2 2.3-294
2.3.76.7 SIL SGEN 2.3-279
2.3.3.6 SIL GPI 2.3-45
^hu
2.2-I6 (9/30/78)
Section Number Module Page Number Section Number Module Page Number
2.3.35 ADD 2.3-172 2.3.34 PLAI 2.3-165
2.3.93 ALG 2.3-)o2 2.3.36 PLA2 2.3-173
2.3.64 AMG 2.3-254 2.3.37 PLA3 2.3-174
2.3.65 AMP 2.3-2S6 2.3.38 PLA4 2.3-175
2.3.62 APD 2.,3-245 2.3.6 PLOT 2.3-50
2.3.91 APDB 2.3-303 2.3.77 PLTMR¢ 2.3-281
2.3.71 ASDMAP 2.3-269 2.3.5 PLTSET 2.3-47
2.3.54 BMG 2.3-239 2.3.55 PLTTRAN 2.3-239
2.3.39 CASE 2.3-176 2.3.82 PVECOS 2.3-289









































































DATA BLOCK AND TABLE DESCRIPTIONS
2.2.2	 Index for Data Block Descriptions Sorted Alphabetically by Module
2.2-20 (9/30/78)
DATA BLOCK DESCRIPTIONS	 -,F POOR QUAU!"d
Word	 Type Item
179	 1 Aerodynamic gust lord set
180	 I
I181	 I Same as	 10-12	 for element strain/curvature output
182	 1





	 I Length r.` symmetry sequence (LSEM)
LCC+1	 R
LCC+LSEM	 R }	 Coefficients	 for svmmetry sequence
LCC+LSEM+1	 I Set	 ID
1-CC+LSEM+2	 I Length of the set (LSET)














Words 1 through 3 are zero
Word 4 = 7777










The above record is reoant%d for each subcase and symmetry combination.
Table Trailer
Word 1 = number of records on CASECC
Word 2 = 0
Word 3 = maximum length of CASECC
Word 4 =0
Word 5 = 0
Word 6 = 0
2.3.1.2 PCDB (TABLE)
^-	 Description




1	 The data here is the XPCARD translation of the Structure Plott er.
Parked cards in the Case Control Deck (See Subroutine Description
	 i i
for XRCARD). There is one record for each physical card.
2.3.2.4	 GEOM4 (TABLE)
Card Types and Header Informati on:
Header Word 1

















e•	 .^ MPCADD 4891
MPCAX 4015










































































































ASET (2 words)	 ID	 C















DATA BLOCK AND TABLE DESCRIPTIONS
ICard Type Formats Cont'd.:





(Open Ended) SID C :1
G2 1
CONCT (Open Ended) SID C SUBA
SUBS GA GB
ET GA GB9 -1•







1 CRIGDR (4 wards) EID G G1
t' C1
CRIGDI	 (Open Ended) EID IG G1
j' . and Gil G12 G13
^,•' CRIG02 (Open Ended) G14 G15 G16 >n
` G2 G21 G22
r
tr G23 G24 G25
-C G26 .. GM
• GM1 GM2 GM3
GM4 GM5 GM6
^j -1 N -1
' CRIGD3 (Open Ended) EID IG1 IG11 qq
.^
IG12 IG13 IG14 III
!- IG15 IG16 IG2
II 1G21 IG22 IG23
IG24 IG25 IG26 jf")
ft•	 - ... ... IGM
^+	 !. IGMI IGM2 IGM3

















CYJOIN (Open Ended) SIDE C G1
G2
GTRAN ( P








Card Types and Header Information

































































































































































































See description and format of CASECC table - Section 2.3.1.1.
2.3.93.2	 GEOM3A (Table)
Description








e ,....,.,^u..vusaav^sw.::Wa^6`w.iwt:rava.r- 	 ^^.d.^yu„y,a^t-^y-.r.^, 	 iL—u6- s -•. 3ya^3ctx:^aa' ^--£^'.^'uYnS ^ -...r._:;
DATA BLOCK DESCRIPTIONS
2.3.41
	 Data Blocks Output f • om Module APDB
2.3.91.1	 AERO (Table)
Description





See description and format of FLIST table - Section 2.3.62.11.
1
2.3.iy .3	 GTKA (Matrix)
Description
b	 ^'
(;-	 See description and format of GTKA matrix - Section 2.3.63.1.
:.,	 2.3.11.4	 PVECT (Matrix)
r _
Description
{ PVECT ) -	 Partitioning vector for cyclic modes.
	 -
Matrix Trailer
Number of columns = I
t	 Number of rows	 = NEIGV	 (for KINDEX > 0, 2	 NEIGV)
Form	 = rectagular








Aerodynamic connection and property table for compressor blades. Contains on:




Record	 Word Type	 Item











Number	 of	 blade	 streamlines.	 NLINES




Number	 of	 stations	 on	 streamline.	 NSTNSX
Stagger	 angle,	 STAGGER
Chord	 length,	 CHORD ((6fi:gT
Radius	 of	 streamline,	 RADIUS
Blade	 spacing,	 BSPACE N4TNES










Z-coordinate,	 basic	 TIh ES










































	 = 1I	 Word 2-6	 :ero
Notes
1.	 Words 7-19	 are repeated	 for	 each	 streamline. There are	 NLINES streamlines
e
and
	 they are	 from	 the	 blade	 root	 to	 the	 blade tip. These data	 items	 are
taken from	 the STREAML2	 bulk	 data	 cards.
(g 2.	 Words 17 -19	 are	 repeated	 for	 each	 node	 on	 the streamline. There	 are
'RRpii
NSTNS triplets (X,	 Y.	 Z).	 They	 are	 from	 the blade leading edge	 to	 the
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GENERAL COMMENTS AND INDEXES
I
	









































































































































°	 Executive	 System	 Internal Module,
	 ° a
	Dummy Module,
° Ot	 Executive	 System	 Instruction (No	 Module
	 Functional Descriptions)
4.1.3
	 Alphabetical Index of Entry Point in Nodule Functional Descriptionsi
Section Number Entry Point' Module Name Page Number
4.46.8 AI SDR2 4.46-7
4.114.8.67 AKAPM AMG 4.114-25b
.
4.114.8.67 AKAPPA AMG 4.114-25b
' ^-• 4.114.8.67 AKP2 AMG 4.114-25b
4.114.8.67 ALAMDA AMG 4.114-25b
4,59.8.25 ALLMAT CEAD 4,59-18
4.46.8 AMATRX SDR2 4.46-7
4.114,1 AMG AMG 4.114-1
4.114.8.61 A14GSI AMG 4.114-25
4.114.8.62 AMGBIA AMG 4.114-25
,. 4.114.8.63 AMGBIB AMG 4.114-25a
4.114,8.64 AMEBIC AMG 4.114-25a
'••. 4.114.8.65 AMGBiD AMG 4.114-25b
4.114.8.71 A,MGS is AMC 4,174-25d
4,114.8.69 AMf,82 AMG 4. i14-25c
^r
4.114.8.70 AlIG32A AMG 4.114-25c
^•^
- 4.114.6.72 AMGT'. Ar4G 4.114-25e
4,114.8.73 AIIGTiA AMG 4.114-25e
4.114.8.74 AMGT18 AMG 4.114-25f
4.114,8.75 AMGTIC AMC 4.114-25f




4.114,8.71 AMGTIS AMC 4.114-25f
4,714.8.78 AMOTIT AMC. 4,114-25q
+1. 714	 R. 79 AM6T2 AMG 4.114-25q
4 4.114.8.80 AMGT2A AMG 4.114-25h
4.115.1 AMP AMP 4.115-7
4.115. P..1 AMPA AMP 4.115-8
ddd
4.115.8.2 AMPB AMP 4.115-9
_
a.715.2.3 An A EI AMP 4.175-9
4.115.8.4 AIIP82 AMP 4.115-10
1tt
7773.
4.115.8.5 AM PC AMP 4.115.10
4.115.A.6 AMPC1 AMP 4.1:5-10
,T 4.115.8.7 AMPf•2 AMP 4,115-12
). i 4.115.8.8 AMPO AMP 4.115-12
Y ! 4.112.1 APO APO 4.112-1
A q 4.163.8 APDB APDB 4.163-1
tb^ 4.163.8.1 APOB1 APDB 4.163-4
4.163.8.2 APDB2 APDB 4.163-4
4.163.8.3 AP002A APDB 4.163-4
- f 4.112.8.2 APDF APD 4.112-3




0;Z IGAIt r:t F iiVl 1







Section Number Entry	 Point Module Name Page Number
-1.48.8.25 ARRM READ 4.48-18
4.127.1 ASOMAP ASOMAP 4.127-1
ASDMAP 4,121-6
4.114.8.67 ASYCON AMG 4.114-25b
4.7.5.13 AUTOCK XGPI 4.7-6
4.7.5.14 AUTOSV XGPI 4.7-7
4.41.11.35 BAR SSG1 4.41-27
4.41.11.21 BASGLB SSG1 4.41-22
4.128.8.4 BDAT01 COMB1 4.128-11
4.128.8.5 RDAT02 COMB1 4,128-12
4.128.8.8 BDAT03 COMB1 4.128-14
4.128.8.10 BOAT04 COMB1 4.128-20
4.128.8.6 BDAT05 COM81 4.128-12




"T ILE r .'NCTIONAL DCSCRIPTIONS









































































































GENERAL COMMENTS AND INDEXES
Section Number Entry Point Nodule Name Page Number
4.41.11.17 FNDPNT SSG1 4.41-21
4.24.8.12 FNDSET PLOT 4.24-11
4.41.11.20 FNDSIL SSG1 4.41-22
4.73.8.4 FORMAT MATPRT 4.73-4-
4.31.8.3 FORMGG GP4 4.31-6
4.65.8.4 FORM1 TRO 4.65-12
4.65.8.10 FORM2 TRD 4.65-15
4.41.11.10 FPONT SSG1 4.41-19
4.61.1 FRRD FRRD 4.61-1-
4.61.8.1 FRRDIA FRRD 4.61-5
4.61.8.2 FRRD18 FRRD 4.61-6
4.61.8.3 FRRDIC FRRD 4.61-6
,,yy
4.61.8.4 FRRDID FRRD 4.61-6
4.61.8.5 FRRDIE FRRD 4.61-7
4.61.8.6 FRRDIF FRRD 4.61-7
4.46.8 F6211 SDR2 4.46-7
4.46.8 F89 SDR2 4.46-7
4.114.8.68 GAUSS AMG 4,114
-;Z5 t
4.41.11.60 GBTRAN SSG1 4.41-35
4.114.8.3 GEND AMG 4.114-4
4.24.8.4 GETDEF PLOT 4.24-6
4.113.8.1 GI GI 4.113-8
4.113.8.2 GIGGKS GI 4.113-8
4.113.8.4 GIGTKA GI 4.113-8
4.113.8.3 GIPSST GI 4.113-8
4.58.1 GKAD GKAD 4.58-1
4.58.8.1 GKADlA GKAD 4.58-7
4.58.6.2 GKADIB GKAD 4.58-7
4.58.8.3 GKADIC GKAD 4.58-8 is







Section Number Entry Point Module Name Page Number
4.5.7.8 IFS1P IFP 4.5-6
4.5.7.8 IFS2P IFP 4.5-6







4.5.7.1 IFXIBD IFP 4.5-5
4.5,7.2 IFX2BD IFP 4.5-5
4.5.7.3 IFX3BD IFP 4.5-5
l4.5.7,4 IFX4BD IFP 4,5-6
4.5.7.5 IFX5BD IFP 4.5-6
4.5.7.6 IFX6BD IFF 4,5-6 +'
4.5.7.7 IFXIBD ifP 4.5-6
hn
4.41.11.54 IHEX SSG1 4.41-33
4.27.8.42 IHEXSD SMAI 4.27-20
4.46.8.48 IHEXSS SDR2 4.46-22
' 4.114.8.7 INCRO AMG 4.114-6 i	 1
4.4.5.3 INITCO XSORT 4.4-4
e
4.65.8.2 INITL TRD 4.65-11
4.97.8 INPABD INPUT 4.97-3
4.98.1 INPTTI INPUTTI 4.98-1
4.99.1 INPTT2 INPUTT2 4,99-1
4.97.1 INPUT INPUT 4.97-1
4 .4.5.9 INTEXT XSORT 4.5-5
4.65.8.7 INTFBS TRD 4.65-13
4.73,8.1 INTPRT MATPRT 4.73-1
4.24.8.7 INTVEC PLOT 4.24-8
i
I'.
4.48.8.40 INVERT READ 4.48-19e
4.48.8.14 INVFBS READ 4.48-12






GENERAL COMMENTS AND INDEXES
	 4
Section Number	 Entry Point	 Module Name
	 Page Number
4.46.8.7	 STRBSI	 SDR2	 4.46-10
4.46.8.53	 STRIAI	 SDR2	 4.46-23
	
•	 4.46.8.55	 STRIA2	 SDR2	 4.46-23
4.46.8.16	 STRIRI	 SDR2	 4.46-12




4.46.8.8	 STRPLI	 SDR2	 4.46-10
4.46.8.13	 STRQDI	 SDR2	 4.46-12
4.46.8.28	 STRQD2	 SDR2	 4.46-16
4.46.8.5	 STUBEI	 SOR2	 4.46-10
4.48.8.13	 SUB	 READ	 4.48-11
4.114.8.61	SUBA	 AMP	 4.114-asb
4.114.8.67	 SUBB®
	 AMG	 4.114-.as b
114.4.8. b7	 SC	 AMGUB	 4.114 -1s b
4.114.8.67	 SUED	 AMG 4,114.15 6
4.114.8.5	 SUBP	 AMG
	 4.114-5
4.138.1	 SUBPHI	 SUBPHI	 4.138-1
4.48.8.26	 SUMM	 READ	 4.48-18
	








14.122.1	 TABPCH	 TABPCH	 4.122-1

























GENERAL COMMENTS AND INDEXES
eee!!!










4.161 .8.5 UD03AP ALG
4.161 ,8,5 0003AR ALG
4.16 1 .8.3 UD03PB ALG
4.16 1 .8.4 0003PO ALG
+
f 4.161,8,2 0003PR ALG
t 4.161,8 UD0300 ALG
4.164.8.5 UD0301-UD0319 ALG
` 4.16).,8.5 UD0325 ALG









4. 95. 1 VEC VEC
4.73.8.3 VECPRT MAIPRT
4.48.8.39 WILVEC READ
































GENERAL COMMENTS AND INDEXES












































OF POOR QUALi't r'
Lenz'. i
	 r'danin g 	 Initialed to
Stora ge flag for IFPIG titles
	 1
1	 Subcase or master CASECC Pointer
	 1
llK2PP
11	 Key r:ords for direct innut matrix selection
	 ^2PP
1	 t•12PP
1	 Key word for differential stiffness set
	 DSCO
selection	 .
1	 Key %.ord for re peat subcase subcase 	 REPC
1	 Length o f Case Control i;ocord
	
200
1	 Key word for LINO pa ge count	 LINE
1	 Nord to distinguish beteeen SUDCOM
	 Ot•lbb
SUDCASE
I	 Key word for transfer function set selection TFL
1	 Key word for default • decification	 DEFA
1	 Key word for elemerc stress set selection	 ELST
1	 Key word for thermal material set selection
	 MATE
1	 Key word for output frequency set selection
	 OFRE
1	 Key word for real/imaginary printout
	 It•1Ar•
1	 Key word for magnitude/ohase printout
	 PHAS
1	 Key word for real or rea l,/imaginar y p rintout RFAL
1	 Key word for complex eigenvalue set selection CMET
1	 Key word for Structural Damping Table for	 SPAM
use in trodal formulation
1	 Key word for Inertia Relief Element set
	 INFR
selection
1	 Key word for solution set dis p lacement
	 SDIS
selection
1	 Key word for solution set velocity selection SVEL
1	 Key word for solution set acceleration 	 SACC
selection




1	 Key word for XYPLOT packet dalimiter
	 KYPL


















































































OF FOOR QUALry E^Lt:'T114 ' .... ' ^C ' ':'i'L1, II i' l. ( i:I: UT F1LC t'ROr.F.S5f,0, P%JC T I )
^I
.... Ini t.i: h,t	 to
1	 l:vv word for	 1.,n	 of Axis AX 1h
sV "etrli O,nln.ld i"r	 'ooditi	 nl
I	 rc; word for non•liaa;tr out put ':LLO
se: sv:oction
1	 Kei ,'lord for	 deletion DELE
set selection
1	 GP;,' file name of XY contrul 	 data block XYCB
1	 BCD unc lbbb
1	 Key word for han'ionic Output control HARM
1	 Key rtord for sine boundary condit'ons SINE
1	 Key word for cosine boundary conditions COST
1	 Key word for fluid boundary conditions FLUI
1	 Key word for SUBSCQ SUBS
1	 Key word for solution set vector out put SVEC
1	 Mot used
1	 Key word for random set selection RAND
1	 Key word for XYPLOT packet delimiter XYOU
1	 Key word for output load set selection OLOA
1	 GINO	 file name of BCD p lot tape PLT1
1	 GINO
	
file nar'e of binary p lot tape PLTc^
1 XTIT
1 YTIT
1	 Key .words for XY outnut titles TOUR
1 YTTI
1 YETI
Richt shifted blank 'OOOb'	 ----
Rinht shifted eaual '000=' 	 ----
1	 Alternate dis p lacement key word	 PRES
1	 Alternate displaccrent key word 	 TEMP
I	 Contact surface point set key word 	 CSP
Interface with /SYSTE" , (See Section 2.4).
IFP1 can set the follor:inn cells of SYSTEI-0;
a. NOO - (NOGO fla p.). If a fatal error is detected.
b. NLPP - (Number of lines per page). If a L ME card is supplied by the user.





I.	 EXECUTIVE PREFACE MODULE 1FP (INPUT FILE PROCESSOR)
f
	
Table 1(h)'. Bulk Data Cards Processed by IFP Sorted by Internal Card Number.
A B C D E F G N 1 J K L M N 0
IJHK
291 CTRIM6 8 GEOM2 -2 12 16 913 1 6101 81 S1 6101 -1 4103
292 PTRIM6 8 GEOM2 -2 8 12 802 1 6201 82 S1 6201 -1 41D4
293 CTRPLTI 8 GEOM2 -2 12 16 913 1 6301 83 S1 6301 -1 4105
294 PTRPLTI 2 EPT -2 8 20 1089 1 6401 84 S1 6401 -1 41D6
295 TEMPG 9 GEOM3 -2 -8 20 -1 0 8509 85 S4 6501 -1 41E1
'	 296 TEMPP4 9 GEOM3 -2 -8 20 -1 0 8609 86 S4 6601 -1 41E2
297 CRIGDR 10 GEOM4 -2 4 8 37 1 8210 82 S3 6000 -1 41E3
298 CRIGD3 10 GEOM4 -2 -3 48 -1 1 8301 83 S3 7000 -1 41E4
299 CTRSHL 8 GEOM2 -2 12 16 913 1 7501 75 S1 7501 -1 41E5
300 PTRSHL 2 EPT -2 20 24 1005 1 7601 76 S1 7601 -1 41E6
301 CAER02 4 EDT 0 12 16 39 1 4301 43 S5 6400 -1 42A1
302 CAER03 4 EDT 0 16 16 39 1 4401 44 S5 6400 -1 42A2
303 CAER04 4 EDT 0 16 16 39 1 4501 45 55 6400 -1 42A3
'	 304 PAER02 4 EDT 0 16 16 1162 1 4601 46 55 6510 -1 42A4
305 PAER03 4 EDT 0 4 24 801 1 4701 47 S5 6520 -1 42A5
1"	 306 PAER04 4 EDT 0 -4 8 -1 1 4801 48 S5 6530 -1 42A6
307 SPLINES 4 EDT 0 -4 16 -1 0 4901 49 S5 6850 -1 4281
308 GUST 5 DIT 0 4 8 165 0 1005 ! 0 S5 7600 -1 42B2
309 CAER05 4 EDT 0 16 16 39 1 5001 ED S5 6400 -1 4283
310 PAER05 4 EDT 0 -4 8 -1 1 5101 51 S5 7700 -1 42B4
i	 311 DAREAS 7 DYNAMICS 0 -4 9 1080 0 9027 90 S5 3300 -1 4285
312 DELAYS 7 DYNAMICS 0 -4 9 1080 0 9137 91 55 3300 -1 4286
313 OPHASES 7 DYNAMICS 0 -4 9 1080 0 9277 92 55 3300 -1
4201
314 TICS 7 DYNAMICS 0 -4 9	 1153 0 9307 93 S5 3350 -1 42C2
01 S CSP 10 GEOM4 0 -4 8	 -1 0 3291 91 S3 2910 -1 4103
31b STREAMLI 4 EDT 0 -4 9	 -1 1 3292 92 S3 2920 - 1 4104








EXECUTIVE PREFACE MODULE IFP (INPUT FILE PROCESSOR)
1	
Table 2(d). Bulk Data Cards Processed by IFP, Sorted Alphabetically by Card Name.
A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F	 G H	 I	 J K	 L	 M	 N	 0
IJHK
	
65 CMASSI	 8 GEOM2
	 0	 4	 12 337	 1	 1001 10	 S1	 3620	 -1	 13A5
	
`	 66 CMASS2	 8 GEOM2	 0	 4	 12 397	 1	 1101 11	 S1	 3623
	 -1	 13A6
	
67 CMASS3	 8 GEOM2	 0	 4	 8	 37	 0	 1201 12	 S1	 3674	 -1	 1381
	
v .	68 CMASS4	 8 GEOM2	 0	 4	 8 409 0
	 1301 13 S1
	 3697	 -1	 1382
	
258 CNGRNT	 8 GEOM2	 0	 -4	 16	 -1	 0	 5008 50 S1	 5245	 -1	 3306
	
168 CONCT	 10 GEOM4	 0	 -4	 12	 -1	 0	 210
	 2	 S5	 2900	 -1	 2306
	
167 CONCTI	 10 GEOM4	 0	 -4	 20	 -1	 0	 110 41
	 S5	 2800	 -1	 23Cb
63 COMM]	 8 GEOM2
	 0	 8	 28 349	 1	 1401 14	 S1	 3580	
-1	 13A3
	
64 CONM2	 8 GEOM2	 0	 8	 20 377	 1	 1501 15	 S1	 3600	 -1	 13A4
	
47 CONROD	 8 GEOM2
	 0	 8	 12 277	 1	 1601 16	 S1	 3260	 -1	 1205
	
6 CORD1C	 1 GEOM1




5 CORD1R	 I GEOM1	 0	 4	 8	 37	 0	 1801 18
	 S1	 500	 -1	 11A5
	
7 CORDIS	 1 GEOM1	 0	 4	 8	 37	 0	 1901 19	 S1	 700	 -1	 1181
	
9 CORD2C	 I GEOM1	 0	 12	 16	 45	 1	 2001 20	 S1	 900	 -1	 1183
	
8 COR02R	 1 GEOM1
	 0	 12	 16	 45	 1	 2101 21	 Sl	 800	 -1	 11B2
	
10 COR02S	 1 GEOM1




'	 60 CQDMEM	 8 GEOM2
	 0	 8	 12 325	 1	 2601 26	 S1	 3460	 -1	 12C6
	
249 CQDMEMI	 8 GEOM2
	 0	 8	 12 325 0	 2008 20
	 S1	 3460	 -1	 3383
259 CQDMEM2	 8 GEOM2	 0	 8	 12 325 0	 5308 53
	 51	 3460	 -1	 33D1
261 CQOMEM3	 8 GEOM2	 0	 8	 12 325	 0	 5408 54	 51	 3460	
-1	 3303
^.	 59 COOPLT	 8 GEOM2	 0	 8	 12 325	 1	 2701 27	 Sl	 3460	 -1	 17,E5
280 CQUADTS*	 8 GEOM2
	 0	 8	 20 1045	 1	 4108 41
	 S4	 2020	 -1	 4184	 hn,
	
57 CQUADI	 8 GEOM2	 0	 e	 12 325	 1	 2801 28	 S1	 3460	 -1	 12E3
	
?n	 58 CQUAD2
	 8 GEOM2	 0	 8	 12 325	 1	 2901 29	 S1	 3460	 -1	 12E4
	
297 CRIGDR	 10 GEOM4	 -2	 4	 8	 37	 1	 8210 82	 S3	 6000	 -1	 41E3
	
279 CRIGDI	 10 GEOM4	 -2	 -3	 48	 -1	 1	 5310 53	 S3	 2010	 -1	 4183
	
284 CRIG0210 GE0144
	 -2	 4	 48	 -1	 1	 5410 54	 S3	 2060	 -1	 41C2
	
298 CRIGD3	 10 GEOM4	 -2	 -3	 48	 -1	 1	 8310 83
	 S3	 7000	 -1	 41E4
48 CROD	 8 GEOM2	 0	 4	 8	 37	 0	 3001 30	 51	 3281	 -1	 1206
	
61 CSHEAR	 8 GEOM2
	 0	 8	 12 337	 1	 3101 31	 S1	 3540	 -1	 13A1
	
L	 227 CSLOT3	 8 GEOM2
	 0	 8	 8 877
	 1	 4408 44	 S1	 4500	 0	 3205
	
228 CSLOT4	 8 GEOM2
	 0	 8	 16 877
	 1	 450845	 S1	 4600
	 0	 32C6
3)5 C$P	 10 GEOM4	 0	 -4	 8	 -1	 0	 3291 91	 S3 2910 -1	 41D3
	
217 CTETRA	 8 GEOM2	 0	 8	 8 337	 1	 5568 55	 S4	 4100	 -1	 3281
	
104 CTORDRG	 8 GEOM2	 0	 4	 12 750
	
1	 1908 19	 S4	 1040	 -1	 2102
	
^.	 287 CTRAPAX	 15 AXIC	 -2	 4	 8 325	 1	 7042 74	 S3	 2040	 0	 4105
j	 80 CTRAARG
	 8 GEOM2	 0	 8	 12 737	 1	 1808 18	 S4	 800
	 -1	 1302
	
1	 54 CTRBSC	 8 GEOM2	 0	 8	 12 313	 1	 3201 32	 S1	 3360	 -1	 1206
	
285 CTRIAAX	 15 AXIC	 -2	 4	 8 313	 1	 7012 70	 S3	 2111	 O	 410
if	52 CTRIAI	 8 GEOM2	 0	 8	 12 313	 1	 3301 33	 S1	 3360	 1	 1204
t 1.	
53 CTRIA2	 8 GEOM2	 0	 3	 12 313	 1	 3401 34	 S1	 3360	 -1	 12D5
	
79 CTRIARG	 8 GEOM2	 0	 8	 12 738	 1	 1708 17	 S4	 790	 -1	 13D1
282 CTRIATS*	 8 GEOM2	 0	 8	 20 1047	 1	 5908 59	 S4	 2021	 -1	 4186
L 1--	 291 CTRIM6	 8 GEOM2	 -2	 12	 16 913	 1	 6101 81	 S1	 6101	 -1	 41D3
	
56 CTRMEM	 8 GEOM2	 0	 8	 12 313	 1	 3501 35	 S1	 3360	 -1	 12E2
^.	 55 CTRPLT	 8 GEOM2	 0	 8	 12 313	 1	 3601 36	 S1	 3360	 -1	 12E1
	
293 CTRPLTI	 8 GEOM2	 -2	 12	 16 913
	
1	 6301 83	 S1	 6301
	 -1	 41D5	 i
	
299 CTRSHL	 8 GEOM2	 -2	 12	 16 913
	
1	 7501 75	 S1	 7501	 -1	 41E5
49 CTUSE	 8 GE0142	 0	 4	 8	 37	 0	 3701 37	 Sl	 3282
	 -1	 1201
	
62 CTWIST	 8 GEOM2
	 0	 8	 12 337	 1	 3801 38	 S1	 3540	 -1	 13A2
50 CVISC	 8 GEOM2
	 0	 4	 8	 37	 0	 3901 39	 S1	 3283	 -1	 12D2
	
218 CWEDGE	 8 GEOM2	 0	 8	 8 525	 1	 5608 56
	 S4 4200	 -1	 3282
	
257 CYJOIN	 10 GEOM4	 0	 -4	 16	 -1	 0	 5210 52	 S1	 5240	 -1	 3305
182 DAREA	 7 DYNAMICS	 0	 4	 8 101
	 0	 27 17	 S3	 1820	 0	 31A2
t`	
311 OAREAS	 7 DYNAMICS
	
0	 -4	 9 1080	 0	 9027 90	 S5	 3300	 -1	 4285
	
81 DEFORM	 4 EDT	 0	 4	 8 157	 0	 104	 1	 SI	 2500
	 -1	 1303
183 DELAY	 7 DYNAMICS
	
0	 4	 8 101
	
0	 37 18	 S3	 1820	 0	 31A3
	
312 DELAYS	 7 DYNAMICS
	
0	 -4	 9 1080
	
0	 9137 91	 55	 3300	 -1	 4286
123 DLOAD	 7 DYNAMICS	 0	 4	 8	 -1	 1	 57	 5	 S3 4060	 0	 22A3
119 DMI	 12 POOL	 0	 -4	 16	 -1	 0	 0	 0	 S2	 1190	 0	 21E5
221 DIIIAX	 14 14ATPOOL






Table 2(1). Bulk Data Cards Processed by IFP, Sorted Alphabetically by Card Name.
A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F	 G	 H	 1	 J	 K	 L	 M	 N	 0
IJHK
207 RINGFL 15 AXIC 0 4 8 497 1 8315 83 54 3300 -1 31E3
131 RLOAD1 7 DYNAMICS 0 8 8 337 1 5107 51 S3 1310 0 2285
132 RLOAD2 7 DYNAMICS 0 8 8 337 1 5207 52 S3 1310 0 2286
245 SAME* 10 GEOM4 0 -4 10 -1 0 7810 78 S5 4600 -1 33A5
246 SAMEI" 10 GEOM4 0 -8 9 -1 0 7910 79 S5 5 -1 33A6
153 SECTAX 15 AXIC 0 4 12 177 1 6015 60 S3 1530 0 23A3
135 SEQEP 7 DYNAMICS 0 4 8 37 0 5707 57 S1 40 -1 220
4 SEQGP 1 GEOM1 0 4 8 37 0 5301 53 S1 40 -1 11A4
268 SET1 4 EDT 0 -4 16 -1 0 3502 35 S1 5300 -1 33E4
269 SET2 4 EDT 0 4 8 197 0 3602 36 S5 5600 -1 33E5
231 SLBOY 15 AXIC 0 -4 8 -1 0 1415 14 S1 4900 0 32D3
25 SLOAD 9 GEOM3 0 4 8 157 0 5401 54 S1 2500 -1 11E1
16 SPC 10 GEOM4 0 4 8 101 0 5501 55 S1 1600 -1 1104
13 SPCADD 10 GEOM4 0 4 8 -1 1 5491 59 S3 4020 -1 1101
148 SPPAX 15 AXIC 0 4 12 485 0 6215 62 S3 1480 0 22E4
256 SPCD 10 GEOM4 0 4 8 101 0 5110 51 S1 1600 -1 33C4
174 SPCS 10 GEOM4 0 -4 12 -1 0 810 8 S5 3500 -1 23D6
172 SPCSO 10 GEOM4 0 6 9 1000 0 610 6 S5 3300 -1 23D4
173 SPCS1 10 GEOM4 0 -4 12 -1 0 710 7 S5 3400 -1 2305
12 SPC1 10 GEOM4 0 -4 9 -1 0 5481 58 S3 3980 -1 1186
266 SPLINEI 4 EDT 0 8 12 42 1 3302 33 55 0700 -1 33E2
267 SPLINE2 4 EDT 0 12 16 1025 1 3402 34 S5 6800 -1 33E3
307 SPLINE3 4 EDT 0 -4 16 -1 0 4901 49 S5 6850 -1 42BI
105 SPOINT 8 GEOM2 0 -4 9 794 0 5551 49 S4 1050 -1 2103
175 SS15°"° 4710 47 23E1
7'6 STREAMLI 4 EDT 0 -4 9 -1 1 3292 92 S3 2920 -1 41D4
38 STREAML2 , 4 EDT 0 12 16 45 1 3293 93 53 3010 -1 41D5
151 SUPAX 15 AXIC 0 4 a * 337 0 6415 64 S3 1500 0 23A1
14 SUPORT 10 GEOM4 0 4 8 37 0 5601 56 S1 1400 -1 11C2
162 TABOMPI 5 DIT 0 -4 16 -1 1 15 21 52 930 0 23B6
133 TABLEDI 5 DIT 0 -4 16 -1 1 1105 11 S2 930 0 2201
134 TABLED2 5 DIT 0 -4 16 -1 1 1205 12 S2 930 0 22C2
140 TABLE03 5 DIT 0 -4 16 -1 1 1305 13, S2 930 0 22D2
141 TABLED4 5 DIT 0 -4 16 -1 •	 1 1405 14 S2 960 0 22D3
93 TABLEMI 5 DIT 0 -4 16 -1 1 105 1 S2 930 0 21A3
94 TABLEM2 5 DIT 0 -4 16 -1 1 205 2 S2 930 0 21A4
95 TABLEM3 5 DIT 0 -4 16 7 1 305 3 S2 930 0 21A5
96 TABLEM4 5 DIT 0 -4 16 -1 1 405 4 S2 960 0 21A6
97 TABLES1 5 DIT 0 -4 16 -1 1 3105 31 S2 930 -1 21B1
191 TABRNDI 5 DIT 0 -4 16 -1 1 55 25 S2 930 0 3185
188 TABRNOG 5 DIT 0 4 8 1 0 56 26 S2 1000 0 31C2
27 TEMP 9 GEOM3 0 4 8 157 0 5701 57 S1 2500 -1 llE3
155 TEMPAX 15 AXIC 0 4 8 237 0 6815 60 S3 1550 0 23A5
98 TEMPO 9 GEOM3 0 4 12 269 0 5641 65 S4 980 -1 2182
295 TEMPG 9 GEOM3 -2 -8 20 -1 0. 8509 85 S4 6501 ,-1 41E1
201 TEMPPI 9 GEOM3 0
-4 10 -1 0 8109 81 S4 2100
-1 31D3
202 TEMPP2 9 GEOM3 0
-4 10 -1 0 8209 82 S4 2200 -1 31D4
203 TEMPP3 9 GEOM3 0 -4 10 -1 0 8309 83 S4 2300 -1 3105
296 TEMPP4 9 GEOM3 -2 -8 20 -1 0 8609 86 S4 6601 -1 41E2
204 TEMPRB ' 9 GEpM3 0 -4 10 -1 0 8409 84 S4 2400 -1 31Ub
136 TF 7 DYNAMICS 0 8 12 -1 0 6207 62 S1 1360 0 2204
137 TIC 7 DYNAMICS 0 4 12 713 0 6207 66 Sl 1370 0 22C5
314 TICS 7 DYNAMICS 0 -4 9 1153 0 9307 93 S5 3350 -1 4202
138 TLOADI 7 DYNAMICS 0 8 8 681 1 7107 71 53 1380 0 2206
139 TLOAD2 7 DYNAMICS 0 8 16 689 1 7207 72 S3 1390 0 22D1
169 TRANS 10 GEOM4 0 12 16 45 1 310 3 S5 3000 -1 2301
142 TSTEP 7 DYNAMICS 0 4 8 -1 1 8307 83 Sl 1420 0 22D4
192 UDEF 10 GEOM4 0 -4 16 -1 0 0 0 S5 4300 0 3186
193 USET 10 GEOM4 0 -4 0 1065 0 110 1 S5 4400 0 31C1
194 USET1 10 GEOM4 0 -4 10 -1 0 210 2 SS 4500 0 31C2
290 VARIAN 4 EPT 0 -4 16 -1 0 4202 42 S3 1410 0 4102








The influence coefficients are computed by MBCAP, then SKJ (Identity) is output, and finally
MBOPOH is called to compute and output the AJJL contribution.
Section two is a call to STPPT2 with outputs OIJK (Identity) and 02JK (Null).
4.114.7.4 Strip Theory Method
Section one of the Strip Theory Method is driven by Subroutine STPOA-. STPDA reads the ACPT,
fills in common STRIPL, and sets up pointers to common STRIPX where the various arrays will be
stored. After all the input arrays have been set up an SKJ (Identity) matrix isbuilt.
STPDA then calls: STPBG to build a BM and GM matrix for each strip; STPPHI to build the PHI
functions for each strip; and finally STPAIC to combine these matrices and build AJJL.
Section two is a call to STPPT2 which output D1JK (Identity) and D24K (Null).
4.114.7.5 Piston Theory Method
Section one of the Piston Theory method is driven by subroutine PSTAMG. PSTAMG reads the
ACPT and sets up the core pointer to the arrays. Then SKJ (Identity) is output and PSTA is
called to build AJJL.
e..
r Section two is a call	 to STPP72 with outputs DiJK (Identity) and 02JK (Null),
4.114.7.6 Compressor Blade Method
The flow for Section	 one of	 the compressor blade method	 is	 as	 follows.	 [
^' ddd
Subroutine AMGB1	 is	 the driver	 for this method.	 It reads	 to	 the ACPT	 record for
this method and	 locates	 reference	 parameters	 from the reference	 streamline on	 the
blade.	 If	 there	 is	 enough	 core	 available,	 it	 calls	 AMGBIA	 to	 output	 one	 matrix	 ^.
^T
of the AJJL	 list.	 When AMGBIA	 is	 through,	 AMGB1	 bumps NRBN and	 returns. Su6ro.T,,.a.




Subroutine AMGBIA	 outputs	 a	 portion	 of	 the AJJL




	 compressor	 blade.	 Each	 streamline may	 be	 subsonic,
	 transonic or	 supersonic,
depending	 on	 the Mach	 number	 for	 that streamline.	 Subroutine AMG01B	 calculates
terms	 for subsonic	 streamlines.	 Subroutine AMGBiC	 calculates	 terms	 for supersonic







FUNCTIONAL MODULE AMC (AERODYNAMIC MATRIX GENERATOR)
Each submatrltt of AJJL corresponds to a blade streamline and Is of order
ry	 NSTNS X NSTNS, where NSTNS 1s the number of computing stations on the blade. The
submatrices are located along the diagonal of AJJL.
The flow for Section
Subroutine AMG82 prepares
record and locates the re
called to calculate
outputs the NSTNS X NSTNS
Each submatrlx
two of the compressor blade method is as follocrs.
all the computations necessary. It reads the ACPT
ference streamline parameters. Subroutine ANG82A Is
matrix [F -1 ] for each streamline. AMG82
submatrltt for each streamline to
	 [DIJK],
of [SKJ] and [D1JK] has the following form:
:.	





The [02JK] matrix is null.
4.114.8 Subroutines
^.	 8
Besides the module driver AMG, the subroutines of Section one are divided into groups by
method:
For the Doublet Lattice Methods five subroutines are shared:
SNPOF, INCRO, TK£R, IDFI, and IOF2
The Doublet Lattice Method without Bodies also uses:
DLAMG, GEND, DPPS, and SUBP
4	 The Doublet Lattice Method with Bodies also uses:
OLAMBY, SUBI, AMGBFS, FZY2, FWMW. BFSMAT, AMGROD, AMGSBA, GENDSB, DPPSB, DPZV, DYPZ,
OZPY, SUBB, SUBPB, DZY, FLLD, TV@R. DZYMAT. and ROWDZY
I
4.114- 64(9/30/78)
a! FUNCTIONAL MODULE AMG (AERODYNAMIC
i
MATRIX GENERATOR)
ALPH	 - Alpha array (angle of attack)
r
THI	 -Theta array (thickness ratio)
,.




1.	 Entry Point:	 AMGB1
ji 2.	 Purpose:	 Driver for the compressor blade method 4or A37L o A sas avda.or„a•
_ 3.	 Calling Sequence:	 CALL AMGB1	 (INPUT,	 MATOUT o sK S
yINPUT	 - GINO	 file
	
number for ACPT
MATOUT - GINO file number for AJJL
SNJ	 - GINO	 file number for SRJ
4.114.8.61	 Subroutine	 Name:	 AMGBIA °A
}t
!., 1.	 Entry Point:	 AMGBIA
l






FUNCTIONAL MODULE AMG (AERODYNAMIC MATRIX DISTRIBUTOR)
3. Calling Sequence: CALL AMGBIA ( INPUT, MATOUT, AJJ, AJJT, T$ONX,
TAMACH, TREFD)
INPUT - GINO file number of RCPT
MATOUT - GINO file number of AJJL
AJJ	 - Storage for AJJL submatrices - complex
AJJT	 - Storage for one column of AJJL
TSONX - Stores position of transonic submatrix in AJJL for a particular
transonic streamline
TAMACH - Stores Mach numbers of transonic streamlines
TREFD - Stores reduced frequencies of transonic streamlines
4.114.8.63 Subroutine Name: 	 AMGBIB
1. Entry Point: AMGBIB
2. Purpose:	 Calculates AJJL terms for subsonic streamlines.
3. Calling Sequence:	 CALL AMGBIB (AJJL)
AJJL - Location to put subsonic AJJL submatrix for this streamline
4.114.8.0 Subroutine Name: AMGBIC
1. Entry Point:	 AMGBIC
2, Purpose:	 Calculates AJJL terms for supersonic streamlines.
3. Calling Sequence:	 CALL AMGBIC (AJJL)






















3. Calling	 Sequence:	 CALL	 AMGBID	 (AJJL,
	 T80NX,	 TAMACH,	 TREDF)
I AJJL	 - AJJL	 submatrices	 for all	 subsonic	 and	 supersonic
	 streamlines.
' It	 also	 contains	 space	 for	 transonic	 submatrices.
•
t






zero	 if	 known	 streamline
TAMACH	 -	 Vector of	 streamline Mach	 numbers




- 1. Entry Point:	 INTERT
2. Purpose:	 To	 linearly	 interpolate	 by Mach
	 number a
	 transonic	 general





3. Calling	 Sequence:	 CALL	 INTERT	 (NL,	 NL1,	 NL2,	 NM,	 AJJ,	 TA) 9




- NL1,	 NL2	 -	 Two known	 streamlines
)- NM	 -	 Size of matrix	 in AJJ
	 -	 2	 e NSTNS	 " NSTNS
AJJ
	 -	 Contains	 all	 generalized Air	 Force	 matrices	 for	 all
.
streamlines I1
tTA -	 Vector of	 streamline Mach numbers
4.114.8. 69	 Subroutine Names:	 SUBA,	 SUBBBJ SUBC,	 SUED,	 ALAMDA,	 AKP2,	 AKAPPA,
I
DLKAPM, ASYCON,	 AKAPM,	 DRKAPM i
r ^u
1
i 1. Entry Point.:	 Tho saran	 as	 name
•^ I










FUNCTIONAL MODULE AMG ( AERODYNAMIC MATRIX DISTRIBUTOR)
.114.8.6?	 Subroutine Name:	 GAUSS
1. Entry Point:	 GAUSS
2. Purpose:	 Equation Solver used by AMGBIB.





1. Entry Point: AMGB2
2. Purpose:	 To output the compressor blade parts for matrices
and D2JK.
3. Calling Sequence:	 CALL AMG82 ( INPUT,	 N1JK, N2JK)




N1JK - GINO file number for DIJK
N2JK - GINO file number for 02JK
4.114.8.7o Subroutine Name: AMG82A
N
1. Entry Point: AMG82A
2. Purpose: Calculate [F'1] matrix used in the generation of b 1 JK.
3.	 Calling Sequence: CALL AMGB2A	 ( INPUT,	 FMAT, XYZB, INDEX)
INPUT	 - GINO
	
file number of ACPT
i FMAT	 - Location for [F- 1 ] matrix
^
t
1 XYBB	 - Location for basic coordinates 	 of nodes	 on streamline








FUNCTIONAL MODULE AMG (AERODYNAMIC MATRIX DISTRIBUTOR)
4.114.8.71 Subroutine Name: AMGBIS
1. Entry Point: AMGBIS
2. Purpose: Calculate [F' 1 ] matrix and N factor used in the generation of
SKJ.
3. Calling Sequence: CALL AMGBIS (INPUT, FMAT, XY28, INDEX, RADII, NFACT,
NLINE)
INPUT - GINO file number of ACPT
FMAT - Location for [F' 1 ] matrix
XYdB - Location for basic coordinates of nodes on streamline
INDEX - Work storage for INVERS
NFACT - Factor for output
NLINE - Number of streamlines















For Section one, four buffers are allocated at the bottom of core. For Section two, three
buffers are allocated at the bottom of core. Each method may have its own open core common block
but they must not overlap these buffers.
4.114.9.1 Common Blocks
AMGMN - Doublet Lattice without Bodies Communication
Words
1-7	 MCB	 - Trailer for AJJL
8	 NROW - Last row number output for any method on AJJL
9	 ND	 - Y-synenetry flag
10	 NE	 - Z-symmetry flag
	 1 record of AERO Data Block
11	 REFC - Reference card
12	 FMACH - Mach number (M)
	 )
J) Pairs from 2 record of AERO Data Block
13	 RFK -Reduced frequency
14-20
	 TSKJ - Trailer for SKJ
21	 ISK	 - Row number to start building on SKJ
22	 NSK	 - Last row number output for any method on SKJ
AMGP2 - Section Two Communication
Words
1-7	 TW1JK - trailer for DUK
8-14	 TW2JK - trailer for D2JK
DLCOM - Doublet Lattice without Bodies Communication
Wards
1	 NP	 - number of panels





STRIPX - Strip Theory Open Core






PSTONC - Piston Theory Communication
Words
1-9	 Words 2-10 of ACPT record














11	 FUNCTIONAL MODULE AMG (AERODYNAMIC MATRIX GENERATOR)
b
BAMGIL and BAMGIL — Ccrn:on Blocks for Compressor Blade Method
! Words:
' 1 IREF - Reference streamline	 number
2 MINMAC - Parameter MINMACH
r-
3 MAXMAC - Parameter MAXMACH
4 NLINES - Number of	 streamlines	 on	 blade
t
t
5 NSTNS	 - Number of stations 	 on blade
6 REFSTG - Reference blade stagger angle
7 REFCRD - Reference blade chord
B REFMAC - Reference Mach number
9 REFDEN - Reference density
10 REFUEL - Reference	 velocity
A, 11 REFFLO - Re;erence	 flow angle
12 SLN	 - Streamline	 number
r., 13 NSTNSX	 - Number of	 stations	 on streamline
.- 14 STAGER - Blade	 stagger	 angle
is CHORD	 - Blade	 chord
16 RADIUS	 - Radius
	
of	 streamline
17 BSPACE - Blade	 spacing
a
18 MACH	 - Relative	 flow Mach number at blade 	 leading	 edge
19 DEN	 - Gas	 density	 at	 blade	 leading edge
20 VEL	 - Relative	 flow	 velocuty	 at	 blade	 leading edge
21 FLORA	 - Relative	 flow	 angle	 at	 blade	 leading	 edge
'
22 AMACH	 - Internal	 Mach	 number
23 REOF	 - Internal	 reduced	 frequency
r 24 BLSPC	 - Internal	 blade	 spacing j
25 AMACHR - Internal	 reference Mach	 number
26 TSONIC













BAMGXX - Open Core for Comr,ej+°, blades
Words 6
to
















System fatal messages 3001, 3002, 3003, 3007, 3008 and (10) 3061. User fatal messages 2264
and 2265.






Numerous utility subroutines are used by the functional phases as shown below.
AMPA	 AMPB
	 AMPC	 AMPD	 AMPE
4.115.8.1 Subroutine Name: AMPA
CYCT28
	
CALCV CYCT28 CYCT2B	 CYCT28
SSG2B SSG2C SSG2B	 SSG28












1. Entry Point: AMPA
2. Purpose: To provide a scenario for later phases and to prepare for use of the appended
output files.
3. Calling Sequence: CALL AMPA (AERO, QJHL, QHHL, AJJL, QHHLO, QJHLO. INDEX, IMAX, IANY)
HERO, QJHL, QHHL, and AJJL are the GINO file numbers of their respective data blocks.
QHHLO and QJHLO are the GINO file numbers of two scratch files to hold valid submatrices from
QHHL and QJHL on restart.
INDEX is the GINO file number of the scenario data block. Its contents are as follows:
Record No.	 Word	 Contents
0	 1	 Header
1	 1	 M column number
2	 K column number
3	 AJJL column number







FUNCTIONAL MODULE FA2 (FLUTTER ANALYSIS - PHASE 2)
4.117 FUNCTIONAL MODULE FA2 (FLUTTER ANALYSIS - PHASE 2)
4.117.1 Entry Point: FA2
4.117.2 Purpose
To collect data for reduction and presentation for each loop through the configuration
parameters..
4.117.3 DMAP Calling Sequence
FA2	 PHIH,CLAMA,FSAVE / PHI HL,CLAMAL,CASEYY,BVG / V,N,TSTART / C,Y,VREF = 1,0 / C,Y,PRINT=YES S
4.117.4 In put Data Blocks
PHIH - Complex eigenvectors - h set, modal formulations.
CLAMA - Complex eigenvalue output table.	 '.1
FSAVE - Flutter storage save table. 	 4,
Note:	 No input data block may be purged.
4.117.5 Output Data Blocks
PHIHL - Appended complex mode shapes - h set.
CLAMAL - Appended complex eigenvalue output table.
CASEYY - Appended case control data table.
OVG
	
- Output aeroelastic curve requests (V-g or V-f).
Notes:
•	 1. No outut data block may be purged.
2. All output data blocks are read (DMAP attribute APPEND) on subsequent calls (FLOOP from
FSAVE 0 1 if the method is K).
4.117.6 Parameters
TSTART - Integer-input/output-no default value. On input TSTART is the CPU time at the
start of the DMAP flutter loop. On output TSTART will be -1 if there is in-
sufficient time for another DMAP loop.
VREF	 - Real-user input; no default. 	 Vout will be scaled by VREF:
Vout ' V/Vref
r
PRINT - BCD-user input-default - YES. If PRINT - NO. no flutter summary will be printed.
For YES the wing flutter summary will be printed.	 i
For YESB the blade summary will be printed.
4.117-1 (9/30/78)
kt
FUNCTIONAL MODULE ALG (AERODYNAMIC LOAD GENERATOR)
4.162








The	 principal	 function	 of ALG	 is to generate	 an aerodynamic
	
pressure and/or
temperature	 distribution	 for	 compressor blades.	 The ALG module may also	 be	 used
I,





STREAMLI	 and STREAML2'can	 also be	 generated by ALG by
user	 request.




	 (UBGV), ALGDB,	 C$TM, BGPDT/ CASECCA, GEOM3A/
S,	 Y,	 APRE$$/	 $,	 Y,	 ATEMP/ V.	 Y,	 STREAML/ V,	 Y,	 PGEOM/	 V. Y,	 IPRT/
S.	 N,	 (FAIL/	 V,	 Y,	 SIGN/	 V. Y.	 20RIGN/	 V, Y,	 F%COOR/	 V,	 Y, FYCOOR/
V,	 Y,	 H000R	 $
i
r













Case control data table
Aerodynamic bulk data cards
Equivalence between external grid or scalar numbers and internal
numbers
Displacement vector matrix giving displacements in the 9-set
Compressor blade data table
Coordinate system transformation matrices
Basic grid point definition table
f1
1. CASECC and ALGDB cannot be purged.





FUNCTIONAL MODULE ALG (AERODYNAMIC LOAD GENERATOR)
is 3.	 EQE%IN,	 CSTM	 and BGPDT	 can	 be	 purged	 If AUGV
	 is	 purged.
4.	 EDT	 can be purged
	 if AUGV	 is	 purged	 and	 parameter STREAML
	 =	 -1.






CASECCA	 -	 Revised case	 control	 data	 table









APRESS	 -	 Input	 -	 integer	 -	 default -	 -1.	 If APRESS	 >	 0,	 then	 aerodynamic
i - pressures	 will
	
be	 generatp,l,
4 ATEMP	 Input	 -	 integer	 -	 default	 -	 -1.	 If ATEMP	 > 0,	 then	 aerodynamic p
^.- temperatures will	 be	 generated.
STREAML	 -	 Input	 -	 integer	 -	 default
	 -	 -1.	 Controls	 the	 punching	 of STREAMLI
and	 STREAML2	 cards.	 STREAML	 =	 1,	 punch STREAMLI	 cards.	 STREAML	 =	 2,
punch	 STREAML2	 cards.	 STREAML
	 =	 3,	 punch both STREAMLI	 and STREAML2
p
' cards.
PGEQM	 -	 Input	 -	 integer	 -	 default	 -	 -1.	 Controls	 the	 punching	 of	 blade
- geometry bulk	 data	 cards.	 PGEQM	 =	 1,	 punch	 GRID cards.	 PGEQM	 =	 2,
punch	 GRID.	 CTRIA2	 and PTRIA2	 cards.	 PGEQM	 -	 3,	 punch GRID	 cards
a„d	 the modified ALGDB table on DTI	 cards.
IPRT	 -	 Input	 -	 integer	 -	 default =	 0.	 If	 IPRT	 >	 0,	 then	 intermediate




FUNCTIONAL MODULE ALG (AERODYNAMIC LOAD GENERATOR)
IFAIL	 - Output - integer - default - 0.
	 Set to -1 if there is a convergence
failure.
SIGN
	 - Input - real - default - 1.0.
	 Controls the type of analysis
being performed.	 SIGN - 1.0 for standard blade analysis.
SIGN - -1.0 for design analysis.
ZORIGN




- Input - real - default - 1.0.
	 Modification factor.
FYCOOR - Input - real - default - 1.0.
	 Modification factor.
FZCOOR	
- Input - real - default - 1.0.
	 Modification factor.
4.161-.1	 Method
(a) Data block ALGDB contains all the input needed to generate the aerodynamic
pressures and temperatures on the compressor blade. However, the aero-
dynamic loads are a function of the blade shape and the data defined in
ALGOB must first be modified to account for any change in the blade shape
or input via the displacement vector matrix AUGV.
	 If AUGV is purged,
then ALGDB is not modified.
	 The ALGDB data block is read and the aero-
dynamic loads are calculated for the compressor blade being analyzed.
(b) The CASECC data block is read and a copy of it is output to CASECCA with
cbanges to data items 4 and 7 for all subcases.
	
In GASECCA, word 4 is
set to 60 if aerodynamic pressure loads were generated, and word 7 is
set to 70 if aerodynamic thermal loads were generated.
(c) The GEOM3A data block contains aerodynamic load and temperature data.
If parameter APRESS > O,then PLOADZ cards with set identification number
60 are stored on GEOM3A. 	 If parameter ATEMP > 0, then TEMP and TEMPO cards


















FUNCTIONAL MODULE ALG (AERODYNAMIC LOAD GENERATOR)
(d) Parameters STREAML and PGEOM control the punching of bulk data cards
STREAK), STREAML2, GRID, CTRIA2, PTRIA2 and DTI. The ALG module may be
used in a one module DMAP program as a'compressor blade mesh and
geometry generator as follows:
BEGIN $
ALG CASECC .... ALGDB „ %CASECCA,GEOM3A/C,N,-1/C,N.-1/C,N,3/C,N,2/C,N,1$
END $
4.142.8 Subroutines Called
4.161.8.1 Utility subroutines GMMATS, PRETRS and TRANSS are called.
4.161.8.2 Subroutine Name: 0003PR
1. Entry Point:	 UD03PR
2. Purpose:	 Modify ALGDB data block.
3. Calling Sequence:	 CALL UD03PR (IERR)
4.162.8.3 Subroutine Name: 	 UD03PB
1. Entry Point:	 UD03PB
2. Purpose:	 Identify data fields as being either BCD alpha, real or integer.
3. Calling Sequence:	 CALL UD03PB (IDAT, NTYPE)
4.162 ,8,4 Subroutine Name: 	 UD03PO
1. Entry Point:	 0003PO
2. Purpose: Generate data blocks CASECCA and GEOM3A.














4.161 ,8,5 Subroutine Name:	 UD03AP
1. Entry Point:	 UD03AP
2. Purpose:	 Punch the modified ALGDB table data block on
DTI Bulk Data cards if parameter PGENM - 3.
3. Calling Sequence;	 CALL UD03AP (IFNAME, IFNM)
..	







FUNCTIONAL MODULE ALG (AERODYNAMIC LOAD GENERATOR)
4.162.8.6 Subroutines: 	 UD03AN, 0003AR, UD0301 . UD0319, U00325, 000326, 000329,
UD0330 and UDG1-UDG9 are described In references
ARL-72-0171, AD-756819; and ARL-75-0001, AD-AO09273,
4.161,9 Design Requirements
1. ALG uses 4 scratch files.
























FUNCTIONAL MODULE APDB (AERODYNAMIC POOL DISTRIBUTOR FOR BLADES)
4.10 FUNCTIONAL MODULE APDB (AERODYNAMIC POOL DISTRIBUTOR FOR BLADES)
4.143.1	 Entry Point:	 APDB
4.167.2 Purpose
Bulk data cards which control the solution of aerodynamic problems are
processed and assembled into various blocks for convenience and efficiency in
the solution of the aerodynamic problem. APDB also generates the transformation
matrix [G ka ] T (GTKA) and the partitioning vector PVECT.
4.16;.3 DMAP Calling Sequence
APDB	 EDT, USET, BGPDT, CSTM, EQEXIN, GM, GO/ AERO, ACPT, FLIT, GTKA,
PVECT/ V, N, NK/ V, N. NJ/ V, Y, MINMACII/ V. Y, MAXMAC11/ V, Y, IREF/
V. Y, MTYPE/ V. N. NEIGV/ V. Y, KINDEX = -1 $
4.16;.4 Input Data Blocks
EDT	 - Aerodynamic bulk data cards
USET	 - Displacement set definition table
BGPDT	 - Basic grid point definition table
CSTM	 - Coordinate system transformation matrices
EQEXIN - Equivalence between external points and scalar index values
GM	 - Multipoint constraint transformation matrix
GB	 - Structural matrix partitioning transformation matrix
Notes:
1. EDT, USET, BGPDT and EQEXIN cannot be purged.
















FUNCTIONAL MODULE APDB (AERODYNAMIC POOL DISTRIBUTOR FOR BLADES)
3. GM and GO may be purged if there are no multipoint or no omitted
points.
4.141.5 Output Data Blocks
AERO
	
- Control information for control of aerodynamic matrix generation
and flutter analysis




- Contains AERO, FLFACT and FLUTTER cards copied from EDT
GTKA	 - Aerodynamic transformation matrix - K set to a set
?n
PVECT	 - Cyclic modes partitioning vector for matrix PHIA from module CYCT2
Notes:
1. AERO, ACPT, FLIST and GTKA cannot be purged.
i
2. PVECF may be purged if there are no cyclic modes to be partitioned.
4.163.6 Parameters
NK	 - Output - integer - no default.	 Degrees of freedom in the NK
displacement set.
NJ	 - Output - integer - no default.	 Degrees of freedom in the NJ
displacement set.
MA><PiACH - Input - real - default - 0.8.	 This is the maximum Mach number
below which the subsonic unsteady cascade theory is valid.
i1j rJMACN - Input - real - default - 1.01. This is the minimum Mach number

















FUNCTIONAL MODULE APOB (AERODYNAMIC POOL DISTRIBUTOR FOR BLADES)
IRE 
	 - Input - integer - default - -1. This defines the streamline number
of the reference stream surface. iREF must equal an SLN on
a STREAML2 card.	 The default value, -1, represents the stream
surface at the blade tip,	 if IREF does not correspond to an SLN,
then the default will be taken.
MYTPE
	 - Input - BCD - default - COSINE. This controls which components of
the cyclic modes are to be used in the modal formulation. MTYPE
SINE for sine components and MTYPE - COSINE for cosine components.
NEIGV	 - Input - BCD - no default. The number of eigenvalues found.
Usually output by the READ module.
KINDER - Input - BCD - default = -1.	 Harmonic index number used in cyclic
analyses.
4.163.7 Method
Subroutine APDB is the main control program for this module. 	 It allocates
buffers, reads input files, and initializes output files.
	
APDB creates the AERO,
ACPT and FLIST tables and generates the PVEC'I partitioning vector. 	 Subroutine








[G KN 7 = [ GM


















At	 each	 step where	 a	 matrix multiply	 is	 indicated,	 the	 multiply	 is	 skipped	 if	 the
result




routines	 BISLOC,	 CALCV,	 SSG20,	 TRANSS	 and	 GMMATS	 all	 called.
4.163.8.1	 Subroutine	 Name:	 APD01
1.	 Entry	 Point:
	 APDB1'
2.	 Purpose:	 To	 generate	 transformation
	 matrix	 [GTa].
3.	 Calling	 Sequence:	 CALL	 APDB1	 (IBUF1,	 IBJF2,	 NEXT,	 LEFT,	 N$TN$,	 NLINE$,
LC$TM,	 AC$TM,	 NODEX,	 NODEI,	 I$ILC,	 XYZB).
4.163.9
	 Design	 Requirements_
Open	 core	 is	 located	 at	 /APDBZZ/.	 APDB	 uses	 five	 scratch	 files. {
4.167.10	 Diagnostic
	 Messages
^- System	 fatal	 messages	 3001,	 3002,
	
3003,	 3008 and	 3037
	
may	 occur.	 The	 APDB
module	 also	 generates	 its	 own messages
	










4 : 147-4	 (9/30/78)
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TABLES STATIC	 AEROELASTICFOR ANALYSIS7.22.
	
RESTART
7,A .1	 B it Pos i tions for Card Name Restart Tabl e
Card Name Bit Pos. Card Name Bit Pos.
COOPLT 2
AXIC I CQUADI 2









CELAS3 1 CSHEAR 2
CELAS4 1 CTETRA 2
CMASSI I CTORDRG 2i CHASS2 I CTRAPAX 2a-
CMASS3 I CTRAPRG 2
I CMASS4 l CTRBSC 2_
CORDIC 1 CTRIAL 2
CORDIR 1 CTRIA2 2
CORDIS 1 CTRIAAX 2
CORDZC l CTRIARG 2
CORD2R L CTRIATS 2
COR02S 1 CTRMEM
GROSET l CTRPLT
GRID 1 CTUBE 2
GRIDS t CYtk1ST 2
POINTAX 1 CWEDGE 2
RINGAX L PEAR 3
RINGFL 1 PCONEAX 3
SECTAX I PDUM1 3
SEQGP I PDUM2 3
1111 SPLINT L POUM3 3
ADUM1 2 POU144 3
ADUM2 2 POUM5 3
ADUM3 2 POUM6 3
ADUM4 2 PDUM7 3
ADUM5 2 POUM8 3
t ADUM6 2 PDUM9 37j. ADUM7 2 PIHEX 3
l ADUMS 2 PODMEM 3
ADUMS 2 PQOMEMI 3
BAROR 2 PQOMEM2 3_
C S A R 2 PQOMEM3 3
CCONEAX 2 P00PLT 3.
COUH1 2 PQUA01 3
COUM2 2 PQUA02 3
CDUM3 2 PQUADTS 3
COUM4 2 PROD 3-
COUM5 2 PSHEAR, 3
COUM6 2 PT ORDRG 3
COU147 2 PTRAPAX 3
CDUMS 2 PTRBSC 3
CDUM9 2 PTRIAI 3
CHEXAI 2 PTA IA2 3
CHEXA2 2 PTRIAAX 3
CIHEXI 2 PTRIATS 3
CIHEX2 2 PT RMEM 3
CIHEX3 2 PTRPLT 3
CONROD 2 PTUSE 3
CODMEM 2 P7wlST 3
CQDMEMI 2 GENEL 4
00014EM1 2 CONMI 5
COOMEM3 2 CONM2 5







RIGID FORMAT RESTART TABLES







































































pFile Name Bit Pos. File Name Bit Pos.
BGPOT 94 PG1 111
CSTM 94 QG III
EOEXIN 94 UGV III
GPOT 94 OEFI 112
GPL 94 OESI 112
SIL 94 OPGI 112
ECT 95 OOG1 112
G PTT 96 OUGVI 112
SLY 96 PUGVI 112
EST 97 KOOICT 113
GEI 97 KDELM 113
GPECT 97 KOGG 113
GPST 98 KONN 114
KGGX 98 KOFF 115
MGG 99 KOFS 115
KGG 100 KOSS 115
RG 101 KDAA 116
USET 111 KBLL 117
YS 101 KOFS 117
OGPST 102 KOSS 117
GM 103 PBL 117
KNN 104 PBS 117
KFF 105 YBS 117
KFS 105 LBLL 118
KSS 105 UBLV 119
GO 106 RUBLV 119
KAA 106 OBG 120
KOO 106 UBLV 120
LOO 106 OEFBI 121
LLL 107 OESB/ 121
PG 108 OQBG1 121
PL 109 C1UBGV1 121
PO 109 PUBGY'. 12t
PS L09 ELSETS 122
AULV 110 •GPSETS 122
RUOV Ito PLTPAR 122
ULV LID PLTSETX 122

























Bit Positions for File Name Restart Table
7,d2— -3 (9/30/78)
I





7.21 .3 Card Name Restart Tabl
DMP
'	 Inst. 1 10 2







GP2 12 45 6































GP 3 12 3
SAVE. 12 3



























COND 1234 6 8
EMA 1234 6 8
CHKPNT 1234 6 8
SSS 6
LABEL 12345	 78 4
r CONO 12345	 78 4
EMA 12345	 78 4
r CHKPNT 12345	 78 4
ar	 _ SSS 6
LABEL 12345 78 4
COND 123 5	 78 45{K q,
SSS 8
C090 123 5	 78 45
SSS B
GPWG 123	 5	 78 45
SSS 8
OFP 123	 5	 78 4:
SSS 8
LABEL 123	 5	 78 45.
SSS 8
EOUIV 1234 6 8
CHKPNT 1234 6 8
s. SSS 6
COND 1234 6 8
SMA3 1234 6 8
CHKPNT 1234 6 B
SSS 6





CO A D 1	 901
PURGE 1	 901








GP SP 123	 6	 89fF1
SAVE 123	 6	 89
i!d- COND 123	 6	 89
OFP 123	 6	 89
LABEL 123	 6	 89
C.
EDUIV 1234 6 89
CHKPNT 1234 6 89
SSS 6
COND 1234 6 89
zi
Bit Position



























MCE2 1234 6 89
CHKPNT 1234 6 89
s55 6
LABEL 1234 6 89
EOUIV 1234 6 89
CHKPNT 1234 6 89
%SS 6
COVD 1234 6 89
SCSI 1234 6 89
CHKPNT 1234 6 89
s55 6
LABEL 1234	 6	 89
EOUIV 1234 6 89 CI
CHKPNT 1234	 6 89 CI
s55 6
ONO 1234 6 89M
SAPI 1234	 6	 89 CL
CHKPNT 1234 6	 89 CL
sss 6
LABEL 1234 6	 89 CI
RB4 G2 1234 6 89(l
CHKPNT 1234 6 89CL
sss 6
SSG1 123	 5678 3
CHKPNT 123	 5678 3
sss 6
PARA4 123 5678 3
C04 1) 123 5678 3
ALG 123	 5678 3
COV) 123	 5678 3
PARA4 123	 5678 3
COND 123 5678 3
GP3 123 5678 3
CHKPNT 123	 5678 3
sss 6
SSGL 123	 5678 3
CHKPNT 123	 5678 3
$SS 6
ADO 123	 5678 3
LABEL 123	 5674 3
EOUI`/ 123	 5678 3
CHKPNT L23	 5678 3
6SS 6
EOUIV 123	 56789 3
CHKPVT 123	 56789 3
sss 6
CONO 123	 5678901 3
SSG2 123	 5678901 3
Bit Position
























































` DMAP 81t	 Position
Inst. 1	 10 20 -------—
	 40
CHKPNT 123 56789 1 3 6
2 S55 6
l
y LABEL 123 56789 1 3 6
t_ SSG3 123456789 1 3 6
SAVE 123456789(l 3 6
CHKPNT 123456789(l 3 6
S55 6
CONn 123456789 l 3	 7 6
g` MATGPP 123456789C L 3	 7 6
A3 MATGPR 123456789 CI 3	 7 6
' LABEL 123456789 CI 3	 7 6
SORI L23456789 13 6
CHKPNT 123456789 CL 3 6
+	 SSS 6


















C04D 123	 5678 3
•	 EOULV 123	 5678 3
LABEL 123	 5678 3
PARAM 113456789 l
'-	 PARAM 123456789 1
PAPA4R 123456789 L
(	 PARAML 123456789 1






























































RIGID FORMAT RESTART TABLES
DMAP Bi't Position
Inst. 1 70 20 30	 40 50	 60
655 6
LABEL 123456789 CL 6 9012
c EOULV 123456789 CL 6 9012
CHKPNT 123456789 CI 6 90 L21 655 6
j; COND 123456789.1 6 9012
1	 < SCE1 12345678911% 6 9012
CHKPNT 123456789 d1 6 9012
r
655 6 I
LABEL 123456789 CI 6 9012
EOULV 123456189 L 6 9	 12h CHKPNT 123456789(l 6 9012
655 6
{ CONO 123456789(l 6 9	 12
SMP2 123456789 L 6 9	 12
CHKPNT 123456789(l 6 9	 12
655 6
LABEL 123456789 1 6 q	 12
ADD 123456789 1 6 9012
!!! ADD 123456785 I 6 9012 I
ADD 123456789 1 6 90 12
CONO 123456789 1 6 9012
MPVAD 123456789 1 6 9012
,._ MPVAD 123456769 L 6 9012
UM ER GE 123456789 l 6 012,
EOU1V 123456789 1 6 9012
t.
CONO 123456789 1 6 9012
UMERGE 1234567891 1 6 9012
- LABEL 123456789 1 6 9012
ADD 123456789 1 6 9012
EOUIV 123456789 l 6 9012
LABEL 123456789 1 6 9012
ADD 123456789(l 6 9012 +
COPY 123456789(l 6 9012
RBMG2 12345678cc 1 23 6 9012
^.
SAVE 123456789 1 23 6 9012
CHKPNT 123456789 1 23 6 9012
SSS 6
PPTPAPM 123456789 L 23 6 9012
t PRTPARM 123456789C 1 23 6 9012
JUMP 123456789C L 23 6 9012_
LABEL 123456789 CI 23 6 9012
PARAM 123456789 CI 23 6 9012
CONn 123456789dl 23 6 9012at!
ALG 12345678S^l 23 67 9012




PAR AM 123456789 23 6 9012
CON D 123456789 1 Z3 6 9012
GP3 123454 1 23 6 9012
SSG1 1134567- dddlll 23 6 9012
+Wi
i
7,2 2- -8 (9/30/78) I
` 1





















































































































































7.AL-9 (9 / 30/78)
6SS 6
ALG 123456789 CISDR 2 89
OFP 9
SAVE 9

















































RIGID FORMAT RESTART TABLES
DMAP
	 Bit Position
Inst.	 1	 10	 20	 30-
	
40	 50	 60
















7-22-.4 Rigid Format _Change Restart Table
OMAP	 Bit	 Position
Inst.	 63	 ---7U—	 80














































































































































































































































































7 ,12 _14 (9/30/18)
k. a
^l
er	 STATIC AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS
1
	
	 DMAP	 Bit Position





	 345 78901234567	 845
CHKPNT





































































RIGID FORMAT RESTART TABLES
DMAP Bit
	 Position
Int. 63 ----To— 80
LABEL 345 78901234567 345
PRTPARM 345 78901234567 345
LABEL 345 7890L234567 345
PRTPARM 345 78901234567 345
LABEL 345 78901234567 345
PRTPARM 345 78901234567 345
LABEL 345 78901234567 345
PRTPARM 345 78901234567 345
LABEL 345 78901234567 345















10.21.5 File Name Restart Table
DMA Bit	 Position





























































RIGID FORMAT RESTART TABLES
tga
•°	 DMAP	 Bit Position
fq
	











PURr7E	 1 3 56 901
	 5 7





























































































































































RIGID FORMAT RESTART TABLES
DMAP Bit	 Position




















































































































































RIGID FORMAT RESTART TABLES
DMAP	 Bit Position


















COMPRESSOR BLADE CYCLIC MODAL FLUTTER ANALYSIS
7,21	 RESTART TABLES FOR COMPRESSOR BLADE CYCLIC MODAL FLUTTER ANALYSIS
7.43 .1
	 Bit Positions for Card Name Restart Table
Card hale Bit	 Dos. Card Name Bit Pa). Card Name Bit	 Dot.
ARM L LOoPIT 2 NAT2 0
ADUP2 1 COUAoi 2 NAT) a
AD UN) 1 C!UAD2 2 wit D
ADUN4 1 (OUADTS 2 MA1T2 0
ADUMS 1 .,Moo d "All) 0
AOUM6 l :SHEAR 2 TABLEMI D
ADUMI 1 CTEtRA 2 TA3L(M2 0
ADUMB I CTDAORG 2 TAULEN) 6
AOUP9 1 CTRAPAX 1 T40Lf 44 0
AXIC 1 CTAAPnG 2 TEMPNtS 0
ASH 1 CIo05C 2 IEMPMRS 0
CEIASI 1 CTRIAL 2 AAISTM 9
CELAS2 1 CTAIA2 1 CRIG01 9
CELAS) 1 CtaIAAX 2 CRIG02 9
CELA14 I CTRIARG 2 NPC 9
CMASSI 1 CTRIAtf 2 RPCA00 9
CMASSI 1 CTAMEM 2 NPCS 9
CMASS) 1 CTAPLT 2 4PC49 9
CMASS4 1 CTUBE 2 SPC 10
COADIC 1 CTNI$T 2 SPCI 10
COn01A I CNEDGE 2 SPCAOO IU
COAOIS t PEAR 3 SPCAX 10
CORD2C 1 PCONEAX ) SPCS IO
COA02R 1 POUMI 3 ASST 11
COADZS 1 PDUMI 3 ASETI 11
GROSEt 1 PDUM) 3 omit it
GRID I POVM4 ) DAM 11
GAICB 1 POUN5 1 0141 TAX 11
POINTAX 1 PDUMO 3 SUPAX 12
RINGAX 1 POUM7 ) SUPOPT 12
RINGFL 1 POUMB 3 IERP 'I]
SECIAI I PDUM9 ) TEMPAX 13
Sf OGP 1 PIHEX 3 TWO 13
SPOINT 1 P00MEN 3 TEMPPI I)
BAILOR 2 PBDPLT ) TENPP2 1)
CBAR 2 POUADI ) TEMPPI l)
CCONEAX 2 POUAD2 1 TEMPRB U
COUN T 2 POUAOIS ) GAOPNT 15
COLIN 2 PROO ) PLOTEL 16
CoUM3 I PSHEAR 3 PLOTS SB
CDUM4 2 PTORORG ] POUTS 19
CDUM5 2 PTRAPAX 3 ATOUTL 20
COU H6 2 PTROSC 3 AOUIS 21
COUH7 2 PtAIAI 3 CUUPMASS 24
000 N a 2 PtAJA2 ) CPBAR 24
CDUN9 2 PIRIAAX ) CPDPLT 24
CFLU102 1 PIRIAI$ 1 CPDUAOI 24
CFl UID3 2 PTAME 14 3 CPOU402 24
CFLUID4 2 PIAPLI 3 EPRCO 24
7JIE SA I 2 PTUBE 3 CPTRBSC 24
CHELA2 2 PIVIST 1 CPIAIAI 24
CInEXI 2 GENEL 0 CPTAIAS 24
CIME12 I CONNI S CPTAPLT 24
CIMEX3 2 CONNI S CPTUBE 24
CONAOD 2 PELAS 6 HTMASS 24
COO ME N 2 PMAss 7 NODJE 26


































































COMPRESSOR BLADE CYCLIC MODAL FLUTTER ANALYSIS
7.13 .2
	
Bit Positions for File Name Restart Table
File Name	 Bic Pos.	 File Name Bit_Po;_
BGPDT 94 KELM 122
CSTM 94 MDICT 122
EQEXIN 94 MELM 122
GPDT 94 MAA 123
GPL 94 ACPT 124
SIL 94 AERO 124
w
ECT 95 8GPA 124a
GPTT 96 CSTMA 124
EST 97 ECTA 124
GEI 97 EQAERO 124
GPECT 97 FLIST 124
GPST 98 GPLA 124
KGGX 98 SILA 124
MGG 99 SILGA 124
KGG 100 SPLINE 124
p- RG 101 USETA 124
18( USET 101 ELSETS 125
OGPST 102 GPSETS 125
GM 103 PLTPAR 125
KNN 104 PLTSETX 125
MNN 104 GTKA 126
KFF 105 AJJL 127
KFS 105 D1JK 127
MFF 105 02JK 127
KAA 106 SKJ 127
KLL 107 D1JE 128
KLR 107 02JE 128
KRR 107 BXHH 129
* MLL 107 KXHH 129
MLR 107 MXHH 129
MRR 107 FSAVE 129
LLL 108 CASEYY 130
OM 109 CLAMAL 130
MR 110 OVG 130
EED 111 PHIHL 130
EQDYN Ill CLAMALI 131
GPLD 111 CPHIHI 131
SILD ill CPHIA 132
TFPOOL III RP 132
USETD 111 CA W?? 133
LAMA 112 oETGS 134
MIX 112 P4L 136
...^` OEIGSX 112 GIPACX 136
.. PHIA 112 OCPHIP 137
GO 113 OEFCI 137
B2PP 114 OESC1 137
K2PP 114 OQPC1 137
M2PP 114 PCPHIP 137
GMO 115 QHHL 138
GOD 115 QJHL 138
BHH 116 B2DD 139
KHH 116 K200 139
MHH 116 M2DD 139
PHIDH 116 CYCO 140
CLAMA 117 KKK 141
OCEIGS 117 MKK 141
PHIH 117 PHIK 142
CPHID 118 LAMK 142
CPHIP 120 PHIG 143
QPC 120 PPECT 144
KDICT 122 PHIAX 145









RIGID FORMAT RESTART TABLES
.1-7 .3 Card Name Restart Table
OMAP Bit	 Position
Inst.	 1	 I  20 40
BEGIN	 123456785. L23456 B9 1234 6	 9 2	 456789







PUR GE 6 7
GP2
	 12 45 6













PARAM	 123	 6	 8 3




INPU T TI 3





EMG	 123	 5678 34 4 3
SAVE
	 123 5678 34 4 3
CHKPNT	 123	 5678 34 4 3
SSS	 6
Cn 1j0	 123	 6	 8 3 3
FMA	 123	 6	 8 3 3




6	 8 3 3
Cnun	 123	 5	 78 34 4





COVn	 123	 5	 78 345 4
GP WG	 123 5	 78 345 4
OPP	 123	 5	 78 345 4
LABEL	 123 5	 78 345 4
EOUIV	 1234 6 6 3 3
CHKPNT	 1234 6 8 3 3
SSS	 6
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Bit Position
































































	 1234	 6	 8	 3












VE	 1	 9	 1
C m 	 L	 9(l
S	 6
ND	 l	 9	 1
NO	 1234 6 89	 3
S P	1234 6 89	 3
VF	 1234 6 89	 3
NO	 1234 6 89	 3
P	 1234 6 89	 3





El	 I	 9	 3
























PL	 1234	 6	 89C1	 3































































SAVE 1	 9 t2
CONO 1	 9C 12










PAP AM 123456789C 1234
















PARTN 12	 9 I2




EOUIV 12 4	 9 1
CHKPNT 12 4	 9 1
SSS 6
GKAD 1234	 6	 8901 34
























































































































































































































































































2 its 7	 123
	2 4  7	 123
	
2 45 7	 L23
	



























































































































23456 89_ 1 234 6 9
123456789023456 891234 6 9
1234567890 23456 89(11234 6 9












































2 4 6789 123























































Inst. 1	 10 20 40
PATPARM 1234567890 23456 89(1234 6	 9 2 456789 123
L AR FL 123456789 123456 89 1234 6	 9 2 456789C 123
PRTPARM 123456789 123456 89W234 6	 9 2 45678; 123
LABEL 123456789 113456 89 1234 6	 9 2 456789 123
PRTPARa 123456789 123456 89(1234 6	 9 2 456789 L23
LABEL 123456189 123456 89 1234 6	 9 2 4 55 789 123
PRTPAR4 123456789 123456 89(1234 6	 9 2 456789 123
LABEL 123456789 123456 69 1234 6	 9 2 456789 123
PRTPARM 123456789 123456 89 1234 6	 9 2 456789 123
123456789
123456789 1
t23456 89 1234 6	 9 2 456789 123










































RIGID FORMAT RESTART TABLES
7.23 .4 Rigid Format change Restart Table
OMAR Bit	 Position






















































































































































































P AR A M 345678901234567 345
PARA M ',45678901234567 345
JUm p 345678901234567 345
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^j
DMAP Bit	 Position

















































JUH P 345678901234567 345
LABEL 345678901234567 345











RIGID FORMAT RESTART TABLES
OMAP Bit	 Position

















COMPRESSOR BLADE CYCLIC MODAL FLUTTER ANALYSIS
7.13 .5
	 File Name Restart Table
DMAP	 Bit Position



















































































































RIGID FORMAT RESTART TABLES
Bit Position

































































	 CYCLIC MODAL	 FLUTTER ANALYSIS
DMAP Bit	 Position




APOB 4 6 4
j SAVE 4 6 4
. CMKPNT 4 6 4
PARTN 5
SNPVA0 (0































































































































































1COMPRESSOR	 BLADE	 CYCLIC MODAL	 FLUTTER ANALYSIS
DMAP Bit	 Position




























This section contains new and replacement pages for Level 17.7 of
the NASTRAN Demonstratiun Manual, NASA SP-224(05).
The updates pertain to new demonstration problems. Pages to be
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Normal	 Modes of a 100-Cell	 Beam with Differential	 Stiffness	 ......... 13.1-1
Circular	 Plate	 Using	 Cyclic	 Symmetry	 ................................ 14.1-1
Modal	 Analysis of a Circular Plate Using Cyciic Symmetry
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	 NASTRAN DEMONSTRATION PROBLEMS ON UMF TAPE
10220 Fifth Harmonic Complex Eigenvalue Analysis of a Gas-Filled Thing Elastic Cylinder
d0110 Frequency Fesponse of a 10xkO Plate
80120 Frequency Response of a 20x20 Plate
80130 Frequency Response of a
	
10x10 Plate	 (via	 INPUT Module)
80140 Frequency Response of a 20x20 Plate (via	 INPUT Module),
90110 Transient Analysis with Direct Matrix Input
90210 Transient Analysis of a 1000-Cell	 String,	 Traveling Wave Problem
90220 Transient Analysis of a	 1000-Cell	 String,	 Traveling Wave Problem (via
	 INPUT
module)
90310 Transient Analysis of a	 Fluid-Filled Elastic Cylinder
90410 Linear Transient Heat Transfer in a Plate
100110 Complex Eigenvalue Analysis of a Rocket Control System
100210 Aeroelastic Flutter Analysis of a	 15' Swept Wing
110110 Frequency Response and Random Analysis of a Ten Cell Beam
RESTART Frequency Response and Random Analysis of a Ten Cell Beam, Enforced Deformation
and Gravity Load
110210 Frequency Response of a 500-Cell
	 String
110220 Frequency Response of a	 500-Cell	 String (via	 INPUT Module)
110310 Jet Transport Wing Dynamic Analysis,	 Frequency Response
110320 Jet Transport Wing Dynamic Analysis, Transient Response
120110 Transient Analysis of a Free One Hundred Cell Beam
130110 Normal	 Modes Analysis of a One Hundred Cell Beam with Differential
	 Stiffness
140110 Static Analysis of a Circular Plate Using Dihedral
	 Cyclic Symmetry













	 NASTRAN DEMONSTRATION PROBLEMS ON UMF TAPE
70220 Fifth Harmonic Complex Eigenvalue Analysis of a Gas-Filled Thin
	 Elastic Cylinder
80110 Frequency Response of a 10x10 Plate
180120 Frequency Response of a 20x20 Plate
80130 Frequency Response of a 10x10 Plate (via 	 I14PUT Module) a
80140 Frequency Response of a 20x20 Plate (via INPUT Module)
90110 Transient Analysis with Direct Matrix Input
90210 Transient Analysis of a 1000-Cell
	
String, Traveling Wave Problem
90220 Transient Analysis of a 1000-Cell 	 String, Traveling Wave Problem (via INPUT Module)
90310 Transient Analysis of a Fluid-Filled Elastic Cylinder
i
i
90410 Linear Transient Heat Transfer in a Plate y
90510 Aeroelastic Flutter Analysis of an Axial 	 Flow Compressor Stagei
100110 Complex Eigenvalue Analysis of a Rocket Control	 System
100210 Aeroelastic Flutter Analysis of a 15 0 Swept Wing
110110 Frequency Response and Random Analysis of a Ten Cell Beam ;^•:
RESTART Frequency Response and Random Analysis of a Ten Cell Beam, Enforced Deformation and
Gravity Load
110210 Frequency Response of a 500-Cell String
110220 Frequency Response of a 500-Cell 	 String (via INPUT Module)
i
110310 Jet Transport Wing Dynamic Analysis, Frequency Response
i
110320 Jet Transport Wing Dynamic Analysis, Transient Response j
120110 Transient Analysis of a Free One Hundred Cell Beam
130110 Normal Modes Analysis of a One Hundred Cell Beam with Differential Stiffness I
140110 Static Analysis of a Circular Plate Using Dihedral	 Cyclic Symmetry
i
150110 Normal Modes Analysis of a Circular Plate Using Rotational 	 Cyclic Symmetry
160110 Aeroelastic
	











RIGID FORMAT No. 9 (APP AERO), Aeroelastic Analysis
".odal, Flutter and Subcritical Roots Analyses of an Axial Flow
Compressor Stage (9-5-1)'
A. Description
The problem illustrates the use of the aeroelastic cyclic modal and flutter
analyses of the first stage rotor of an axial flow air compressor to,
i)	 determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the bladed disc
sector, of Figure 1, which exhibits rotational cyclic symmetry. The total stiff-
ness matrix, including the differential stiffness effects at the operating point
under consideration, saved during the Static Aerothermoelastic "Analysis n (see
Demonstration Manual example 16-1) is used for the cyclic modal analysis.
i i )
	
examine if the operating point being considered is a flutter point by
analyzing the V-g and V-f plots based on user-selected combinations of densities,
inter-blade phase angles and reduced frequencies, and in the process
iii)	 identify the Subcritical (stable) roots.
B. Input
Bulk data cards used include AERO, FLFACT, FLUTTER, MKAEROI, STREAMLI,
STREAML2 and PARAMeters IREF, KGGIN, LMODES; MAXMACH, MINMACH, MTYPE and PRINT as
described in the User's Manual Sections 1.15.2 and 1.15.5. 	 Bulk data cards
CYJOIN and PARAMeters CTYPE, KINDEX and NSEGS are discussed in Section 1.12
of the User's Manual.
C. Analyses and Results
The finite element model of the bladed disc sector analyzed is shown in
Figure 1. The first five zeroth harmonic natural frequencies and mode shapes of
the sector are noted in Table 1. The grid points on the hub in contact with the
compressor, shaft were permitted radial translational degree of freedom only.
As a typical example, the first of the three frames of V-9 and V-f plots out-
put requested in this demonstration problem is shown in Figure 2. The density
and interblade phase angle are held constant at (0.059 x 1.507 E-6) slinch/in3
and 1800 , respectively, for this frame.	 The three reduced frequencies are identi-
fied by the symbols °(k = 0.3), 0(k = 0.7) and A(k = 1.0).	 Thd flutter summary for the
three ( p .o, k) groups is presented in Table 2.
A close examination of the damping curves shows that the damping is nearly
zero in the fourth mode of frequency 1797 Hz.
The implied density, velocity and reduced frequency are, respectively
_	 (0.059 x 1.507 E-6) slinch/in 3 . 1.055 E4 in/sec and 1.0 as compared with the
factual values of these quantities as (0.059 x 1.507 E-6) slinch/in 3 , 1.910 E4
in/sec and 1.0, respectively.
a. The ratio V implied /Vactual not being equal (or close) to 1.0 discounts the
current operating point as being on a flutter boundary, at which all the three
implied quantities must equal the actual quantities.
The demonstration example discussed has been presented principally for the




In order to locate the unstalled flutter boundaries over the entire region of
operation of the compressor stage, similar analysis would be required for a
series of operating points, harmonic numbers, interblade phase angles and
reduced frequencies for both the stage rotor and the stator. Appropriate super-
position of the rotor and stator results would then help identify the unstalled

























Figure 1. Finite Element Model of an Arial Flow




Table 1. Bladed Disc Sector: Zeroth Harmonic Modes
lk
U
Mode No. 1 2 3 4 5
Mode	 Frequency.	 Hz 471 790 977 1797 2154
Circum- finial Chordwise
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Table 2. Flutter Summary (k-Method)
pak Reduced
Group Frequency k Velocity V.	 in/sec Damping	 g Frequency i,	 Ha
9.241
	 E3 -3.199	 E-3 472
1.549
	 E4 -2.291	 E-3 791
p 1 0 1 k i 0.3




	 E3 -9.376	 E-4 471
6.633
	 E3 -6.666	 E-4 790
p101k2 0.7
8.199




2.769	 E3 -7.441	 E-4 471
4.643	 E3 -6.892	 E-4 790
p 1 0 1 k 3 1.0
5.740 E3 -4.602	 E-4 977
1.055	 E3 -8.848	 E-5 1797




RIGID FORMAT No. 16, Static Aerothermoelastic 'Design/Analysis'
Aeroelastic 'Design/Analysis' of an Axial Flow Compressor Stage (16-1)
A. Description
This problem illustrates the use of the static aeroelastic analyses of the
first stage rotor of an axial flow air compressor to determine,
i)	 the "as manufactured" blade shape required to produce the design point
pressure ratio ("design" problem), and
i i )
	
the operating point of the "flexible" designed blade ("analysis"
problem).	 The total stiffness matrix, consisting of the elastic and geometric
F	 stiffness matrices, at ^jn off-design operating point is saved for use in subse-
quent modal and flutter analyses.	 (See Demonstration Manual example 9-1). 	 1%A
The 43-blade rotor is designed to develop'a total pressure ratio of 1.85 at
a speed of 16043 rpm and an air flow rate of 73.15 lbm/sec. The finite element
model of a representative sector of the rotor is shown in Figure 1.
B. Input
Bulk data cards used include DTI, STREAMLi, PARAMeters APRESS. ATEMP, Fx000R,
FYCOOR, FICBBR, IPRTCF, IPRTCI, IPRTCL, KTOUT, PGEOM, SIGN, STREAK and ZORIGN as
illustrated in the User's Manual Section 1.15.3.
C. Analyses and Results
The rigid blade of Figure 1 produces a total pressure ratio of 1.85 at
16043 rpm and 73.15 lbm/sec air flow rate (Table 1).
	 Because of the elasticity
of the material, and under the action of centrifugal and aerodynamic pressure and
thermal loads, the blade deforms and produces a total pressure ratio greater than
the design value. A "redesign" of the rigid blade, considering the elastic and
geometric properties of the bladed disc sector, enables determination of the "as




9pressure. ratio.	 The	 'rigid'	 performance	 of	 the	 "as manufactured"	 blade	 shape
obtained at	 the	 end	 of	 the	 Design	 problem	 is	 also shown	 in	 Table	 1.
This blade	 shape	 is	 then	 "Analyzed",	 in	 the	 current demonstration	 e>. rmple,	 at
the	 some (design)speed	 and	 flow	 rate	 to	 determine the	 'flexible'	 operating	 pressure
ratio. This	 value	 (1.84)	 can	 be	 further	 improved to	 approach	 the	 desired	 (1.85) .
pressure ratio by	 reducing	 the	 Parameters	 FX000R, FY000R and FZ000R 	 in	 the Design
^e	
problem (see	 User's	 Manual	 Section	 1.15.3).
The blade	 shape	 at	 various	 stages	 during	 the Design	 and	 Analysis	 problems,	 as
reflected by	 the	 grid	 point	 coordinates,	 is	 also shown	 in Tables	 1	 and	 2.	 The









Finite Element Model of an Axial Flow Compressor

























s rAhle 1. Design Problem
®R)QINAL
OF 6'004 QUALITY
,	 Designed	 Blade "As Manufactured"	 Blade




Y,in. Z,in. X,in. Y,in. Z,in.
-0.2732 3.7902 -0.8981 -0.2755 3.7796
0.0532 3.9996 -0.0001 0.0540 3.9986
-0.2499 4.1926 0.8979 -0.2464 4.1847
-0.5004 5.4772 -0.7653 -0.4830 5.4554
0.0209 5.5000 -0.0005 0.0209 5.4985
0.2342 5.4950 0.7799 0.2307 5.4889
-0.7494 7.3620 -0.6386 -0.7217 7.3281
0.0131 7.4000 -0.0091 0.0155 7.3976
0.6369 7.3725 0.6240 0.6123 7.3416
-0.9330 9.9564 -0.4058 -1.1351 9.8905
0.0221 10.0000 -0.0106 -0.0236 9.9970










Table 2. Analysis Problem





Total	 Pressure	 Ratio 1.80 1.84
Rotational	 Speed,	 rpm 1C343 16043
Air	 Flow	 Rate,	 lbra/sec 73.15 73.15
Grid	 Points X,in. Y,in. Z,in. X,in. Y,in. Z,in.
1 •0.8981 -0.2755 3.7796 -0.8979 -0.2814 3.7712
2 -0.0001 0.0540 3.9986 0.0001 0.0516 4.0003
3 0.8979 -0.2464 4.1847 0.8981 -0.2461 4.1795
4 -0.7653 -0.4830 5.4554 -0.7726 -0.4744 5.4413
5 -0.0005 0.0209 5.4985 -0.0031 0.0228 5.5033
6 0.7799 0.2307 5.4889 0.7797 0.2247 5.4889
7 -0.6386 -0.7217 7.3281 -D.6646 -0.7082 7.3062
8 -0.0091 0.0155 7.3976 -0.0157 0.0164 7.4058
9 0.6240 0.6123 7.3416 0.6303 0.5962 7.3237
10 -0.4056 -1.1351 9.8905 -0.5237 -1.1552 9.8520
11 -0.0106 -0.0236 9.9970 -0.0320 -0.0656 10.0079'








RECODING OF SUBROUTINE UCAS
The two dimensional supersonic cascade unsteady aerodynamic routine UCAS
(Ref. 1) delivered as part of the Bladed-Shrouded-Disc Aeroelastic Analysis
Computer Program (Ref. 2) was recoded to improve the execution time. These
r, l
improvements included the following:
1. Real variables originally defined as complex variables were changed to
real to reduce complex arithmetic operations.
2. Computations within a Fortran loop which resulted in constant values
and constant subroutines were removed outside the loop and stored for use
within the loop.
3. It was noted that many complex exponent equations could be recursively
formed by constant terms multiplications within loops. Extensive loop
recoding was inserted to take advantage of this. All four subroutines in
the module viz. SUBA, SUBBB, SUBC, and SUBD were modified to reflect this.
4. Alternative methods for reducing the number of iterations used in
series convergence were considered and inserted into the program.
A listing of the revised code to generate the generalized modal aerodynamic
matrices for chordwise aerodynamic modes is included.
Results for four cases using the original and the revised codes are presented
in Table 1 at the end of the listing. The execution time has been reduced to
about one-fourth the original time, maintaining an excellent agreement between
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UCAS STAND—ALONE TEST (SUPER—SONICI
C
	


















10 READ/ 59 TE SToEND=999)
DEGd4=0.0174 53292 51994
AMACH=MACH*COS(DEGRA* (FLONA — STAGER) )
REDF=RFREQ*(CHORD/REFCRDI*IREFVEL/VEL)*(MACH/AMACH)
8L SP C =8 SPACE /CHORD
WRITE(691000) SLNvSIGP0AvRFREQ











1000 FORMA T('1SLN = 0 9 129 1 v SIGMA = 'vF7.2v'o RFREQ = 'vE13.6 //1
1001 FJRMAT('OQ--MATRIX FOLLOWS 1/ILXv1P6E20.7)1








C	 PLACE UCAS SOURCE CODE HERE.	 #
C	 ROUTINES — AMGBLCvSUBAvSUBB09SUBC9SUBD
C	 ALAMOA9AKP2vAKAPPA90LKAPMoASYCONoAKAPMoDRKAPM 	 #
C	 k
C	 NASTRAN ROUTINES INVERS AKD PESAGE ARE ALSO USED.





COMMON /AMGMN/MCB 47) vAROWvDLP0 (2I9REFC95IGM 9RFREQ
COMMON /BAMGIL/IREF9MINP+ACoMAXMACvNLINESoNSTNSoREFSTGvREFCRDv
1	 REFMACvREFDEPoREFVELvREFFLOvSLNoNSTNSX9STGo




C	 UNSTEADY FLOW ANAYSI S OF A SUPERSONIC CASCADE
C
C















CJMMON/BL K4/I vR,YvAI 9Bl vC4 vC59GLv16 9179JLvNL9RI9RT9R59 SN P SPv XL9
I	 YI PAM Uv
	
GANvIDX91NXvNL29RL1aRL29RG19R029XL1v ALP 19 ALP 29








COMPLEX AIvAvB9BSYCONPALP9FI9AMI DAL AvBLKAPM9BKUEL39FIS9Cl9C2P9C2N
COMPLEX C29AMTESToFT29BLAMlvFT39AM29SUMl9SUM29F29BLAM2vFT2T9CIT9
I FT 3T 9 F 2P v AM 2P v SUM I 19 SLM2 T
COMPLEX C1P9CINvBKDEL198KDEL298LKAP19ARGvARG29FT3TST
COMPLEX BC a BC2AC3vBC4vBC59CAlvCA2aCA39CA4
COMPLEX CLIFIvC40M7
COMPLEX PRES10 PRE S2oPRES3vPRES4vGRES4
COMPLEX FQAvFQB
COMPLEX FQT
COMPLEX PRE SUvPRESLA AVGDP






















U14ENSIOM XLSV1121Dolt1SV2(21)vX LSV3421Do g LSV44 21D
E;UIVALENCE (AYE IIo1DoGVE(1o11)
DATA W/1. 2732490. Co.42441390. v. 25464890. 9.181891390.0/
REDF = REDFD
AMACH = AMACHD
A I=CMPL K( 0.091.01
PI=3.1415527
PITCOR = BLSPC
STAG = 90.0 — STG
SIG44= SIGM * PI/180.0
BETA =SdR T ( AMACH** 2-1. 0)
SCR K =R EDF *AMACH / (BE TA**2 D
DEL=SCRK*AMACH
AMU=REDF/(BETA**21




DSTR =SORT I SPS**2—
 SNS**21
SPS1 = ABS( SPS — SNS/
IF(SPS1 .LT. .00CC1) GO TC 9991
ZER3 OUT GEE
NSTNS2 = 2*NSTNS
DO 50 I =1929
00 50 J=19NSYNS2

















DO 4571 JL= 197-0
XL SV 2( JL D =XL
XL SV3( JL ) = XLOSNS— SPS
XL=XL ¢TEMP
XL=SNSa2.0—SPS
TEMP=( SPS— SNS) /RL1
DO 458 JL =1910
XLSV4(JL)=XL
XL =XL+TEMP
ACCUMULATE PRESSLRE VECTCRS INTO G—MATRIX
a
,`.	 OF POOR QUALi Y
E DO	 100	 NM=I9NSTNS
NTIMES	 =	 1
• IFINM	 oGTo2b NTIMES	 =2
DO	 100	 NMM =1 oNTII ME S
C DEFINE ------------------- --------
G ALPAMP — PITCHING AMP
' C DISAMP — PLUNGING AMP
C GUSAMP — GLST AMP
C GL —GUST WAVE	 NLPBER
ALPAMP	 = OoC
IFIVM	 oEQ.	 21	 ALPAMP=1oO
DISAMP	 = 000
IF(VM	 * EQ o	 11	 DI SAMP=Lo 0
GUSAMP=O.0
GL	 =000
IF(N4. GT,	 2	 oANDo	 NMM oEQ.I) GUSAMP= REDF/290 —(NM-2D*PI/4oO
IF(VMoGTo
	
2 oANDo	 NMM oEQo11 GL =	 lNM-21+PI/2e0
IFINMoGTo	 2	 oAND.	 NMM oEQo21 GUSAMP= —(REDF/2o041(NM-2)*PI/4o0DD
„ IF(NMoGTo	 2 oAND.	 NMM oEQo21 GL =	 —lNM-2)*PI/290
•	 ^' A=(1o04AI *RE DF*PI TAX S)*ALPAMP —AII *RE DF#DISAMP
B=—AI*REDF*ALPAMP








^., C FIND	 DELTA P(LONER—UPPER)







IF(NX	 oE g o	 10 GG	 TO 55
NXX = NX 4 20
PRE SL(NXX)	 = PRES41NX41)
XLOW(	 NXX)	 = XLSV4lNX411
GO	 TO	 610
55 PRESU(NX1
	 =	 (PRESI(IO)	 +	 PRES211))/290





E DO	 70 NX=192C
f, NXX = NX 4	 10
IF(VX	 oEQ.	 20)GO	 TO 65	 I




XLOWI	 N XI	 =	 XLSV3(NX)
GO	 TO	 710
65 PRE SLI20D	 =	 (PRES3420	 4	 PRES441))/2oO
XLOWI20)=	 IXLSV3420D	 4	 XLSb411)112.0
710 CONTINUE
70 CONTINUE
NM2 = NM	 a NSTNS
i DO	 100 NMMM=1929
IFINMMM	 oEQo1)	 GO	 TO	 80
AVGDP	 =(PRESL(NMMM1*XLOW(NMMM)	 — PRESU(NMMMI*XUP(NMMMID
,^
1	 /14ALOWINMMM)	 4	 XUP(NMMMDI/2 o0)
ORIGINAL 1= -44E S,d
OF POOR QUALITY
GO TO 85
80 AVGDP =(PRESLell — PRE SU(1D0
85 GEE(NMMM O NMI = REAL(AVGOP) * GEE(NMMMoNMI
GEE(NMMMoNM2)= AIMAGUAVGOPD $ GEEUNMMMoNM2)
J
100 CONTINUE
C	 NOW DEFINE LARGE G MATRIX
DO 110 1=192S
GYE(A ID = 0.0
110 GYE( I 9 ID = 1.0
C	 FIND AVERAGE LOCATIONS PUT IN XLOW
DO 120 1=2029
>	
120 XLOWIII =(XLOwdl) a ALP4119/2.0
DO 160 J =3o29




SIN( CCNST * XLCIn(I)D
160 CONTINUE
DO 165 1=2929
165 GYE41921 = ALUIo(1D
C	 SOLVE FOR G—INVERSE G IN GEE MATRIV
C	 ISING =1 NON— SINGLLAR IGYED
I,	
C	 ISING =2 SIGULAR	 (GYEI
C	 INDEX 1S WORK STORAGE FCR RCUTINE INVERS
CALL INVERS(299GVE9299GEEoNSTNS29DETERMoIS1NG91NDEX)
r	 IF ( ISING .EQ. 2) GO 10 9992
' f..	 C	 NOW DEFINE	 1—MATRIX (NSTAS X 291
AYE( 10 1) = 2.0




AYE( 10J42) = CON*4.0 / J / Pd
r 288 CON = 1.0 —CON
AYE( 291) =2.0
AYE(2921 = 2.66666667I.	 CcN = 1.0
00 289 J=I9N1N
AYE(29 Jo-2) = CON *4 /J/PI
'	 289 CON =	 —CON
DO 290 I=39NSTNS
t 00 290	 J= 2028
1	 CON = 0.0
! •	 IF( ( I— 1) .EQ. J) CCN = 1. 0
'	 290 AYE(19Jo1) = CON
DO 291 J= 3oNSTNS
291 AYE41911 = %(J-2)
DO 292	 J=3929
292 AYE(192) = AYE (2oJD
i 9e	 C	
NOW MULTIPLY 1 * G — ANVERSE * G (DE LTA P°SD




SUMR = 0. C
DO 350 I=1929
SUMd = AYE(JoI) * GEE1100 ¢ SUMR




360 QdJoKD	 — CMPLXISLMRuSUMID • 0.5
RETURN
9991 WR ITEQ IBBOUT0000D
y	 3000 FOR4AT655HO*** USER FATAL MESSAGE — AMG MODULE —SUBROUTINE AMGBICO
1	 39Ko49HAXIAL MACH NUMBe IS EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN ONE.1
GO TO 9995
9992 WRITE9IBBOU70001D
3001 FOR4ATI84HO*** USER FATAL MESSAGE — AMG MODULE — LARGE G —MATRIX IS
1 SINGULAR IN kOUTINE AMGBICo D
















UNSTEADY FLOW ANAYSIS OF A SLPERSONIC CASCADE















COMMON /BLK4 / I oRoYoAI oBl aC49C5vGL916 :17 vJLaNLoRloRToR5oSNo$PoXLo
1	 Y19AMUo
	 GAP91DX91NXvNL2oRLlvRL2oRQl9RQ2oXLloALP10 ALP 29

























































F 1 S=F 1
NL=10




DO 453 JL =19NNL1
PRES1(JL+1)=PRESIIJLI*CEXP3
453 CONTINUE
F I=F 1*AI/(T3)* (CE XP(—AI*173)*45111-1.D1
A41=F1/(A[*IT31)—F1S/(Ad*(T3DD*1511*CEXPI—AI*4I	 1T3D*IS1))
4MTEST=O. C
FWB=BKDEL 1/1BE TA* BCD*CE XP (Al *(S2D 12.0)





C 1P =1 GAMP /DSTR 1— SCR K
C 2P =(GAMP /O STR I+ SCR K








C2N=( GAMN /DSTR I+SCRK







F1=F l+C 1*AI/(T3D* ICEXP(—AI*(731 *(SL) 1-1.0)+C2
1*AI/4T4)*ICEXP(—AI*(T4)*(511)-1.01
AM1=AM1+C1//AI*4Y3)D*d—(Sll*CEXP(—AI*(1`31
L*I S1) )+A[ /4 T3)*(CEXP I —AI* (T31 *4 S1D) — L.OD I
2oC2/CAI*(Y4)1*(—(S1)*CEXP(—AI*1741*(Sl)l+
3AI/174)*ICEXP(—A[*(T4)*(S1))-1.0))
C 2A =C 2



















TEMP =2.0*PI*R	 OF POOR QUALI7YCEXP 5=CEXP (A [* (SIGMA — SNS*DEL) /S1*AA)
CON ST=4.0*FQB/TEMP
PRESI(1)=PRES1(L)+C1+C2
DO 454 JL =1 vNNLI





CON T IN UE
IF (CABS(IAM1 — AMTEST)/AMI) .LT. 0.0005) GO TO 45




FORMAT155HO*** USER FATAL MESSAGE — AMG MODULE —SUBROUTINE. SUBA


























S6=C0 S( SN S*GAM 1
C1 =— 1.0/( BETA*GAM*SS)




1BKA P 1*DEL /(GAM*S51*(S5/GAM+SNS*S6)
FT3=—B*(BLAMI/ BKAPI+(DEL—AML)*Cl)
FT3T=—B*(BLAM2/OKAPI+(DEL-•ANL)*C1T)
















F2P=FT2T*TL*CEXP(AI*GL*SNS) /I Al *GLD *ICEXP(2 o0*AI*
1GL 1—CEXP(AI*GL*(S1)))+FT3T*T1*(SO)
2+B*AI*(DEL—


















2/f!KAP 1*(( SC)**3/3o C+SPS* (S01 **2 /200)
CON T IN OF
NL 2=20






CEXP4=CE XP (C lA*TE MP)
DO 455 JL=I0NL2
XL=AA +TEMP*(JL-18
PRE S2( JLI =FT2*CEXP3+F 73+CCNST*XL
CEXP3=CEXP3*CEXP4













Gf P % QUALiTY
SUBROUTINE SUBBB
COMMON /SYSTEM/SVSBUFvIBBCI.T
COMMON/BLK1/SCRK9 SIP S oSNSoDSTRoAIoPIvDEL,SIGMAg6ETA.RES





4 FT3ToF2P 9 AM2PoSLM1ToSUM279CLPoC1N9	 BKDELIv
	
BKDEL2o
5 BLKAP19ARGoARG2v0`73ISTOCAC2 oBC3 oBC49BC5oCAIoCA29CA3vCA49
6 CL IFTvCMOMToPRE51oPRES2vPRES3oPRES49QRES4oFQAoFQBvFQ7








COMPLEX F4 9 F4S 9	AM49F5SvF6SoAM47^iToSUM39SUM49AM5TT9AM6
COMPLEX SUMSVI9SUMSV29SVKL19SVKL29F°9F5ToAM5oAM5T














































DD 60 I=1 a 5C
RT=000	 OF POOH QUALITYR=1-1
RI=(-1o01**(I—L)




SVKL I I I )=BKDEL3
IF( Io EQ. I) RT=1o0












FT3=SUM 1* (2o0*A[*CEXP (-20 0*AI *4 T31 ) /4T3) —AI*(SPS —SNS )/
1( 31*CEXP(—A[*(T3)*(SPS—SNS1)aCEXP(-2o0*AI*(T3DD/
2( ^ T38**2) —CEXP ( —Ai*( T3D* (SPS








SVKL2( I ) =BKDEL3







I+k*PI) ► /(BETA*lloC¢RYD*SNS*ALN ► *BKDELI/BKDEL3*CEXP(-2o0*AI*(T4
21)*(A*BKDEL2/BKDELL*(74)/IT4+GLJ+B*AI*BLKAPI
3aB*AI/IT0I








































TEMP 3=R4 .R T	 L)^L1^C 3A=— A I* T 3	 OF p00R
C4A=—AII*T4
C1A=AI*DEL
CEXP 3A =CE XP IC 3A*AA D
CEXP 3B =CE XP lC 3A* SPS D
CEXP 3C =CE XP (C 3A* TEMP)
CEXP 4A =CE XP (C 4A*AA D
CEXP 4B =C E XP IC 4A* SPS D
CEXP 4C=CE XP (C4A* TEMPD
CEXP 2A=CE XP IC lA*AAD
CEXP 2d=CE XP (C IA* SP SI
CEXP 2C =CE XP (C 1A* TE POP)
XL I=AA
00 457 JL=10NL2
PPES2(JL ) = SUM1*CEXP AD-SUM2*CEXP4A¢ PRES2IJL1
PRE S2(JLD =PRE S2(JLDo.CCNST*CEXP2A*RI/TEMPS*SIN(TEMP?*(XLI—SPSDI
XL2=XL10SNS
PRE S3( JL ) =( SLM1T* CEXP3B4- SL02 T *CEXP4B) *T14PRES3(JLD
PRES3(JLD =PRE S3(JLI+CCNST*CEXP2B/TEMP3*SIN(TEMP2*IXL2—SPSIl*TI
XL 1=XL 14-TEMP
CEXP 3A =CE XP 3A*CE XP3C
CEXP4A=CE XP4A*CEXP4C
CEXP 2A =CE XP 2A*CE XP2C
CEXP 38 =CE XP 3B*CE XP3C
CEXP 48 =CE XP 4B*CEXP4C
CEXP2R=CE 9P2B*CEXP2C
CONTINUE







AM 2=A M 2+F T 3
F2P=F 2P bF T2T
AM 2P =AM 2P aF T 3T
AA=SPS—SNS
AA 1=SP S¢SNS





CEXP 3C =CE XP (C 1A* TE B'P )







XL 2=XL a SN S
STEP=0a0
IF(XL2.GE.AA2) STEP = Ie C






r CEXP 4=CEXP 4* CE XP3C
XL =XL 4TEMP	 ®RIGMAL PACE 6.S




















F6S=A/(BKOELI*BKAPID*(BKOELL/BKDEL2*IDEL—GL —AMU D*CEXP(2o0*AII*GLI —
^"	 1*BKAP 1/CKAP I D
^.:	 F4S=F4
FQ7=BC*(F6S4-F5S)




CEXP3A=CE XP IC IA* SNS)







AM4=F4S*Y 1*(Al*SP S*C 1 /( T3) —AI *SNS*C2/ (T3D





3015 FUR4AT155HC*** USER FATAL MESSAGE — AMG MODULE —SUBROUTINE SUBC















2 AoB9 ALP oF19AM19ALNoBLKAPPoBKDEL3vF1SoC19C2PvC2Nv
3 C29AMTESTvFT29BLAM19FT39AN29SUM19SUM2oF2vBLAM2vFT2T9CLTo














COMPLEX SUMS VI9 SUMS V29SVKLI9SVKL29F59F5T9AM59AM5T
COMPLEX AIoAvB9BSYCONoALPvFIPAML9ALN9BLKAPMvBKOEL39FLSvCloC2P9C2N
CUMPLEX C29AM TEST 9FT29BLAP+19F739AM29SUM19SUM2PF29BLAM29FT2T9CLT9
IFT3ToF2P9AM2P9 SUM 17vSLM2T
COMPLEX CLP9CIN98KDELLoBKOEL29BLKAP1oARGoARG29
1FT 3TST9C lA vC2A 9C 3A 9CE XP  oCE XP29CE XP3 9CEXP1 AoCEXP2Av CEXP3Ao CONST
COMPLEX BCvBC29BC39BC49BC59CAI9CA29CA3vCA4
COMPLEX C LIFTvC MOM 7gC4A9CEXF49CEXP59CEXP4AvCEXP5A
























SUM I=CEXP(A9*( ALP* SPS—GAMPII*(ALP*SPS—GAMP)*BKDEL3/ I ( ALP*DSTRfo*2
1—GAMP*SPS)*TlD*(F6S*T1/%VI+GL)4F5S
24B*A I /I BKDE L 1*BKAP1) * (DEL — ANUD / (ALP — DE L) )











C24=(  GA MN /D S TR D a SC R K	 ORIGINAL (PAGE B5




SUM 2=CEXP(AI*IALN*SPS-GAPNI)*6ALN*SPS-GAMND*BKDEL3/6I ALN* DST R**2
1-GAMN*SPSI*T21*(FbS*(T2D/IT20GLD4-F5S





F4=F 4oSUM 1* T3*AI / 6 Tl D *ICI P-C2PD 4-SUM2*T3
1*A I/( T21* (C 1N-C2ND
AM 4=AM 4¢SUM 1* T3* (A I* SPS*C I P/ (Tl I -Al *SNS*C2 P/
l(Tll+1< 0/(971)**21 *( C1P-C2P)+AI*62,0-SPSD/ITID*











CEXP IA =CE XP (C lA* TE MP)
CEXP 2A =CE XP (C 2A* TE MP)










PRES4(JL) =PRE S4(JLI-T3-(SLM1*CE XPIaSUM2*CEXP2
¢CJNST*CEXP3* (CEXP4 4-H N( IEPP2* (SNSoXLI)/R
-CEXP5*S[N(TEMP2*(SPSoXL) I/R)D
XL=XLoTEMP
CEXP 1=CEXP1*CE XP IA
CEXP2=CEXP2*CEXP2A
CEXP 3=CEXP 3*CE XP3A
C EXP 4=C E XP 4*C E XP 4A
CEXP 5=CEXP 5*CE XP 5A
CONTINUE










C 2A =— A I* S I	 ORIGINAL PAGE 19
C3A=-C 2A	 OF POOR QUALITY
CEXP 1=CEXP (CIA* SN SD
CEXP 2=CEXP(C2A* TEMPI I
CEXP 3=CEXP(C3A*TEMP2I
















3015 FOR4AT(55HO*** USER FATAL MESSAGE — AMG MODULE —SUBROUTINE SUBC

























6 CL IFTvCMOMTv PRE S19PRES2o PRE S39PRES49QRES49FQA9FQBoFQ7
COMMON /BL K4/I 9R9VoA1 9 81 9C4vC59GLo169179JL9NLvRlvRT9R5oSNoSPoXL9
i	 1	 Y19AMUo
	
GAMoIDX91NXvK12PALIvRL2oRGIoRQ29XL19 ALP 1 9 ALP 29
{	 2 GAMN9GAMP 9 INER91 CUT 9REOFv STAG 9 STEP9AM®CH9BETNNo BET NPo
3 BKAP19XLSV19XL5V29XLSV3vXLSV49ALPAMPvAMOAXS9
4 01SAMPvGOSAMP9PITAXS9PITCCR
CJMPLEX SBKDE 1 9 SB KDE 2
CJMPLFX F4oF4S 9	AM4oF5S9F6SoAM4TST9SUM39SUM49AM5TT9AM6
COMPLEX SUM SV1v SUM SV2aSVKLl9SVKL29F5oF5T9AM59AM5T
COMPLEX AIvAo8 PEI SYCONPALPoFl9AM1oALNoBLKAPMvBKOEL39FLS9CloC2P9C2N —
^.:	 COMPLEX C29AMTEST9FT298LAN1oFT39AM29SUMI9SUM29F29BLAM2oFT2TvCITo





COMPLEX FOAvFQB9SSoTI vT29T39749 CONS TPCONST2 9 C DNS T39CONST4
' COMPLEX FQ7 9 CONST5PC0N;T6PCIAPC2APCEXP19CEXP29CEX Pl. A9CEXP2A
DIMENSION PRFS112119PRES2(2119PRES3(2119PRES44211vQRES41211
DIMENSION SBKM 1(20119SBKDE2(2011
DIMENSION SUMS VI(201)o SUM SV24201)vSVKL1(20119SVKL2(201D











^p	 IF( IOUT .GT. 1 71	 GO TO 9?47
1Di	 P5=IJUT—LMI6	 RQI=SQRT((R5*PI/SNS)**2o.SCRK**2)
RQ 2=— RQ 1
C4=(RQI*S1¢S2)/12.0*PID
C5=IR02*S 1+52) 1(2. C*PI)
BC2=BC/12.0*SVKLI IIOLTI D*CEXP( — Al*( — S2)*(SPSo-3.0*SNSD/	 —
1(2.0* SLID/12.0*PI*AID
BC3=BC2*SVKLI( IOUT) /SbKL2 (ICLTI






	 ORIGMAL PAC-C Is
F5T = 0 "0













ALP=GAMP* S3— S4*CSQRT(Cl PD*CSCRT(C2 P)
^.	 BK DEL 3=SBKDE 11INER2
IF( INER " LE, 16) GO 10 200








SUM I=SUMSVI4IOUT) *C E XP(AI*111*BKDEL3*TI/(
1T2* SVKL1(IOU1)*(ALP—RQl))
SUM 3=SUMSV2(IOLT) *CE XP(AI*11)*BKDEL3*T1/(
1T2*SVKL2( IOLTI*(ALP—kC2) 1
IF41NER ,EQ. 1D GO TO 90
C IN =( GAMN /D STR I — SCRK
C 2N =1 GAMN /D STR lo- SCR K
ALN=GAMN*53-54*CSQRT ICI ND*CSCRT(C2 N)
P.KDFL 3=SB KDE 2( INE R D
IF( INER	 I.E." 	 16) GC TO 210
CALL AKAPM(ALN9BKOEL31
SBK DE 2( IN ER 1 =8 KDE L3
210 CONTINUE
T1=ALN*SP S—GAMN
T2=ALN*DSTR**2 —GA MN* SPS
SUM 2=SUM S V I ( IOUT I *CE XP(AI*T1)*B KDE L3*TI/(
2T2*SVKL1( IOLTI*(ALN—RG1))












f	 l( SUM2¢SUM4)*SS*AI /(ALA—DELI*(Cl N—C2N)
iA45T=AM510(S010-S03)*SS*(AI*SPS*CIP/(ALP—DEL)—AI
1*S,NS*C 2P/(ALP—DELI*I.0/((ALP—DELI**2)*(C1P—C2P)eA!*(290—SPSI/(
2ALP — DEL )* I C IP —C2P ) D* I WM2¢ 5LM41 *SS* (AI *SPS*C1 N/ (ALN-
















C2A=—A l* (ALN— DED.D	 ,1RIGINA1. b AU' Kv'
CEXPI=CEXPICIA*SNSD	 OF POOR QUALITY
CEXP 2=CEXP/C2A*SNSD
CEXP 1A=CEXP(C IA*TEMPI
CEXP 2A=CE XP IC 2A* TEMPI
DO 462 JL=10NL
QRES4IJLI =0RES41JLD — (CONS T*CEXP1®CONST2*CEXP20
CEXP 1 =CEXP I*CEXPIA
CEXP 2=CEXP 2*CEXP 2A
CONTINUE










CA 1 =A I* SS/BETNP* 1 T1—T2)
CA 2=A I* SS /BETNN* (Y3— T4)
CA3=SS*(AI*SPS/BETNP*71—AI*SNS
1*T2/BEYNP#(T1 — T2






IHINER .GT. 11 GO TC 3CO
F5T=F5T- SUMSVI(JOLT)*(BC2*CIP-BC4*C2P)/(R-C4) *CAL -SUMSV2(
1* (BC 3*C LP-BC 5*C2P) /(R-05D *CAI
AM 5T=AM 5T- SUMSVI (I OUT I* (BC2*CI P-BC4 *C2 P) / (R-C4) *CA3-SJ MSV 21 LOUT 1
1*(BC3*CIP-BC5*C2P)/(R-C5D *CA3







CEXP 1A=CE XP IC IA* TEMP ►
on 4622 JL=19NL
QRES41JLI=QRES4(JLD#CCNST*CEXPI#CONST2*CEXP!








IBC4*C 2N) / (R#C4)*CA4D- SUMSV2 (L OUT) *(I BC3*CI P-BC5 *C2P D/ 1 R-05)*CA3
2 -(BC3*C1N-8C5*C 2ND/(R#C5)*CA4D
TEMP=( SPS-SNS) /RL1












	 OF POOR QUALITY
CON ST6=SS*SLMSV2(IOLT)
CIA=— A  [*B E TNP
C2A=— A [*BE TNN
CEXPI=CEXP(CLA*SNSI
CEXP2=CEXP(C2A*SNSD
CEXP IA=CE XP IC IA*TE PO P D
C EXP 2A =CE XP (c 2A* TEMP)
00 4623 JL =1o,IL



























T1=CE XPI — AI *SP S*ALP1)
T2=CEXPI—AI*SNS*ALP1/





1*T2/ALP 1¢ ( TL—T21
2/ALP 1* *2¢12.0— SPS) *AI /ALP1*111 — T2) 1
CA4=SS* (A I* SP S* T3 /ALP2— AI *SNS
1 *T4/ALP2¢(T3—T4)
Qp	 2/ALP2**2p 12.0—SPS) *AI/ALP2*(73-74)1
F5=F5-2.0*PI*AI*SUMSVIIIOLT)*(BC2 *Cl P—BC4 *C2P) *CAI-2.0*PI*AI
I	
1* SUM S V2( I OL T D'P (BC 3*C 1 N—BC 5*C2 ND *CA2
A.45=AM5-2.0*PI*AI *SUMSVI I I CLT)* (BC2 *Cl P —BC4*C2P) *CA3-2.0*PI*A 1
2 *SUMSV2(1OLT)*(BC3*C1N—BC5*C2N)*CA4
TFMP=( SPS— SNS) /RLl
CON ST=SS*2.0*PI*AI
CON ST2=CONST*SLMSVlIIOLTD *(BC2*C1P— BC4*C2P)
"	 CON ST3=CONST* SUMS V2IICLT)*IBC3*C1N-8C5*C2 N1




CEXPL=CEXP(CLA*SNS9	 0RIQN1AL SAGA M
CEXP2=CEXP(C 2A*SNS9	 OF POOR QUALITY




PRE S4(JLI =PRE S4(JL96CCNST2*CEXPI+CONST3*CEXP2
CEXPL=CEXP1*CEXPIA
L EXP 2=CE XP 2*CE XP2A
	
^.	 4632 CONTINUE










(	 9995 WRITE( IBBOLYo3020)
	
{	 3020 FJR4AT(55H0*** USER FATAL MESSAGE — AMG MODULE —SUBROUTINE SUBD
1	 39X027HAM57 LOOP DID NET CONVERGE. 1
CALL MESAGE(-61P090
9996 WRITE(IBBOLT03C25)
3025 FORMAT155HC*** USER FATAL MESSAGE — AMG MODULE —SUBROUTINE SUBD
1	 39X026HAM5 LOOP DID NCB CONVERGE. 1
CALL MESAGEI-6100001
9997 6RITE(IBBOUT03030)
3030 FORMAT(55HO*** USER FATAL MESSAGE — AMG MODULE —SUBROUTINE SUBD






















SCR 	 1 = AB 5( SCR K)
AR G1=	 All S(ARG1
S1=1 ARG—DELI*SP S+ SIGMA
IF(	 SCR.KI.GT .ARG11	 GO	 TO	 10
GAM=SURTIARG**2—SCRK**21
CI=CUS(GAM*(SNS—Y))—CEXP(AI*S1)*COS(GAM*Y)
C2=C[1 Sl SN S*GAM ► —CGS (Sl l
BL AN DA=CI/C2 !
RETURN
10 CONTINUE
GAM =SQRT( SCkK**2— ARG**21 w
C1=COSH(GAM*ISNS—YI)—CEXP(AI*Sl)*COSH(GAM*YI
C2=C0SH( SNS*GAM) — CCS( 51)










































!' A SUBROUTINE AKAPPA (ARG 98KAPPA)
C
` C	 SUBROUTINE FOR COMPLTING KAPPA
•,• C
COM4ON/BLK1/SCRK aSPS95NS9DSTR9AIoPI9DEL9SIGMA9 SET AVRES
i COMPLEX Al
SCRK1	 =	 ABS	 (SCRK)
AR G1
	 =	 ABS /ARG)






















SUBROUTINE FOR COMPUTING LCGARITKMIC DERIVATIVE.OF KAPPA MINUS
COMMON /SYSTEM/SYSBUFalBBCLT
CDMMJN/BLKL/SCRKoSPSoSNEoDSTRoAIoPIoDELoSIGMAoBETAoRES







C 2Q=GAM 0/DSTR — SCR K
C3Q=GAMO/DSTRo-SCRK
NN=O



















C2P=GAMP/DSTR — SCR K
C2Q=GAMP /DS TR+ SCR K
C2N = GAMN/D STR — SCR 
	
$_	 C3Q=GAMN/DSTR¢ SCR It
NN =O
C SEC =C 2P*C 2Q
IF(C SEC oLT,O,O)NN = I	 I
T1=GAMP*S1
T2= S2* SQR TABS (C SEC I b
















D 1=(A LP—A 1*R—B L D /E I
	
6?FL[CSDi,6,L F'iC: ^^









	 IF (CABS( (C1 —CITESTD/C1D .Llo 0.0006) GO TO 50
CITEST=C1
20 CONTINUE




C 1=C 1— 1. 0/E I+B





















































C	 NN =0C SEC =C 2N* C 3Q
IFICSFCoLTe0o01NN=1
T1=GAMN*S1




ARA T 1=(A I*R"I I /A LP
ARA T2=(A2*RvBII/ALN
	
a	 C 1=C I*ARA TL*ARA T2
IF(CABS((CI—CITEST)/CID oLT. 0.00011 GO TO 60
CITE ST=C1







































IF(CSEC <L I. C.0 INN =1
T1=GAMO*S1 
T2= S2* SQR T (AB 5 W SEC) I
IFIC2QoLT'a0.O.ANDeC3Q< LT. 000) T2 =—T2
IF(NN,EQ.ODALPO=TL+T2
IF(NNo E g o 1DALP0=CMPLX4TLv72D
C I=C L*11,0—ARG/ALPC)






4 DO	 20	 1=19200
R=I










T2=S2* SQR T (A8 S /C SEC D D




















C 1=C I* 4 I.COAT21*4I.CeAT31




50 CON TIN UE
C I=C I*BI / QARG-BID *CSI PQ PI/Ala CARG-BLDD / 4SIN (PI *81/AlDD























81=GA M O/( SPS— SNS)
C1=CEXP(—AI*ARG/2.0*(SPS—SNS))
C 2Q=GAM 0/DSTR— SCR K




C SEC =C 2Q* C 3Q
IF(C SEC aL T,C.0INN=1
T1 =GAM O*S1
T2=S2*SQR T(ABS(C SEC )I
IFIC2Q oL  o0.0. AND aC3Q.LT.0.C) 72 	 T2
IF (AN .EQo0) ALP 0=TI+T2
IF (NN eEQ.I)ALPO=C MPLX (TI 972)
RIN0X-INDX
IF(INDX oEQ. 0)
	 GG TC 10












IF(INUX.LT. 0	 BAND. ABSIRINOX) <EQ. RI 	 GO TO 30
IF( INOX <GT. 0 oAND. 	 RINOX ,EQ. R) GO TO 30







C SEC=C 2P*C 2Q
IF(CSEC oL T.0.0)NN=1
T1=GAMP*51










IF (NN oE g o II ALP =CMPL9171 9T21 ORIW\:kf
NN EC
OF POOR QUALINCSEC=C 2NaC?Q
IF(CSEC aL To0o0)NN=1
T1=GAMN*S1
T 2=S2* SQR T /AB S (C SEC I D
IFIC2NoLToCo0. AND oC3QoL1.0.CD72 — T2
IF (NN eEQ. CIALN=T1+T2




IF	 ICABS((C2—C2TE SIP /C2)	 oLT.	 0o0009D	 GO TO 40
C2TE.ST=C2
30 CONTINUE




















	 INVERS(NOIPgAoNoBoOgDETERMOISING, INDEX I
C
C sasas	 INVERSE OR	 LINEAR EGLAYBONS SCLVER ****
C ss*s*a*asa*asa****ttstattaat***s*a**t*tae********sa*s***ttt**sss*
C
{	 C NDIM	 IS THE ACTUAL	 SIZE	 CF A	 IN CALLING PROGRAM.
l	 C EG.	 A(NDIMoNDIM)
C A	 IS SQUARE	 MA TR I A	 IC BE	 INVERTED.
C N	 IS SIZE OF	 UPPER LEFT PCRTION BEING INVERTED.
	
MINIMUM
C B	 IS COLUMN OF	 CONSTANTS
	 (GPTIONAL INPUTD.	 SUPPLY SPACE 9(NDIMoID
C M	 IS	 THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS CF CONSTANTS
C DETERM RETURNS THE	 VALUE CF DETERMINANT IF NON—SINGULARi	
C ISING RETLRNS92	 IF MATRIX A9NoN)
	 IS	 SINGULAR
C 91	 IF	 MATRIX A(N0N)	 IS	 NON—SINGULAR
C INVERSE RETURNS IN A
',	 I	 C S9LUTION	 VECTORS RETURN IN B
>.	 C INDEX	 IS	 WORKING	 STORAGE	 IN931
C ssmssassstsa*saasasa**s**ate****ss****tsttsa*ssaaa*a****aa**sasst
I; DIMENSION













I DO	 130	 I= 19N
C^.
r C SEARCH FOR PIVOT
I C
R AMAX	 =	 O.CEC
DU	 40 J=1oN
1F( INDEX(J93)	 .EQ.	 1)	 GC	 IC 40
00	 30 K=19N
IF( I:NDEX( K031 	—	 11	 200309190
20 IF(	 ABS(	 A(J0K1	 )	 .LE.	 AMAX)	 GO	 TO 30
IR.c w = J
ICOL UM	 -:	 K













C INTERCHANGE ROWS TC PLY PIVCT ELEMENT ON DIAGONAL
C
IF	 ( IRON	 .EQ.	 1COLLM)	 GC	 IC	 70
DETERM = —DETERM
DU	 50 L=1,N
SWAP	 =	 A( IROWOLD
Al IROWoLI	 = A(ICOLLM,L)




IF(N	 .I.E. 	O)	 GO	 TO	 70 OF POOR QUALITY
DO	 60 L=1vM
SWAP	 = B41ROWuLI
BI IA3WoLI	 = B(ICOLUM90
d,c 60 B( ICOLUMoL)
	 -	 SWAP
C
L" DIVIDE	 PIVOT ROW BY PIVOT ELEMENT
^.	 C
70 PIV]T	 = AIICOLUM#ICOLLMI
DETERM	 = UE TERM *	 PI VCT
A( ICOLUMo 1COLUMI	 =	 1. CEO
j DO	 BO L=ION
80 A(ICOLUMoL)	 = A(ICOLL09L) / PIVOT
IF(M	 eLE,	 01	 GO	 TO	 100
DO	 90 L=19M
90 B(1COLUMQL)
	 =	 B(1CCLU09L) / PIVCT
CI	
C PEDUCE
	 NON PIVOT RCbS
C
110 DJ 130 L1=19N
IFIL1 .EQ. ICOLUM) GC TO 130
T = AIL19ICOLUMI
AlL19ICOLUM) = C. CEO
DO 11'J L=19N
110 A(L1uLl = A(Ll@L) — A(ICCLLMoL) * T
1F(M eLE. CI GO TO 13C
DO 12U L=19M






L = N a L — [








140 CON TIN UE
150 CONTINUE
DO 170 K=19N



















SUBROUTINE ME SAGE IN09PARMoNAME)
r Gao##v#M
C	 MESAGE IS LSED TO ® UELF. NCA — FATAL MESSAGES DURING THE EXECUTION
C	 OF A MODULE AND GIVE A CORE DUMPo PRINT THE MESSAGES 9
 AND CALL
C	 PEX ) T FOR FATAL MESSAGES
C#######
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